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Abstract 

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) has been actively pursued. Currently, 

two approaches are ext ensively resertrched and developed . One is algorith-based 

and the other is visualization-based. The algorith-based methods speci% the 

target formats and pursue the correlations between the outcome variable and the 

independent variables. Once the algorithms are determined, the user can hardly 

participate in the discovery process. The visualization-based methods speciS. the 

hypot hesis by means of visualization metaphors and pursue interactive visualization 

of large data sets and the patterns behind the data sets. Most visualisation sys- 

tems lack the ability to visualize the entire process of knowledge discovery-, neither 

consider to include the users' perception into the systems. 

We propose an interactive visualization model, RuleViz, for the KDD process, 

which stresses the human-machine interaction and visual representation. The inter- 

action between the user and the machine helps the KDD system navigate through 

the enormous search spaces and recognize the intentions of the user. Thus, the user 

can easily provide the system with heuristics and domain knowledge and specify 

parameters. On the other hand, the visual representation of data and knowledge 

resulted in the KDD process helps users gain better insight into multidimensional 

data, understand the intermediate results, and interpret the discovered patterns. 

RuleViz consists of five component s: raw data preparation and visualization, 

interactive data reduction (horizontally and vertically), visual data preprocessing 

such as missing values handling, numerical attribute discretization and data trans- 

formation, pattern discovery like correlation mining, mle induction and decision 

tree construction, and pattern visualization like neural networks, decision trees, 

and classification Est. 



To implement the RuleViz model, we suggest three implementation paradigms: 

image-based dgorithmic implement at ion, embedded-dgorithm-based implementa- 

tion, and user-supervised interactive implement ation, and implement four int erac- 

tive knowledge discoveq- systems: AViz - an image-based system for discovering 

numerical association d e s  based on data plots and optimized rectangles; CViz - 

an embedded-algorithm-based system for classification rule induction based on the 

parallel coordinates visualization technique; CVizT - a user-supervised interactive 

system for building classification d e s  based on the Table Lens visualization tech- 

nique; and DTViz - a user-supervised interactive system for constructing decision 

trees based on the parde l  segments pixel-oriented visualization technique and the 

tree structure visualization algorithm. 

Our experimentd results with the UCI repository data sets and artificial data 

sets demonstrate that the RuleViz model can provide a met hodology for developing 

interactive KDD systems. The systems developed according to the RuleViz model 

take advantage of both algorithm-based and visualization-based approaches. They 

provide the user with straightforward observation and control of the KDD process, 

integrate the user's perception and domain knowledge into the KDD process easily, 

make it convenient for the user to understond and interpret the discovered knowl- 

edge, and remain flexible for distributing the KDD functions between the user and 

machine. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is a process of searching for knowledge 

represented as relationships and patterns from large data sets and employment of 

this knowledge to solve problems or interpret phenornena. The KDD process is 

best suited to be interactive and iterative, involving numerous steps with many 

decisions being made by the user [53]. Dota mining is an important activity in 

knowledge discovery in databases, and develops techniques and approaches tu dis- 

covering new patterns from databases [35]. Data mining attracts many researchers 

from the database and nrtificial intelligence communities, as well as other disciplines 

such as logic and statistics. Their interest is motivated by the availability of huge 

amounts of computerized data that many orgônizations possess about their busi- 

ness. Research on data mining techniques concentrates on the solution of various 

problems, including classi@ing data into difFerent categories, characterizing a set 

of data, discovering associations and correlations between data, finding sequential 

patterns and similarities in ordered data, and su on. 

Currently, two important approaches for knowledge discovery can be char- 
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acterized as algorithm-based and visualization-based [24]. The algorith-based 

approach includes rule induction [Il] , concept iearning [123], association mining 

[3, 4, 1171, decision tree construction [26, 1361, neural networks [42], etc. These 

methods specie the target formats and pursue the correlations between the out- 

come variables and the independent variables. Usually, patterns are hidden in the 

raw data set, and may have particular structured or uns t~c tured  fonns. It is es- 

sential to discovering knowledge to determine how the raw data should be cleaned 

and preprocessed and where the patterns are to be found in the database. Ma- 

chine leaming techniques and statistics are extensively exploited in data mining 

algori thms. 

The other approach, the visualization-based approach, specifies the relationships 

among data items or variables by means of visualization metaphors. A working 

definition of visualization views it as a process of tramforming the abstract data 

into a rneaningful visual form so that users can understand and use the results 

much better [37]. The visualization method integrates techniques from computer 

graphies, image processing, graphical user interfaces, and other related fields, and 

takes into account human perceptual cognitive capabilities, human variations, and 

task characteristics. Interactive visualization provides the user with straightforward 

observation and control of the data mining process. 

Maoy visualization techniques and systems have been developed and imple- 

mented [8, 13, 20, 44, 46, 30, 70, 76, 971. These visualization systems cas be 

divided into two ca.tegories, one which visualizes the raw data like Spotfire [8], 

Independence Diagrams [20], Periodic Data [44], and VisDb [97], and the other 

which visualizes &al results like Decision Tree Construction [13], Map Visualizer 

and Tree Visualizer deveioped by Silicon Graphics [3O, 701, association d e s  visu- 

alization [61], and visualization of various patterns [76]. One common feature of 
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t hese existing visualizat ion sys tems is t heir dependence on cornputer gr aphics and 

scientific visualization. 

Most existing methods for knowledge discovery reported in the literature [4, 12, 

42, 133,110, 149, 1541 stress the interactions between the humas and the machine. 

Their implementations, however, focus on the algorithmic approaches for data min- 

ing rat her t han the interactions. Some visualization systems develop eit her the raw 

data visualization or the final results visualization, but few of them emphasize vi- 

sualization of the entire KDD process and the interactions for navigating through 

the search space. 

The data set on which the knowledge discovery process works is usudy huge, 

and hence it is very difficult to grasp the patterns or d e s  behind the raw data. 

Visualkation techniques provide us with various approaches to gain insight into the 

meaning of the data and help us to interpret the patterns discovered. Most visuai- 

ization systems, however, lack the ability to visualize the entire process of lcnowledge 

discovery. In data visualization systems, complex data are carefully arranged and 

displayed in a specific visual form, and the knowledge behind the raw data is lefi 

for the user to observe and determine the meaning of the pictures, which usually 

requires a wealth of background knowledge in graphics and applications. On the 

ot her hand, the knowledge visualization systems visualize the discovered knowledge 

according to different techniques such as decision trees, neural networks, etc. How- 

ever, these systems display ody  results based on some parameters specified by the 

user, and the user cannot understand how the results are obtained and interpreted. 

An interactive visualization system of knowledge discovery should provide a user 

with not only the raw data and/or the discovered results but also the entire process 

in visual forrns so that the user can participate in the discovery process, provide 

heuristics, guide the navigation of search, and interpret the discovered knowledge. 



1.1 Contributions 

In order to take advantages of algorithm-based approach and visualization-based 

approach for discovering knowledge fiom large data sets, in this thesis, we propose 

an interactive visualization model, RuleViz, which stresses two aspects of interac- 

tive visualization, human-machine interaction and visual representation during the 

entire KDD process. The RuleViz model consists of five components: data visu- 

alization, data reduction, data preprocess, pattern lear~ing, and knowledge visual- 

ization. The interaction between the user and the machine helps the KDD system 

navigate through the enonnous search spaces and carry out the intentions of the 

user, and the user easily provides the system with heuristics and domain knowledge 

and specifies parameters. The visualization of the KDD process helps users gain 

better insight into the multidimensional data, understand the intermediate results, 

and interpret the discovered patterns. 

To support the RuleViz rnodel, we implement four interactive systems, AViz, 

CViz, CVizT, and DTViz, for visualizing the process of leaïning classifiers, mining 

association rules, and constructing decision trees, respectively. The reason that 

these patterns are chosen in our implementations is that they are actively pursued 

[3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 39, 66, 1031. 

In our implementations, we focus on the data visualization, feature selection and 

tuple selection for data reduction, missing value handling and continuous attribute 

discretization for data preprocessing, learning strategies, and discovered pattern 

visualization. Three approaches for implementing the RuleViz mode are developed 

in these implemented systems. The first one is based on image processing, the 

second approach is to embed existing algorithms into the visualization systems, and 

the third one is f d y  interactively finding patterns. We experiment and evaluate 
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these systems with UCI repository data sets and artificial data sets. 

We make the following contributions in this thesis: 

We propose an integrated interactive model, RuleViz, consisting of five com- 

ponents, raw data visualization, data reduction, data preprocess, pattern 

leaming, and pattern visualization, for visualking the entire process of knowl- 

edge discovery, and suggest possible approaches for implementing each com- 

ponent of this model; 

We implement an interactive visualization system, AViz, for mining associa- 

tion rules, in which approaches for learning patterns and discretizing contin- 

uous attributes based on image processing techniques are developed; 

We implement a visualization system, CViz, for rule induction, in which an 

approach for interactively learning classification d e s  with visualization by 

embedding existing algorithms into difFerent components is explored; 

We implement an interactive system, CVizT, for constructing classifiers, in 

which an approach for Mly interactive classification rules construction is pre- 

sented; and 

We implement an interactive system, DTViz, for interactive building decision 

trees, which provides a novel approach for "supervised" learning in which the 

user is the "supervisor". 

1.2 Organisation of This Thesis 

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present an overview of the 

algorithm-based KDD techniques, especidy focusing on statistical clâssification 
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techniques, decision tree techniques, and association d e  mining techniques. Other 

issues, including pattern evaluation, missing value handling, continuous attribute 

discretization, etc. are dso considered. We dso summarize techniques for data 

visualization and knowledge visualization, analy ze the visualization fsamework and 

process, and present some data and knowledge visualization systems. 

In Chapter 3, we propose an integrated interactive model, RdeViz, for visualiz- 

ing the entire process of discovering knowledge from large data sets. The RuleViz 

model consists of five components, data visualization, data reduction, data pre- 

process, pattern learning, and knowledge visualization. The problems, objectives, 

available techniques, etc. for each component are discussed, and some novel ap- 

proaches for each component are suggested. 

In Chapter 4, the implementation issues of the RuleViz model are presented, 

including choosing the visualization space, choosing visualization techniques for 

different target s, choosing implementation met hods, data traversability and navi- 

gability, human-machine interactions, and windowing strategies. 

In Chapter 5 ,  we design an interactive system, AViz, for visualizing the process 

of mining n-merical association rules. The implementation of each component of 

AViz is presented, and our AViz experiments with census data sets are reported. 

Image-based continuous attribute discretization and association rule mining algo- 

rithms are developed. 

In Chapter 6 ,  we embed an existing learning algonthm ELEM2, continuous at- 

tribut e discretization algorit hm EDA-DB , and feature selection algorit hm RELIEF 

into a paralle1 coordinatesbased data visualization technique to explore a visual 

classification rule induction system, CViz. Additionally, interactive data reduction 

and a novel technique for visualizing classification xules are implemented. Our ex- 
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periments of CViz with the UCI data sets [126] and artificial data sets are reported 

at the end of this chapter. 

In Chapter 7, we develop an interactive visualization system, DVizT, for con- 

structing classifiers (a set of classification d e s )  based on Table Lens, a graph-based 

data visualization technique. This is a fully interactive system. A visualization- 

based continuous attribute discretization and a Table Lens based visual represen- 

tation of classification d e s  are developed in DVizT. The experiments of DVizT 

with the UCI repository data sets are reported. 

In Chapter 8, another M y  interactive visualization system, DTViz, is described. 

The DTViz system is used to interactively build decision trees. Two interaction 

windows are developed, one for data, one for decision tree. The user can inter- 

actively expand tree nodes, evaluate tree nodes, prune tree branches, and assign 

labeIs to leaf nodes by interacting with the decision tree window, and visualize the 

data covered by tree nodes and select split attributes and split points by interacting 

with the data window, respectively. A pixel-oriented data visualization technique, 

Parallel Segments, is developed for ordered attribute values with class labels. The 

DTViz system is experimented with the UCI data sets and the results are reported. 

In Chapter 9, we analyze and compare the characteristics of the four systems 

above, AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz, from different angles. We also compare 

these systems with other visualization-based and algorithm-based KDD systems. 

Finally, Chapter 10 is the conclusion. We provide a siirnmary of accomplish- 

ments and make suggestions for our future work. 



Chapter 2 

Knowledge Discovery and 

Visualizat ion 

2.1 Introduction 

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is a multi-disciplinûly research endeav- 

our, which has been defined as the non-triuial extraction of implicit, previozlsly 

unknovn and potentially useful howledge from data [133]. The purpose of knowl- 

edge discovery is to search for knowledge represented as relationships and patterns 

and employ this knowledge to solve unseen problems or interpmt phenomena. 

Two approaches for knowledge discovery c m  be characterized as algorithm- 

based and visualization-based [24]. The former includes d e  induction [Il], con- 

cept learning [123], association rnining [3, 4, 1171, decision tree induction [26, 1361, 

neural networks [42], etc. These methods specify the target formats and pursue 

the correlations between the outcome variable and the independent variables. The 

latter approach specifies the hypothesis by means of visualization metaphors. Many 
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techniques and systems for data visualization andior knowledge visualization have 

been developed and implemented [8, 13, 20,44, 46,30, 70, 76, 971. These visualiza- 

tion systems can be further divided into two categories, one visualizing the raw data 

like Spotfire [8], Independence Diagrams [ZO], Periodic Data [44], and VisDb [97], 

and the other visualizing the final results like Decision Tree Construction [13], Map 

Visualizer and Tree Visualizer developed by Silicon Graphics [30, 701, assoication 

rules visualization [61], and visualization of various patterns [76]. One common 

feature of these existing systems is their dependence on computer graphics and 

scientific visualization. 

In tbis chapter, we briefly introduce some algorithm-based KDD approaches 

which will be used in later chapters, and then discuss the concepts and techniques 

of data and knowledge visualization for underlying visualization-based approaches. 

2.2 Algorithm-Based Knowledge Discovery 

We summarize the important algorithm-based approaches for knowledge discovery, 

including statistical classfication, decision tree construction, associations mining, 

and ot her approaches. 

2.2.1 Statisticd Classification 

Generally, the classification problem can be understood as follows [68, 93, 851. We 

are given a set of attributes or features, denoted {Al, Az, . . . , A,), with attribute 

Aj defined in the domain Dom(Aj) for j = 1,2, . . . ,p l  a set of predefined classes, 

denoted {Cl, C2,.. . , C,), and a training set with n examples {(el, q), (e2,  c ~ ) , .  . . , 
( e n )  Each training example cas be featured with the given attribute values, 
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called pdimensional attribute vector, ei = < x ; ~ ,  xi*,. . . , x+ >, i = 1,2, . . . , n, 
where xij E D m ( A j ) , j  = 1,2,. . . p, is the value of attnbute Aj with respect to ei, 

and has been already assigned to one and only one class ci. The problern is how to 

construct a classifier that is able to assign a class to a new example that is not in 

the training set. 

Statistical classification, as the term suggests, uses probability theory and statis- 

tical methods to build a classifier from the given data. Many approaches have been 

developed, which can be divided into two categories [123]. One is the parametric 

approach [49, 127, 23, 33, 34, 67, 105, 118, 139, 1451 which assumes that the form 

of distribution density function of a p-dimensional attribute vector for each class 

is known, and the aim of classification is to estimate the distribution density func- 

tion by estimating some parameters fiom the training set. When a new example 

is observed, it can be assigned to a class for which it has the greatest probabil- 

ity. Typical parametric approaches include Linear Discriminant [127]., Quadratic 

Discriminant [49], Logistic Discriminant [33], and the method of using the mixture 

likelihood mode1 to solve classification problems with a mixture of labeled and un- 

labeled examples [23, 62, 67, -118, 129, 130, 1461. The second statistical approach 

is the non-parametric or distribution-fiee approach [42,48, 49, 59, 127, 1621 which 

assumes that no f o m  of underlying distribution density function is known, and the 

classification procedure builds some mechanism to estimate the distribution density 

or probability for each class directly from the known data when a new example is 

presented to it. Typical non-porametn'c approaches include Kernel-based Density 

Estimation [42], K-nearest Neighbours Method [123], Projection Pursuit [49], etc. 
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2.2.2 Decision Tree Techniques 

Construction of decision trees from a given set of examples has been the subject of 

extensive research in machine learning and data mining in the past over ten years 

[26, 66, 123, 135, 136, 159, 1621. It is typically performed in two steps, growing and 

pruning.  In  the first step, a training set is sampled fkom the given set of examples 

and used to grow a decision tree. Then, in the second step, the tree is reduced based 

on a tes t ing se t  to prevent o v e r f i t i n g .  The testing set is generally the complement 

of the training set with respect to the given set of examples. 

Decision Tree Generation 

The skeleton for growing a decision tree from a training set T is elegantly simple 

[136]. Let the decision classes be denoted Cl, C2, . . . , Ck. 

If T contains no cases, then the decision tree is only a leaf, but the class to be 

associated with the leaf must be determined from information other than T. 

If T contains one or more cases, ail belonging to a single class Cjy then the 

decision tree for T is a leaf identifying class Cj ,  1 5 j 5 k. 

If T contains cases that belong to a mixture of classes, then T is partitioned 

into subsets Tl ,  T2, . . . , T,, where contains aU cases in T that have output Oi 

of the chosen test, based on a single attribute which has one or more mutually 

exclusive outcomes 01, O*, . . . ,O,. The decision tree for T consists of a decision 

node identieing the test, and one branch for each possible outcome. The sarne 

tree-building machinery is applied recursively to each subset of training cases, so 

that the i-th branch leads to the decision tree constructed from the subset Ti of 

training set T, i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
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Building a decision tree depends a great ded on the choice of appropriate tests, 

which we have apparently extracted from thin air. Any test that divides the training 

set in a nontrivial way, so that at least two of the subsets are not empty, will 

eventually result in a partition into single-class subsets under the condition of no 

noise examples, even if all or most of them contains a single training case. The 

tree-building process is to build a tree that reveals the structure of the domain and 

so has predictive power. The partition must have as few blocks as possible. Ideally, 

we would like to choose a test at each stage so that the final tree has small number 

of nodes and high classification accuracy. 

Unfortunately, the problem of finding the smdest decision tree with a training 

set is NP-complete under the measure of internal length [go]. Of course, what is the 

"bestn depends on how one intends to use the tree. The most common criterion of 

measuring a decision tree is called accuracy of prediction, or, in contrast, error rate, 

when classifying previously unseen objects. There are several popular measures for 

selecting attributes to extend the decision tree, for example, information gain and 

gain-ratio measure used in the ID3 and C4.5 systems [135, 1361, the GINI-index of 

diversdy meusure used in CART [26], the Marshall correction measure [121], the x2 
statistical measure [123], etc. 

Decision Tkee Pruning 

There are two broad classes of pruning algorithms [114,122]. The first class includes 

algorit hms like cost-cornplexit y or error-cornplexit y pruning, that use a separate set 

of examples for pruning, distinct from the set used to grow the tree. The second 

class of decision tree pruning algorithms, like pessimistic pruning, uses all of the 

training examples for tree generation and pnining. 
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Assume we have N testing examples, t is a node of the decision tree, Tt a sub- 

tree rooted at t, Lt a set of leaf nodes in G, N(t) the number of examples contained 

the error rate at t. in t , e(t ) the number of misclassified examples, and r(t ) = N ( t )  

Error-complexity pruning [26]: D e h e  the data rate p(t) as Then the 

error cost of node t is 

and the error cost for sub-tree Tt is 

The complexity cost is the cost of one extra Ieaf, a(t). Then the total cost of 

the sub-tree Tt is R(Tt) + a(t) 1 Lt 1, and the total cost of node t is R(t) + a(t) (only 

one leaf node 

which gives a 

The node 

t). Let them be equal, then 

rneasure of the value of the sub-tree, the reduction in error per leaf. 

that is to be p m e d  should be the following: 

The final tree is selected as the smallest tree with a misclassification rate (per test 

data) within 1 standard error of the minimum ( 1 SE Rule): 

where R is the misclassification rate of the pruned tree. 

Pessimistic error pruning [136]: The nurnber of misclassifications that need 

corrected is estimated as 

1 
n(t) = e(t) + - for node t, 

2 '  
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and the rate with continuity correction of sub-tree Tt as 

ILt l n(Z) = C e( i )  + 7, for subtree Tt. 
if Lt 

The standard error for the nwnber of misclassifications is calculated as 

To prune the decision tree, each node starting at the root is evaluated. A 

node dong with the sub-tree rooted at it is pruned unless its corrected number of 

misclassifications is lower than that for the node by at least one standard error: 

2.2.3 Classifier Evaluation and Ot her Considerations 

Classification error rate, or accuracy, is often used to evaluate a classifier, a set of 

classification d e s ,  acquired by using a classification learning algorithm [26, 1361. 

Suppose, there are n cases in the training set T and N cases in the testing set T t .  

The classifier generated fiom T is denoted by D. For any case x E T', assume its 

actual class is C(x), but D classifies it into D ( x ) ,  then the classification accuracy 

of D is defined as 

There are three methods of estimating the classification accuracy which are called 

intemal estimates [26, 123, 1241. 

1. Resubstitution estimate: The test cases are the same as training cases; 

2. Test sample estimate: Given a set of cases, divide it into two parts, one as a 

training set and the other a test set; 
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3. Cross-validation estimate: Divide the case set into more subsets SI, S2, . . . , SK. 
Let T', = u ~ + ~ S ~  be training set, Tl = Sk testing set. Assume the classifier 

generated from Tk is Dk, then 

where Nk is the size of TL. Thus, R(D) = k R(Dh)- 

During the construction of classifiers, it is easier to deal with discrete-valued 

attributes than continuous-valued attributes. How the continuous-valued attributes 

are handled has been become an important topic of machine learning and data 

mining [12, 40, 42, 51, 52, 136, 1521. Many methods of transforming continuous- 

valued attribut es into discrete-valued ones have been developed in recent years, 

e.g., in C4.5, the cut-points were used to replace the corresponding intervals [136]. 

CAL5 is a learning system based on a statistical approach to splitting real values 

into discrete intervals, each of which is treated as a discrete value [125]. The red- 

valued attribute is thus transformed into a discrete one. There have been other 

approaches to discretizing continuous attribut es into discrete ones which we will 

disscuss in the following chapters. 

A data set is incomplete if it contains tuples with missing values, such a tuple 

being called an incomplete tuple. Missing data rnay result from errors, measurement 

failures, difficult observation, changes in the database schema, etc. Incomplete 

tuples are stiU very useful in the process of discovering rules although they may 

provide us with less information than tuples without missing values. For the task 

of 1ea.rning classification rules, the missing d u e s  may be the condition attributes, 

or the class labels (decision attribute values). For the former case, the missing 

values can be estimated in some way or the incomplete tuples are simply removed 
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in the pre-precessing. In the latter case, the missing labels may lead to completely 

different result S. 

Missing values present additional problems. Several solutions to the problem 

of generating classifiers from the training set of examples with unknovvn values 

have been proposed [26, 123, 124, 135, 1361. The simplest among them consists in 

removing examples wi t h unknown values or replacing missing values wi t h the most 

common values. More complex approaches are to use a Bayesian formalism to 

determine the probability distribution of the missing value over the possible values 

from the domain, and either choose the most likely value or divide the example 

into fractional examples, each with one possible value weighted according to the 

probabilities determined. 

2.2.4 Mining Association Rules fkom Large Data Sets  

Discuvering association d e s  from large data sets is actively pursued currently [2, 

3, 4, 7, 27, 83, 88, 106, 113, 117, 131, 144, 151, 1561. An association rule is an 

implication of the form A =+ B, where A, B are subsets of regarded attributes, and 

An B = 6. For different types of attribute values the implication of the association 

forrn may have different meanings. Currently, the proposed algorithms can be 

classified into three categories, boolean , quantitative, and generalized association 

rules. 

Boolean Itemset Association Rules 

Agrawal, hielinski, and Swami presented the basket data problem [3], in which, 

given a large database of customer transactions (basket data) that consists of items 

purshased by a customer in a separate transaction, we are to look for significânt 
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associations between items, for example, which items are always or often bought 

together with which items. The typical examples are most often transactions that 

purchme bread and butter also purchase milk, and a customer purchasing tea is 

likely to also purchase coffee. 

Let I = {Il, 4, .. . ,I,) be a set of items, each Ik being an item, where m is 

the number of items. Let D be a database of transactions, where each transaction 

corresponds to a tuple in D, denoted T. A transaction T is a set of items represented 

as a binary vector, with T [k] = 1 if T contains the item 4 ,  and T [k] = O otherwise, 

for 1 5 k < m. Assume X C I is a subset of items in 1. A transaction T satisfies 

X if for all items Ic E X, T [ k ]  = 1. 

An assocation d e  is an implication of the form X + Y, where X, Y C I , and 
X n Y = 4. The rule X + Y holds in D with confiaence c if c% of transactions in 

D that contain X also contain Y, and support s i fs% of transactions in D contain 

X U Y. 

The problem of mining association rules from a large set of transactions D is to 

generate all association d e s  with support and confidence greater than or equal to 

the user-specified support threshold (6) and confidence threshold (a), respectively. 

Confidence is a measure of the rule7s strength, while support corresponds to statis- 

tical significance. The problem of mining association rules can be decomposed into 

two subproblems: 

1. Discovering all large itemsets: A subset X of I is c d e d  a large itemset or an 

interesting itemset or a fi-equent itemset if its support is at least 6. Otherwise, 

it is a small itemset. 

2. Geaerating association rules: For each large itemset X, construct d e s  of the 

form X - Y + Y, where Y c X. If the confidence of a rule in such a form is 
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greater than or equal to 0, then it is an association d e  that we are finding. 

Otherwise it is not. 

From statistics, the support for a rule X + Y is given as the probability of 

occurrence of XUY in D, denoted as ~ ( X U Y ) ,  while its confidence is the conditional 
P ( X W  probability of Y given X. Confidence can be expressed as 

p(X) 

Currently many approaches to solving the basket data problem have been de- 

veloped and efficient dgorithms have been implemented. The classical solution is 

based on breadth-first or level-wise search to generate ail candidate large itemsets 

and then to test them [3,4, 6, 28, 1111. Another solution is based on sûmpling over 

the full data set of an appropriate size to avoid excess scanning passes over the 

data set [132, 144, 1561. In addition, alternative methods such as the connectionist 

approach [110] have also been proposed. 

Quantitative Association Rules 

GeneraJy, quantitative values consist of numerical values and categorical valzces. 

Typical numerical values are salary, age, quantity, and so forth, while country, sex, 

major, etc. are categorical values. Hondling quantitative attributes is to partition 

the domains into disjoint intervals [152]. 

To transfonn quantitative attributes into positive consecutive integer attributes, 

assume any attribute has the uniform format: < attribute, integer-value> , and tuple 

in the data set is a set of ~ a t t r i b z l t e ,  integer-value>. 

Let 1 = {il, i2, . . . , i m )  be a set of attributes, P the set of positive integers, 

and IV the set 1 x P. The pair < x,v >E 1. means that attribute z has value 

v. Let IR = (< x , l , u  >E 1 x P x PI1 5 u, if x is quantitative; 1 = u, if x 
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is categorical). Item < x, 1, u > means that the value of x is between 1 and u. 

For X IR, at t r ibu te (X)  = { X I  < x,l,u >€ X ) .  A tuple R C I, supports 

X if for all < x , l , u  >E X,3 < x,q >E R such that 1 < q 5 u. Thus, the 

quantitative attributes are transfered to a set of items with fonn of < x ,  1, u >. The 

quantitative association d e  is of the following form: X + Y, where X, Y C IR 

and a t t r i h t e ( X )  n at t r ibu te (Y)  = #. 

As long as the partitions are made, the problem can be solved by means of the 

algorithms developed in the previous section. The main problem to be addressed is 

how to partition the domains. If the number of intervals is large: then the support 

for any single interval can be low, while if the number of intervals is small, the 

interml length is large and the confidence c m  be low. Thus many rules could be 

missed. There are currently many approaches to partitoning quantitative values, 

such as equi-space partitoning, equi-depth partitoning, distance-based partitoning, 

entropy-based partitioning, etc. [12, 52, 75, 1171. 

Generalized Association Rules 

Most often, taxnomies over at tributes are available. When hierarchies are qresent , 
the association d e s  between different levels of hierarchies are usually interesting, 

especially in the case that most leaf nodes have not sficient support. CLimbing 

up the hierarchies would generate generalized association rules. Such generalized 

association rules and dgorithms for discovering such rules are discussed by Cai, 

Cercone and Han [31], Srikant and Agrawal [151], Han and Fu [83], Srikant, Vu, 

and Agrawal [153], etc. 

The interestingness degree of a d e  is defined as its support divided by its 

expected support, and the expected support is based on the support of the rule's 
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antecedent and consequent [151]. A generalized association m l e  is an implication 

of the form A B, where A, B C I ,  A n B = #, and no item in B is an ancestor 

of any item in A. A generalized association rule is interesting if it has no ancestors 

or its interestingness degree is greater than some interest theshoid. The ancestors 

of a d e  A + B consist of Â + B, A + B aad Â + B, where Â and B are the 

ancestors of A and B respectively. 

The problem of rnining generalized association rules cm be decomposed into 

three parts, finding all generalized large itemsets, generating desired d e s ,  asd 

pruning aIl uninteresting d e s .  The generalized luge itemsets include the classical 

large itemsets and those large itemsets that contain higher level items. Since the 

support of an ancestor may not be equal to the summation of the support of its 

direct descendants, all items at ail levels have to be counted to decide their support. 

To handle hierarchicd relationships, the background knowledge for hierarchies 

codd be stored into a table consisting of two coltimns: item-name and level-di$erence. 

The mining algorithm for generalized association rules is based on the algorithms 

discussed in previous sections but running on the extended transaction data set. 

For each transaction t ,  a~ extended transaction t' of t is obtained by adding all the 

ancestors of each item in t to t. Thus, t supports itemset X iff t' is a superset of X. 

The algorithm consists of two phases, the first phase generating cûndidate frequent 

itemsets and the second phase determining support of those candidates [83, 1531. 

2.2.5 Other Techniques Employed in Data Mining 

Chen et al [38] suggest several classification schemes to categorize data mining 

techniques, for example, based on the kinds of databases to be studied, the kinds 

of knowledge to be discovered, and the knds of techniques to be utilized, etc. 
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According to the kinds of knowledge to be mined, except for data classification 

and association rules mining discussed previously, the data mining techniques also 

contain the following categories [38, 73, 84, 891: 

0 Data generalization and summarization: This technique presents the general 

characteristics or a summarized high-level view over a set of user-specified 

data in a database. 

Interesting/exceptional/Peculia.r rules mining: Similar to association niles 

mining which is based on support-confidence framework, other kinds of inter- 

esting d e s  can be discovered using different metrics [47, 58, 65 ,  69, 86, 107, 

1631. 

Data clustering: This technique is to group a set of data (unsupervised) based 

on the conceptual clustering principle: maximizing the intraclass similarity 

and minimizing the int erclass similari ty. 

Characteristic rule mining: A characteristic d e  is an assertion that shows the 

characteristics of the data classes, though the rule may not cover all classes 

and all examples of any given class. 

Discriminant rules mining: A discriminant d e  is an assertion that discrimi- 

nates concepts of the class being examined (the target class) from other classes 

(called contrasting classes). 

Temporal or spatial-temporal (sequential) pattern rnining: This pattern is 

also called trend, such as financial data for stock price indices, customer data, 

medicd data, etc. It is to search for similar patterns in order to discover and 

predict the risk, causality, and trend associated with a specific pattern. 
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Path traversal patterns mining: This technique is to capture user access pat- 

terns in a distribued information enviroments, such as the Web page access 

patterns 

Neural networks: The problems that neural networks are expected to solve in- 

clude prediction, pattern recognition, classification, optimization, associative 

memory, dignosis, and control [22, 36, 57, 92, 94, 1421. 

Fuzzy set and rough set: Using fuzzy/rough set theory to discover fuzzy d e s  

or approaximation of classification rules [74, 891. 

2.3 Data Visualization 

Data visualization combines the techniques from computer graphies, image pro- 

cessing, computer vision, graphical user interfaces, and other related research to 

visually represent abstract data that are often retrieved from large document col- 

lections such as banking databases, digital libraries, the World Wide Web, text 

or other databases. Data visualization takes into account human perceptual cogni- 

tive capabilities, human variations, and task characteristics. The data visualization 

techniques deal with the effective portrayal of data with the further goal of provid- 

ing insights about large amounts of data [44, 46, 981. 

Formally, Data or information visualization is defined as the use of computer- 

supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplifi cognition 

[32] in the following six ways: by increasing the memory and processing resources 

available to the user; by reducing the sertrch for information; by using visual rep- 

resentations to enhance the detection of patterns; by enabling perceptual inference 
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operat ions; by using percep t u d  attention mechanisms for monitoring; and by en- 

coding information in a manipulable medium. 

Recent reseôrch on data visualization pursues interactive visualization of large 

data sets and the patterns behind the data sets. Interactive visualization allows 

researchers to visualize the results of presentations on the fly and in different per- 

spectives, e-g., angles, magnitude, loyers, levels of detail, charts, curves, and so 

on, and thus helps users to understand and access the patterns behind the data 

sets better and easier. Interactive visua.lization systems are most usefd especially 

when the results of models or simulations have multiple or dynamic forms, layers, 

or levels of detail 1371. 

2.3.1 Data Visualization Framework 

Among various data visualization techniques, there is a basic common framework 

which is an extension of Abowd and Beale's mode1 of human-computer interaction 

(991. This basic framework consists of four main camponents: User, Database, 

Visualization and Interaction, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

( Interaction 1 
1 Visualization ( 

Figure 2.1: The Basic Framework for Interactive Visualization 

The User component describes the human user of the system, providing a 
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description of his/her sophistication (e-g., expertise with the data visualized or 

with the system itself), the tasks which hefshe wishes to perform (e.g., discovering 

associations between data, classifying data into categories, etc.), and his/her level 

of authority to view or m o d e  data. 

- The Database component represents the actual database to be "mined" and 

visualized, encompassing the data model used, the schema, and the instances which 

populate the dat abase. 

The Visualization component presents the data to the user by using different 

predehed metaphors such as color, shape, shadow, texture, etc. to represent dif- 

ferent items of data and arranging the physical layout on the screen. Generally, 

this component contains a subcomponent that extracts relevant information from 

the database, processes the extracted information, and transfers the results into 

met ap hors. 

The Interaction component addresses how the user alters the presentation 

of the data, or the data itself. This component interprets the user's intention, the 

medium selected to realize the intention, and the effect of the action selected. Inter- 

action effects may force a recomputation of results for subsequent and simultaneous 

display, and change the data or visualization, or both. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates this framework, where the interaction and the visualiza- 

tion components are combined to form the user-friendly interface, which is usudy 

implemented as an interactive visualization. 

This basic framework provides an integrated model, coordinating the subcom- 

ponents. This point is particularly important to ensure that the resulting system 

is open and able to cooperate with other software systems. This framework facil- 

itates incorporation of interactive components from various sources and provides 
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Data Visual r o m  

Raw I Data Visual V ~ ~ W Ç  . 
Data Tables Structures 

Data visual View 
Transformations Mappings Transformations 

Hwnan Interaction 

Figure 2.2: Data Visualization Process 

for multiple visualizations of the same data. 

2.3.2 Data Visualization Process 

Data visualization can be imagined as a process of transforming the generated 

abstract data into a meaaingful visual form to the human perceiver so that users 

can see and understand the results better. Card, Madcinlay, and Shneideman [32] 

propose a simple reference model, which consists of three mappings, as shown in 

Figure 2.2. AU mappings are hlfilled tkough human-system interactions. The 

human interaction is needed for the user to specify parameters, data ranges, visual 

forms, primitives, rendering methods, display positions, etc. in the service of tasks 

by moving sliders, pressing buttons, clicking mouse, and so forth. 

Data Transformations 

Data transformations map Raw Data into Data Tables. Raw Data comes in di- 

verse forms, fiom spreadsheets to Web pages, from relational database tables to 
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multimedia data. Usually, the raw data is transformed into a relation or a set of 

relations that are more structured and thus easier to rnap to visud forms. Data 

Tables are usually relational tables, similar to the "tables" in relational databases. 

They consist of relations and metadata, where a relation is a set of tuples, while the 

metadata are variables or labels of columns or rows of the relations. 

Variables may be one of the following three basic types: nominal, ordinal, or 

quantitative. For the purpose of visualization, different types of variables can be 

transformed into each other so that the generated abstract data to be visualized 

can have convenient formats for being displayed on screen. For example, quan- 

titative variables can be transformed into ordind variables by discretizing them 

into disjoint intervals; nominal variables can be transformed into ordinal variables 

by lexicographically sorting them; while ordinal variables can be transformed into 

nominal variables by igoring the ordering. Additionally, a hierarchical data type is 

very possible, where different values of variables constitute a tree or layered struc- 

ture. For example, temporal variables may take values of "days", "months", or 

(L yead7. 

Metadata is descriptive infomiation about data and important in choosing vi- 

sualizaton. Generally, metadata is collected or generated directly from real-world 

applications. For example, individual ages, income, height, etc. are all metadata. 

Raw data may not be in table forms, especidy for unstructured data like hy- 

pertext documents. For our purpose, the data collected or generated from the real- 

world applications must be first transformed into Data Tables. This transformation 

typically involves the loss or gain of the informaton contained in the raw data. Usu- 

ally, data transformations consist of a chah of transformations. As Tweedie [158] 

pointed out, data transformation often changes the structure of a data table, or 

the values of variables. The following are examples of data transformations: statis- 
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tical caldations of mean and variance from the raw data, estimating the missing 

values, changing non-fxed length transactions into fixed length tuples, discretizing 

numerical variables. 

Visual Structures 

The second step of data visualization is to map Data Tables to Visual Structures, 

which must preserve the data [21]. Visual Structures encode the information in 

Data Tables and represent the information in multiple ways. 

Different data types have different properties, hence they should be distin- 

guished to make their different topologies (geometries) reflect their properties. Data 

variables are depending on the coordinate system of the base space. The common 

coordinate systems include Cartesian coordinates, polar coordinates, cylindrical 

coordinates, spherical coordinates, and curvilinear coordinates. For a specific prob- 

lem, the most appropriate coordinate system is chosen to take advantage of its 

inherent properties. 

Usually, before Data Tables are transformed into Visual Structures, some visual 

primitives should be defined to reflect the features of the data in the data tables. 

These primitives may consist of following [21, 321: 

0 Axes: According to variable types, four different axes can be created, unstruc- 

tvred azis (no axis) representing unstructured data, nominal azés (a region is 

divided into subregions), ordinal azis (the ordering of subregions is meaning- 

M) , and quantitative azis (a region has a metric) . In addition, different types 

of axes may be represented in difFerent ways. For exarnple, a quantitative 

axis can be represented as a slider, while an ordinal axis or a nominal axis 

can be represented as a row of radio buttons. 
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Marks: Marks are the visible things that occur in space, which include points 

(OD), lines (ID), areas  (2D), vohmes and suîfaces (3D). 

Connection and Enclosure: Links between marks can be used to represent 

relations among ob jects or encode hierarchies. 

Arrows: h o w s  can be used to indicate specific relations between objects or 

the trends of variable evolution. 

Time Series: Most data are obtained over a certain period of t h e .  These 

temporal data should be sampled in f i e d  tirne s tep size or variable t h e  s tep  

size and mapped to a series of frames or blocks. 

After the data in Data Tables are cast into visual primitive representations, the 

visualization objects can be transfonned into pictures, which are to be completed 

by rendering. Rendering techniques are dependent on primitives and also human 

perception. The cues of object shapes, depth, and motion are important factors of 

rendering t ethniques [XI, 721. 

View Transformations 

The purpose of a view transformation is to turn the static presentations of Vi- 

sud Structures into visualizations in space-time which can be viewed from specific 

angles. Three types of view transformations are widely used [32]: 

1. Location probes use location in a Visual Structure to reveal additional 

Data Table information. This is a very common view transformation. Usu- 

a.&, an overview distribution of data is visualized, which c m  not reflect the 

details of all data due to the limitation of display window size. By choosing 
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specific points or regions (e.g., clicking, moving sliders, etc.), the correspond- 

ing data (perhaps in another data table) are visualized in a popup window. 

The resulting details-on-demand visualization gives details about more Data 

Tables. There are several probe techniques in use. Brushing creates visual 

effects at other marks when the cursor passes over one location [112]; slicing 

plane probes is to access the interior of 3D solid objects [72]; Stream lines 

render vector fields visible with additional depth cues to locate the curves in 

3D spaces; and magic lenses give an alternate view of a regioii in the Visual 

Structure [55]. 

2. Viewpoint controls are similar to location probes in that both use probes of 

data points or regions to view details. However, location probes generally use 

the same window for probes, tvhile viewpoint controls use affine transforma- 

tions to zoom (in or out), pan, and clip the viewpoints in different windows. 

For example, Shneiderman [148] proposes a technique, oventiew+detail, where 

two windows are used together: an overview of the Visual Structure and a 

detail window that provides a magnified focus on area. 

Distortion is a visual transformation that modifies a Visual Structure to 

create focus + context views. Overview and details are combined into a 

single Visual Structure. Distortion is effective when the user c m  perceive 

the larger undistorted Visual Structure through the distortion. Distortions 

can be roughly classified by what the human perceives as invariant [32]. The 

bifocal lens is an example of a 1D distortion that horizontaliy compresses 

the sides of the workspace by direct scoling and leaves ordering invariant, 

which supports the perception of linear sequence, although objects outside 

the focal axea have distorted aspect ratios. The table lens is a 2D distortion 
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that leaves ordering invariant (for more information about the Table Lens, 

see Chapter 7). Perspective wall and Hyperbolic tree are 3D distortions that 

leave topological relationships invariant [104]. Figure 2.3 shows a perspective 

wall. The perspective wall is similar to the fisheye view. It is a variant of the 

bifocal lem. The data inside the focal area are presented on a perspective 

wall, while the data outside the focal area are perspectivelly reduced in size. 

Figure 2.3: A Perspective Wall Visualization 

2.4 Data Visualization Techniques and Systems 

There are two related but quite distinct purposes for data visualization. One is 

for comrnunicating ideas, concepts, rules, and so forth, because "a picture is worth 
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ten thousand words". Data visualization for this purpose is called knowledge vi- 

sualization in our discussion in the sense that ideas, concepts, d e s ,  etc. are all 

"knowledge". Knowledge visualization will be discussed in the next section. The 

other purpose is to exploit graphics and image processing to build concepts, ideas, 

and relations, or to verie hypotheses or discover structures or regulations. Put 

in another way, it is using the special properties of human visual perception to 

resolve logical problems [21]. This is called data visualization. The goals of data 

visualization can be summarized as following three aspects [98]: 

Exploratory Analysis 

Based on the data, without hypotheses about the data, data visualization 

searches for structures, trends, and clus ters interactively, and f indy displays 

the data in visual forms to provide hypotheses about the data. 

Confirmatory Analysis 

Data visualization accepts hypotheses about the data as the input, makes 

goal-oriented examination of the hypotheses, and outputs the data in a visual 

form which allows the confirmation or rejection of the hypotheses. 

0 Presentation 

Data visualization fixes the facts to be presented a priori, chooses an appro- 

priate presentation technique, and gives the high-quality visualization of the 

data to present the facts. 

There have been many weU-known systems for visualizing multidimensional data 

sets, such as Spotfie [8], Visage [46], KnowiedgeSeeker [70], DataMind [?O], DViz 

[76], VisDB [97], MinSet [30], etc. The techniques that have been exploited in 

the existing visualization systems for visual data mining can be classified into five 

cat egories [98]. 
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2.4.1 Geometric Projection Techniques 

Geometric projection techniques [95, 981 aim at finding "interesting" projections of 

multidimeasional data sets. The class of geometric projection techniques includes 

techniques of exploratory statistics such as principle component analysis, factor 

analysis and multidimensional scaling, rnany of which are subsumed under the 

term "projection pursuit". Since there are an infinite number of possibilities to 

project high-dimensional data onto the two display dimensions, "projection pursuit" 

systems aim at automatically finding the interesting projections or at least helping 

the user to find them. So the key to this technique is in the presentation of data 

and/or relationships among them. 

Another geometric projection technique is the parallel coordinate visualization 

technique [91]. The parde l  coordinate technique maps the n-dimensional space 

onto the two display dimensions by using n equidistant axes which are parallel to 

one of the display axes. The axes correspond to the dimensions and are linearly 

scaled from the minimum to the maximum value of the corresponding dimension. 

Each data item is presented as a polygonal line, intersecting each of the axes at 

that point which corresponds to the value of the considered dimension. Although 

the principle idea of the parallel coordinate visualization technique is quite simple, 

it is powerful in revealing a wide range of data characteristics such as different data 

distributions and functiond dependencies. However, since the polygonal lines may 

overlap, the nunber of the data items that can be visualized on the screen at the 

same time is limited. For more information about the parallel coordinate technique, 

see Chapter 6. 
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2.4.2 Icon-based Techniques 

Icon-based (or iconic dis play) techniques map each multidimensional data item to 

an icon. There are severd well-known iconic display techniques developed, e-g., 

S hape Cording, Stick Figures, Chernoff-Faces, Group Technique. 

The Shape Coding technique d o w s  the visualization of an arbitrary number of 

dimensions [Ml. In this approach, the icon maps each dimension to a small array 

of pixels and manges the pixel arrays of each data item into a square or rectangle, 

and each pixel represents one attribute value, which is mapped to grey scale or 

color according to the data value of the dimension. The small squares or rectangles 

corresponding to the data items are then arranged line-by-line according to a given 

sorting, e-g., the time attribute for time-series data. 

The Stick Figure technique dows  a visualization of larger amounts of data 

and is therefore more adequate for data mining [98]. As indicated by the name, 

the icon is some type of stick figure. In addition, two dimensions are mapped to 

the display dimensions and the remaining dimensions are mapped to the angles 

and/or limb lengths of the stick figure icon. Figure 2.4 shows a) the individual 

stick figure icon, and b) a family of stick figure icons [96]. If the data items are 

relatively dense with respect to the display dimensions, the resulting visualization 

presents texture patterns that vary according to the characteristics of the data and 

are therefore detectable by preattentive perception. Different stick figure icons with 

variable dimensionalities may be used. Figure 2.5 illustrates two visualizations of 

the properties of the triangulation of molecule data using stick figure technique [96]. 
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a. Stick Figue k o n  b. A Famil y of Snck Figums 

Figure 2.4: Stick Figure Icons 

Figure 2.5: Stick Figure Visualizations 
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Figure 2.6: Pixel-oriented Visualization with Six Dimensions 

2.4.3 Pixel-orient ed Techniques 

Using pixel-oriented techniques, each attribute value is represented by one colored 

pixel, or the value ranges of the attribute are mapped to a fixed colormap, and 

the attribute values for each attribute are represented in separate subwindows. 

Figure 2.6 shows a pixel-oriented visualization of data set with six attributes (six 

dimensions), where each dimension occupies a rectangle. A tuple consisting of six 

value items is visualized with six pixels which are distributed in different rectangles 

and rendered with different colors in terms of the item value [96]. This technique has 

been successfully used in the VisDB system [95]. If each data value is represented 

by one pixel, the main question is how to arrange the pixels on the screen. 

There are two main techniques to implement pixel-oriented data visualization, 

one is the querying-dependent visualization technique, the other is the query- 

independent visualization technique. The former visualizes the relevance of the 

data items with respect to a query, calculates the distances between data and query 

values, combines the distance for each data item into an overall distance, and then 

visualizes the distances for attributes and overall distance sorted according to the 
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Figure 2.7: Circle-segments Visualizations with Eight and Fifteen Dimensions 

ove rd  distances. There are many visualization patterns used to present the results 

of a query. The Spiral technique and Circle-segments technique are two important 

ones. Spiral technique produces the curve like a rectangular spiral shape around the 

centre. The Circle-segments technique is to display the distances for the attributes 

as  segments of a circle. If there are k attributes, the circle is partitioned into k 

sections equally and the distance values are arranged from the centre to outside in 

a back and forth rnanner orthogonal to the line that halves the segments. Figure 

2.7 illustrates two examples of circle-segments visualizations with eight (left) and 

fifteen (right ) attribut es (dimensions), respectively. 

The query-independent visualization technique is especially usefd for data with 

a natural ordering according to one attribute. This technique sorts the data accord- 

ing to some attributes and uses a screen-filling pattern to arrange the data values 

on the display. One major problem is to find meaningful arrangements of the pixels 

on the screen. Simple arrangements are to arrange the data from left to right in a 

line-by-line fashion, or from top to bottom in a column-by-column fashion. How- 

ever, more usehl techniques of arrangement provide a better clustering of closely 
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related data items. One such technique is the space-filling curve. For data mining, 

it is more important that arrangement techniques provide nice clustering properties 

as well as an arrangement which is semantically measingful. The recursive pattern 

techniques [97] can provide this function. The recursive pattern is based on a sim- 

ple back and forth mangement which arranges a certain number of elements from 

left to right, and then below backwards fiom right to left, then again forwazd from 

left to right, and so on. The same basic arrangement is done on all recursion levels 

with the only difference that the basic elements which are arranged on level i are 

the patterns resulting from level i - 1 arrangements. 

2 -4.4 Hierarchical Techniques 

Hierarchicd techniques subdivide the k-climensi ai space and present the sub- 

spaces in a hierarchical fashion. There are also several well-known hierarchical 

techniques, such as n-Vision, Treemaps, and the dimensional stacking. 

The n-Vision technique is also known as "worlds within worlds" [54]. It parti- 

tions the k-dimensional space into several three dimensional subspaces. Figure 2.8 

[96] shows the visualization of a six-dimension space by having a new coordinate 

system where the last three dimensions sit inside the coordinate system for the first 

three-dimension, where the outside three dimensions contain Strike, Foreign, and 

The, while the inside dimensions consist of Butterfly, Volatility, and Spot. 

The treemaps technique focuses on visualizing multimiate functions and can 

be therefore used to particuldy represent data relationships and patterns with 

tree structure such as file systems and decision trees [147]. This technique is a 

screen-filling method that uses a hieraschical partitiming of the screen into regions 

whose size depends on the attribute values, while whose color may correspond to an 
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Figure 2.8: The n-Vision Visualization of a Six-dimension Space 

additional attribute. This technique is very suitable to get an overview over large 

arnounts of hierarchical data and for data with multiple ordinal attributes. Figure 

2.9 illustrates a treemap of a file system containing about 1000 files [96]. 

Moreover, dimension stacking is also a very useful hierarchical technique. It sub- 

divides the k-dimensional space into two dimensional subspaces which are "stacked" 

into each other, and partitions the attribute-due ranges into classes. The at- 

tributes are used from the imer levels to the outer levels according to their impor- 

tance. This technique is adequate especially for data with ordinal attributes of low 

cardinality. 
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Figure 2.9: The Treemap of a File System Containing 1000 Files 

2.4.5 Graph-based Techniques 

The graph-based techniques effectively present a graph using specific layout al- 

gorithms, query languages, and abstraction techniques. The most important ap- 

proaches of the gaph-based techniques include Hy+, SeeNet, etc. 

Hy+ is an integrated query and visualization system and used to visua.lize struc- 

tural data as hygraphs which are a generalization of several diagrammatic notations 

[32]. X y +  queries are described as expressions of GraphLog, a special query lan- 

guage, and may be used to define new relationships and reduce the data to be 

visualized. This technique is used to visualize a Web browsing session. 

SeeNet is a visualization system of hierarchical networks with weighted links [l?]. 

It has special features such as semantic node placement (rninimizing the distance of 

nodes with high-weighted links), attributes mapped to size and color of nodes and 
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Figure 2.10: The SeeNet Visu&zation of Email Messages 

links, and interactivity for changing the mappings, expanding or collapsing nodes 

within the hierarchy and getting additional information. Figure 2.10 illustrates the 

visualization of all e-mail connections in a department over a period of time [96], 

where the size of node represents the number of e-mail messages of a person, the 

color of node corresponds to the function of staff members, and the size of links are 

mapped from the number of e-mail messages of the linli. 
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2.5 Knowledge Visualizat ion 

As mentioned in the previous section, knowledge (or pattern) visualization is to 

communkate ideas, concepts, and rules, which are usually obtained from the raw 

data. For the p l q o s e  of communication, knowledge must be visuzlized in vi- 

s u d y  perceptible ways so that the human beings cas easily understand what it 

is. Just as diEerent real-world data sets with different properties require different 

techniques for visualization, different patterns have different visual perceptions. 

For example, classification rules and association d e s  can be visualized as rela- 

tions between attributes and their values, while neurd networks and decision trees 

have their own natural S~I-uctures. Recent research on visuafizing different knowl- 

edge patterns represents a growing interest in machine learnîng and data mining 

[13,20, 30,61, 74, 75, 76, 77, 81,101, 128, 1371. In this section, several systems and 

techniques for visualizing different patterns are introduced, including decision trees 

visualization, associations and correlations visualization, and the MineSet system. 

2.5.1 Decision Trees Visualization 

The decision tree is an important knowledge structure which is constructed from a 

training set. There have been several algorithms for visually constructing decision 

trees. For example, the MineSet system implements the 3D Tree Visualizer [30]; 

Rao and Potts implemented a system, CAT (Classification Aggregation Tablet), for 

visualizing a bagged decision tree [137]; KnowledgeSEEKER developed by Angoss 

[70] is a comprehensive program for classification tree analysis and c m  automati- 

cdly grow the decision tree under the user's guidance who selects menu items and 

specifies parameters. 

A decision tree is different from the usual tree, although both have the same 
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structure. Some systems merely visualize the decision tree structure ody  [l, 1281, 

while the others are trying to visualize the construction of the decision tree [13]. 

Nguyen et al. [128] implement a tree visualizer for their CABRO system. They 

focus on two problems of decision tree visualization: integration of tree visualization 

into an interactive KDD process and visualization of large trees. The tree visualizer 

can be invoked during the discoveqr process and can handle large trees by combining 

severd techniques in information visualization. The tree visualizer provides several 

views, each of which uses variant techniques and drawing algorithms to display 

trees, and serves different usage purpose. The available views include: 

Standard: The tree is drawn in proportion to size of nodes, length of labels, 

number of children, etc. 

Tightly-couple& Use vietupoint control technique to do the view transforma- 

tion. Both overview window and detail window are exploited. 

Fish-eye: Distortion view transformation is used so that the interesting nodes 

are magnified. 

T2.5D: The focused paths of the tree are drawn in the front and in highlight 

colors, while the other paths are in background and dim colors. 

The tree visualizer also provides the following operations for the user to cus- 

tomize difFerent views: Z o o m  in or out of the drawn tree; collapse/expand the tree 

paths to view different parts; and display the content of a node such as attribute- 

values, labels, population, etc. 

Ankerst et al. [13] develop an interactive approach, PBC (Perception Based 

Classification), for constructing decision trees which is based on a pixel-oriented vi- 
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suâlization technique, circle segments. It assumes that all attributes are numerical. 

The decision tree construction consists of the following steps: 

Visualizing the corresponding data by using a circle segments technique, 

which maps d-dimensional data to a circle that is partitioned into d segments, 

each of which represents an attribute; 

Selecting the attribute to be split in each node according to the class labels 

distribution by viewing the circle segments; 

Detennining the split points for the attnbute in the current node, where the 

spliting strategies inchde best pure partition, largest cluster partition, best 

complete partition, and diflerent distribution partition; 

Growing the decision tree by spliting the node; 

Updating the decision tree by speci%ing and labeling the leaves or removing 

one level (similar to pruning). 

Two visualization windows are used, the data interaction window for interactive 

operation such as selecting attributes, specifying split points, etc., and the knowl- 

edge interaction window for growing and pruning decision tree. The experiment of 

PBC with the shuttle data shows they can achieve the same accuracy as well-known 

decision tree approaches including CART and C4.5, even better. 

2.5.2 Associations and Correlat ions Visualizat ion 

Many data mining algorithms focus on the discovery of associations and correlations 

among attributes or features. We introduced their basic ideas in the previous 
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chapter. There have been some visualization systems attempting to visudy display 

the associations or correlations discovered from the large data sets. 

Adriaans and Zantinge f 1] describe the visualization of transaction (itemset) 

associations and experiment their system with the magazine data set to h d  the 

associations between magazine types (music, sports, shopping, etc.), custornen, 

ages, and so forth. The natural structure, the lattice, among the frequent itemsets 

(fiequent itemsets are nodes and subset relations are arcs for linking nodes), is 

displayed on the fly with support and confidence in each of the fiequent itemsets. 

The algorithm for finding the fiequent itemsets is riinning as a background process, 

while the results are visualized in the front. 

Fukuda et al. [60, 611 implernented the SONAR system which discovers numer- 

ical association rules from two dimensional data by visualizing the raw data and 

finding an optimized rectangular or admissible region. The two dimensional data 

are mapped to the Euclidean plane, which is divided into buckets by discretizing 

the two numerical attributes. Buckets are rendered in terms of the points falling in 

them. Two classes of optimized regions on this plane, rectangles and admissible re- 

gions consisting of buckets, are to be found according to the optimized gain which is 

computed based on the association rule parameters: support and confidence. Each 

optimized region represents an optimized association d e .  This is an image-based 

knowledge extraction system. 

Hohasin et al. [87] show how Mosaic plots, especidy their variants cded  Dou- 

ble Decker plots1, can be used to visualize association d e s .  These plots visualize 

IMosaic plots and Double Decker plots are achieved based on the contingency table of at- 

tributes. They are constructed hierarchicdly, including the attributes one at a time in the user- 

specified order. Mosaic plots always alternate between height-splitting and width-splitting, while 

Double Decker plots always split the width (or the height). For more information, see [87]. 
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the contingency table that yields the association d e s  as well as other potential 

rules in that table, whether they meet the thresholds or not. Thus a deeper un- 

derstanding on the nature of the correlation between the Ieft-hand side and the 

right-hand side of a rule can be achieved. 

Berchtold et al. [20] propose another technique: independence diagrams, for 

visually mining correlat ions between two numerical at tri butes. This technique can 

be described as follows. Each attribute is discretized into disjoint intervals; for each 

pair of attributes, the combination of these intervals defines a two-dimensional 

grid. Each ce11 in this grid stores the number of data points in it. The grid is 

displayed by scaling each attribute axis so that the displayed width of an interval is 

proportional to the total number of data points within that inteval. The brightness 

of a cell is proportional to the density of data points in it. Thus, both attributes are 

independently normalized by frequency, ensuring insensitivity to outliers and skew, 

and dowing specific focus on attribute dependency. The process of generating an 

independence diagram consists of following steps: 

fimerical uttribute discretization: A modified equi-depth histogram method 

is proposed tu partition numerical attributes with two constraints: the width 

and depth of any interval should be smaller than the given constants, respec- 

t ively. 

Scaling: Transfomi the attributes by applying some mathematical function, 

such as taking the logarithm, square root, etc., so that attribute values can be 

"properly scaled" to produce the maximum information to the visual analyst. 

rn Shading pixels: Map a count value for a cell into a grey-scale value or color 

\due for the display. 
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Morphing: Map a given two-dimensional equi-slice histogram in an equi-width 

manner or an equi-depth masner to aid the interpretation of the data. 

The displayed images show the correlations between attributes. The general 

fonn of such correlation is: While a fiaction x of al1 points lie in range RA in 

attribute A, among those data points Zying in range Ra in attribute B, the j k c t i o n  

is y. 

2.5.3 MineSet : An Integrat ed Knowledge Visualization Sys- 

tern 

MineSet is an integrated system developed by SGI for data warehousing, data min- 

ing, and visualization for analyzing and understanding a vast wealth of information 

[120]. It supports a scalable client/server mode1 for extracting knowledge from a 

data warehouse and revertling newly discovered patterns and connections through 

intuitive, interactive, and visual displays. MinSet integrates analytical algorithms 

for knowledge discovery including Decision Tree Inducer and Classifier, Option Tree 

Inducer and Classifier, Evdience Inducer and Classifier, Decision Table Inducer and 

Classifier, Regerssion Tree, Clustering Algorith,  and Column Importance. These 

analytical algorithms can be complemented with data visualkation techniques tak- 

ing advant age of the human's perception and intuitive pattern recognition capabil- 

ity. It provides the following visualizer: 

Map Visualizer: Display quantitative and relational characteristics of spa- 

t i d y  oriented data, where data items are associated with graphics "bar chart" 

objects in the visual landscape which can consist of a collection of spatidy 

related obj ects, each with individual heights and colors. 
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Tree Visualizer: Display quantitative and relational characteristics of data by 

showing them as hierarchically connected nodes. It takes the data at the low- 

est level of the hierarchy as input, visualizes the data as a three-dimensional 

"landscape" , and presents the data as chstered, hierarchical blocks (node) 

and bars through which part or al l  of the data set cas be dynamically navi- 

gated and viewed. 

Scatter Visualizer: Disply data points in one, two, or three dimensions, and 

map additional attributes to color, size, and shape. Two more attributes may 

. . be mapped to sliders, allowing animation and fly-through, for a total of eight 

dimensions. The column importance operation in MineSet can help the user 

identie the important dimensions for a given task. 

Splat Visualizer: Similar to Scatter Visualizer, with the distinction that the 

data density is shown by opacity of color, which appears as a blurred translu- 

cent cloud. The result approximates the effect of rendering each data points 

individually. 

Statistic Visualizer: Display the data in the f o m  of box plots and histograms, 

one attribute per column. Continuous columns are shown as box plots, and 

discrete columns are shown as histograms. 

Histogram Visualizer: Display the data in the form of histograms. Continuous 

columns are binned (broken down into ranges). 

r Record Viewer: Display the raw data as a spreadsheet. 



Chapter 3 

RuleViz: An Interactive Mode1 

for Visualizing the KDD Process 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the previous chapters, there are two main categories of knowledge 

discovery approaches: algorithm-based and visualization-based. Both approaches 

were developed from different research fields and applied to different applications 

at their Ç s t  emergence. Now they h d  a large territory in knowledge discovery and 

are growing mutually supportively. However, each of them hm its own drawbacks. 

Let's consider their disadvantages respectively. 

For algorithm-based knowledge discovery, once the algorithms ' used in the pro- 

cess are determined, the user can hardly participate in the discovery process. What 

'A KDD system may contain many algorithms for different purposes in different steps, e.g. con- 

tinuous attribute discretization algorithm, data mining algorithrn, output generation algorithm, 

etc. 



the user can do is to provide the raw data and algorithms7 input parameters. KDD 

systems look like black boxes. Whcn the process terminates, the end results are 

output. Unfortunately, the results are often difficultly understood by the user, or it 

is hard for the user to interpret the results. For example, given a rule induction sys- 

tem with data preprocessing algonthms and a rule induction dgorithm, assume the 

output of the system is a List of classification rules which are represented as logical 

implications. One may ask questions like why the continuous attributes were dis- 

cretized in such a way, how the results were obtained, what the prediction accuracy 

of the d e s  is. Of course, one can look up related documents and explmations to 

interpret such questions. But for non-specialists or beginners, underst anding t hese 

questions is not easy. 

On the other hand, the visuolization-based approaches provide users with straight- 

forward outputs and can interact with users. But a common feature of existing 

visualization systems is their dependence on computer graphics and scientific visu- 

alization. Most visualization systems neither have the ability to visualize the entire 

process of knowledge discovery nor include the user's perception into the systems. 

In data visualization systems, the complex data are carefully arranged and dis- 

played in a specific visual form, and the knowledge behind the raw data is left to 

the users who must observe and determine the meaning of the pictures. This usudly 

requires a wealth of background knowledge on graphics and applications. Moreover, 

the knowledge visualization systems visualize the discovered knowledge according 

to different techniques such as decision trees , neural networks, etc. However, these 

systems o d y  display the results on the ba is  of some parameters specified by the 

user, and the user can not understand how the resuits are obtained and interpreted. 

An interactive visualization system of knowledge discovery should provide a user 

with not only the raW data and/or the discovered results but also the entire process 
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in visual forms so that the user can participate in the discovery process, provide 

heuristics, guide the navigation of search, and interpret the discovered knowledge. 

We propose an interactive visualization model, RuleViz, which stresses the 

human-machine interaction and visual representations during the entire KDD pro- 

cess. The interaction between the .user and the machine helps the KDD system 

navigate through the enormous search spaces and recognize the intentions of the 

user, and the user easily provides the system with heuristics and domain knowl- 

edge and specifies parasleters. On the other hand, the visualkation of the KDD 

process helps users gain better insight into the multidimensional data, understand 

the intermediate results , and interpret the discovered patterns. 

3.2 The RuleVzzModel 

As discussed before, the KDD process uses the database dong with any required 

selection, preprocessing, sub-sampling, and transformations to apply data mining 

algorithms to enumerate patterns and to evaluate the products of data mining 

to identi% the subset of the enumerated patterns deemed as "knowledge" [42]. 

The KDD process underlines an interactive and us&-friendly character of overall 

activities and involves numerous steps with many decisions being made by the 

user [53]. Much discussion about the KDD process and its main ingredients are 

present in the literature [24, 35, 38, 42, 53, 56, 701. Basically, the KDD process 

consists of data collection, target data creation, data cleaning, data preprocessing, 

data reduction, data mining, pattern interpretation, and knowledge application 

[24]. The KDD process relies on a human-system interaction. It is impossible 

to envision a f d y  automated process of knowledge discovery because this process 

requires that the system possess ail domain knowledge and be capable of recognizing 
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the intentions of the user. Hence, effective human-machine interaction plays an 

important role in the KDD process. Various visualization tools c m  be used to 

provide the interaction facilities and help incorporate the user's intentions and 

navigate through the enormous seasch spaces interactively. 

In order to constmct such interactive systems, we suggest an interactive visu- 

alization model, RuleViz, which addresses the following aspects: 

Combine algorithm-based and visualization-based approaches for data min- 

ing. As mentioned in the previous section, both algorithm-based and visualization- 

based approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, while the 

RuleViz model attempts to take their advantages and avoid their disadvan- 

tages; 

Visualize the entire process of knowledge discovery. There are two different 

but related ways for visualizing the KDD process, one presenting the inter- 

mediate results of algorith-based process in each step, the other visualizing 

each step of the KDD process; 

Include the user's perception to guide the KDD process and navigate the 

search for various tasks, like data reduction, continuous attribute discretiza- 

tion, decision tree construction, threshold setting, etc.; 

Investigate human-machine interactions for the machine to accept the user's 

intentions and perceptions ; 

Develop new visual forms for presenting intermediate results and various kinds 

of final patterns. 

According to the KDD process, the RuleViz model consists of five components: 

raw data preparation and visualization, interactive data reduction (horizontally 
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and vertically), visual data preprocess such as missing values handling, numerical 

attribute discretization and data transfonnation, pattern discovery like correlation 

mining, nile induction and decision tree construction, and pattern visualization 

like neural networks, decision trees, and classification list, shown in Figure 3.1. In 

this model, the Raw Data Set is visu&zed by using the Data Visualization Rou- 

tines. The user can view the visualized data and decide which Data Reduction 

Methods are appropriate for reducing the raw data due to the resource and effec- 

tiveness and cleaning the data due to noise, impreciseness and uncertainty, and the 

result is the Reduced Data Set which usually is the representative portion of the 

raw data set and contains the most informative data areas- The reduced data are 

preprocessed before they are used to discover patterns. The Data Preprocess A p -  

proaches consist of data transfonnation, data scaling, data normalization, missing 

values handiing, noise removing, continuous attribute discret ization, etc. In prac- 

tice, data reduction and preprocess components can be interchanged and repeated 

until the Preprocessed Data Set is good enough for knowledge discovery. Based on 

the cleaned and preprocessed data, various Algorithms for Pattern Discovery can 

be used to find knowledge. Finally, the Discovered P a t t e r n  are visualized by  using 

corresponding Pattern Vzsualization Routines. 

At any point of the process of the RuleViz model, the user can instantly observe 

the progress, determine how to respond the system, and decide the next task and 

approaches for fulfilling the task. Each component can be repeated until the results 

are satisfjhg. In the following sections, we discuss each of the components in the 

RuleViz model. Since the data visualization, knowledge discovery algorithms, and 

knowledge visualization were discussed in previous chapters, we will focus on the 

data reduction and data preprocess components in this chapter. 
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Figure 3.1 : The RuleViz Mode1 

3.3 Data Preparation and Visualization 

The data preparation and visualization follow the procedure of data visualization 

(see Chapter 2), and its purpose is to present the raw data to the user in visual 

forms so that the user can view the data from different angles, perceive the data 

(features and tuples) distribution, and decide what patterns are interesting and 

which tools can be used. 

The raw data may corne from the business databases or other systems. The 

data preparation is to specify the data source and raw data form. It can be done 

either manually or automatically. Raw data visualization is to use various data 

visualization techniques to appropriately display the raw data in some visual form- 

How the raw data is visualized depends on the patterns that are to be discovered. 

The goal of this component is to give the user insight that is virtually impossible 
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to get from looking at tables of output or simple summary statistics. The raw data 

visualization can tell how the raw data is distributed, where the interesting data 

are located, and whether the patterns can be observed. The patterns to be searched 

for might be classification d e s  or association rules, flat d e s  or hierarchical d e s ,  

etc. 

Different patterns rnay require different visual forms in order for the user to 

observe and determine the interesting areas. For example, classification d e s  may 

require that the focus be on the relationships between the condition attributes and 

their values and decision attribute and its class labels. The association rules may 

require the focus to be on the relationships among item subsets for item transaction 

data sets, or the relationships among the value ranges of different attributes for 

numerical data sets. The decision trees may require the focus to be on the hierarchy 

of concepts or the distribution of data in different regions (branches). 

According to 1981, the goals of data visualization could be one of three aspects: 

exploratory analysis, confinnatory analysis, and presentation (see Chapter 2 ) .  In 

the RuleViz model, however, we assume the raw data visualization is to present the 

data in the visual form for the user to view conveniently. 

All visualization techniques discussed in Chapter 2 con be used in RuleViz, 

including gecmetric techniques, icon-based techniques, pixel-oriented techniques, 

hierarchical techniques, and graph-hased techniques. It must be emphasized that 

the distance measure between data points when visualized is so important that 

inappropriate measure will lead the user in a wrong direction or into a mistaken 

action in the following steps. Usually, the distance measure cas be Euclidean, 

Mankowski, Tschebyschev, and others [42]. 



3.4 Data Reduction 

There are many factors affecting the performance of knowledge discovery s ystems. 

One prominent factor is the data [108]. Too much data may cause a KDD system 

to be unable to hande the data (not only because of algorithm complexity, but due 

to cornputer rnemory capacity), and consequently, nothing c m  be discovered. On 

the other hmd, too little data can not provide a KDD system (such as a miner of 

association d e s )  the s d c i e n t  evidence to find anything meaningfd and reliable. 

In addition, most data sets collected from real world applications contain noisy 

data, which may distract the KDD system and mislead to nonsense condusions. 

Thus, the raw data need to be cleaned to not only reduce the size of the data set 

but remove noise as well. 

Generally speaking, data reduction is done to reduce the redundânt or insignifi- 

cant data, or select a s m d  portion to represent the entire set due to time cornplex- 

ity and/or main memory capacity. This is necessary for real-world applications as 

databases are usually huge. For example, the database in Wal-Mut increases by 

over 20 million transactions a day [53]. However, many knowledge discovery tech- 

niques are very sensitive to the size of data in terms of time cornplexity and storage 

complexity. For interactive knowledge discovery, the raw data can be cleaned by 

the user who may observe the data distribution through the visual form of the 

raw data and determine which data area s/he is interested in, which attributes are 

more important than others, and which attribute values are redundûnt and can be 

removed. 

Many approaches to data reduction have been proposed and implemented for 

knowledge discovery [78]. Basicdy, two categories of algorithms have been investi- 

gated and developed extensively. One category focuses on the reduction of features 
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or attributes (vertical reduction) which are used to represent the raw data, called 

feature selection [42, 1081. Feature selection is trying to find the best feature subset 

from the raw feature set according to a given selection criterion. The objective is to 

reduce the data dimensionality by selecting important attributes without or wit h 

less loss of information behind the data so that the data can be expressed in some 

succinct formation and the data size is decreased to the extent that the algorithms 

can efficiently execute in the main memory. 

The other category addresses example selection, or tuple selection (horizontal 

reduction) which selects or searches for a representative portion of the raw data set 

that can fulfill a knowledge discovering task as if the whole data set is exploited 

[42, 781. The tuple selection can be algorithm-based or visualization-based. 

Numerical attribute discretization and concept hierarchy climbing c m  also be 

used to reduce the raw data set horizontally. By discretizing the numerical at- 

tributes into interval attributes, the tuples that fall in the same hyper-intervals 

can be combined if these intervals are viewed as individual d u e s .  In the RuleViz 

model, nuer ica l  attribute discretization is done in the next component, data pre- 

processing. B y climbing the concept hierarchy, feature values c m  be substituted 

by their higher Ievel values in the predehed hierarchy of categorical values of this 

attribute [31, 1511. 

The outcome of data reduction is a subset of the raw data set which has been 

cleaned vertically and horizontally, and will be used to be the representative portion 

of the entire data set. The data reduction can be repeated with different approaches 

until the selected data subset is satisfactory in terms of the user's intentions or some 

pre-specified criteria. 
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3.4.1 Feat ure Select ion 

Features refer to attributes, properties, or characteristics. h most real-world ap- 

plications, the collected data are usudy represented as feature-values. This data 

representation is primitive, convenient, and widely used in pattern recognition: 

databases, statistics, as well as machine learning and data mining. Unfortunately, 

real application data sets often contain hundreds or even thousands of features so 

that it is very difficult to tronsform such high dimensional data into visud form 

and impossible, in most cases, to discover useful patterns from the mountains of 

data. 

There are two categories of feature selection methods, algorithm-based methods 

and visualization-based methods. The algorithm-based feature selection methods 

can be viewed as a search problem in the feature space to find an optimal subset 

of features to represent the entire set of features. The visualization-based methods 

provide the raw data distribution in visual form and take into account the user's 

perception. The interesting (relevant or important to the ta&) features are selected 

through the human-machine interaction. We discuss the algorithrn-based feature 

selection methods, consider some cases in which the visualization-based methods 

are helpful, and suggest possible combinations of both approaches. 

Algorithm-based Feature Selection 

Four issues must be considered carefully when one designs a n  algorithm-based fea- 

ture selection method: search directions, search strategies , evaluation measures, 

and stop criteria 2. We briefly discuss each of them below. 

2Some articles do not consider stop criterion a s  an independent issue, instead the same as 

evaluation measures [los]. We argue, however, they are two different concepts. The reason is that 



Search directions for feature selection 

Commonly, the feature space forms a lattice through the set-inclusion relation. 

In this lattice, the lowest elernent is the empty set, and the top element is the 

f d  set. Between them are the subsets of the features. Two fundamental search 

directions are upward and downward. The combination of upward and downward 

searches is possible. 

1. Sequential upward search: Initially, the optimal feature subset is assumed 

to be empty. Each feature not in the current optimal subset is evaluated 

according to the specified evaluation function. The best one is chosen to fill 

in the subset. Thus the subset is sequentidy increased. Each time a new 

feature is added to the subset, the subset is evaluated and compared with 

the stop criterion. If the stop criterion is satisfied, then the process ends; 

otherwise the selection is repeated. 

2. Sequential downward search: This search is dong the opposite direction with 

upward search. It begins with the full feature set. Each feature in the current 

feature set is evaluated according to the specified evaluation method, asd the 

least important one is removed from the current feature set. Thus, the feature 

set sequentially shrinks. Each time a feature is removed from the feature set, 
- - 

the evaluation measures for the features may be different from the measures of stop condition. 

For example, the stop criterion may be the number of features. Once the size of the feature subset 

reaches to the specified number, the search stops. On the other hand, the evaluation measure 

may be the entropy that a feature contains. In some applications, to avoid too long runtime, the 

approximate optimal feature subsets are also acceptable. In such cases, some threshold is specified 

as the stop criterion and the evaluation measures are compared with the threshold to determine 

whether the search stops. 
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the set is evaluated and compared with the stop criterion. This process is 

repeated until the stop criterion is met. 

3. Bidirectional search: This is a combination of above two searches. Two 

searches dong up ward and downward respectively proceed concurrently and 

separately. The search process stops when either one of two searches satisfies 

the stop criterion or both searches meet at some feature subset in the fezture 

space. 

4. Random search: The search direction is not deterministic. Whether adding 

or removing a feature in each step depends on a rôndom number generator. 

This search attempts to avoid trapping into local optima, though it is hard 

to monitor the stop criterion. 

Search strategies for feature selection 

The size of the feature space depends on the number of the features. Assume 

the number of features is n, then the feature space size is 2". When n is large, 

it is intractable to find the optimal feature subset. On the otiier hand, in many 

real world applications, the optimal feature subset is not only not necessary, but 

may cause other problems if the size of the optimal feature set is still large enough 

so that the resource is not sufncient [109]. Therefore, the objective of the feature 

selection is to find the approxirnately optimal subsets instead of the optimal ones. 

To this end, severd search strategies have been developed. 

1. Complete search: Actually, this is a variation of brute-force search, and similar 

to the level-wise search for finding frequent itemsets in mining association 

d e s  algorithms AIS ând Aphon' [3,4,6]. The search direction can be upward 

or downward. For the upward search, it h s t  evaluates each one-feature set, 
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and chooses the best one. Then it evaluates a l l  twefeature sets, and chooses 

the best one. Repeatedly, it evaluates ail k-feature sets and chooses the best 

one until the resource is exhausted, k = 1,2,. . . ,< n. Findy, the end result 

is the best feature subset among d best k-feature sets. 

2. Heuristic search: To avoid brute-force search, some heuristics can be used 

to conduct the feature selection. It follows the general principle of heuristic 

search in artificial intelligence community [143]. The challenging problem is 

how to design the heuristics to make the result as good as possible. However, 

heuristic search runs fast because it doesn't need to search a l l  possible paths. 

3. Nondetenninistic search: It has no definite search direction and always works 

with random search discussed above. 

Evaluation measures for feature selection 

In the process of feature selection, the feature with the best or worst evaluation 

measure is added into or removed fiom the current feature subset. Therefore, 

the evaluation measures of the features decide the performance of the selected 

feature subset, while the search direction and strategy affect the efficiency of feature 

selection alone. Many evaluation methods have been developed [19, 108, 109, 1361. 

We briefly review some of them in the following. 

1. Information measures: For the given data set with features, the information 

content conveyed in the data set con be cdculated according to information 

entropy. The information gain from a feature is the difference between the 

information contents with and without this feature. Generally, the greater 

gain, the better. Thus, the feature with the greatest information gain is 

chosen as the bes t . 



2. Distance (dependence) measures: Distance meaçure is a discrimination met hod. 

The distance between the current state and the target state is calculated and 

the state with smaller distance to the target is considered as better or worse 

one, depending on the applications. For example, in data classification, the 

distance can be defined as the class-conditional difference. Assume q class 

labels, cl, cz, . . . , cq. For feature X, D ( X )  can be defined as : 

where P(X1c) is the probability of X given class c. We Say X is better than 

Y if D ( X )  > D(Y). 

The dependence rneasure is actudy an opposite measure of distance mea- 

sures. The mining correlations between features is an example for dependence 

measure, where the dependence (relevance) of a feature X on the other fea- 

tures can be defined as the average normalized covariance between X and al1 

other features [SOI. Since the covariance may be positive or negative, indicat- 

ing positive correlation or negative correlation, respectively, the more distant 

from zero the covariance, the better the feature. 

3. Correctness measures: This measure is based on the cornparison of the re- 

sults obtained with the selected features with the real application. If the 

result obtained with the selected features is very close to the actual situation, 

then the selected feature subset is good. For example, in data classification, 

the correctness can be replaced by prediction accuracy; in the discovery of 

associations, the rule support and confidence can be used as the correctness 

rneasure. The problem of using this measure is that before the features are 

selected, at least one pattern discovery algorithm must be developed and nsed 

to rneasure the correctness of the feature subsets. For example, to select fea- 
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tures for a classifier, a known classifier construction algorithm such as Naive 

Bayesian Classification or C4.5 decision tree construction is used to construct 

a candidate classifier based on a candidate feature subset. The accuracy of 

these classifiers are compared, and the feature subset corresponding to the 

most accurate classifier is chosen [108]. 

4. Other measures: Other feature measures are possible. Data consistency, data 

redundancy, data noisy, etc. can be also used to measure features, For ex- 

ample, data inconaktency rate is used as consistency measure for data classi- 

fication [109]. Two tuples are said inconsistent if they have the same values 

for al l  conditional attributes but are labeled as different classes. Removing a 

feature will increase the number of inconsistent paired tuples. The increment 

(or increment ratio) can be applied to select features. The bigger increment 

means the bet ter feature (the more discriminant power ) . 

Stop criteria for feature selection 

The last issue for algorithm-based feature selection is the stop criteria. Sum- 

marizing the feature selection systems, we can divide the stop criteria into the 

following categories . 

1. Evaluation measure threshold criterion: In this category, the stop criteria 

are usually specified as some threshold. When the evaluation measure of the 

curent feature subset is greater or less than the threshold, the process stops. 

2. Feature subset size criterion: In real applications, the data set may contain 

hundred or thousand of features, making the data set too large to be stored in 

cornputer memory and degading the efficiency of knowledge discovery. Thus, 

the main purpose of feature selection is to reduce the data set size instead of 



finding the optimal feature subset. If this is the case, the number of selected 

features is limited by the memory capacity. Therefore, when the number of 

selected features is luge  enough with respect to the computer capacity, the 

selection stops. 

3. Runtime criterion: This is a simple criterion. When the m t i m e  surpasses 

the pre-specified value, the selection stops and the curent best feature subset 

is returned. 

These stop criteria are often mixed to fonn a compound criterion. For example, 

the evaluation threshold and feature subset size criteria can be used together. As 

long as one of them is satisfied, the feature search terminates. 

Visualization-based Feature Selection 

The other approach to feature selection is the visualization-based method, which 

at tempts to include humans perception into the system through the human-machine 

interaction. By looking into the distribution of the raw data which are visualized 

in the first step, the user may have a feeling indicating which portion of the data 

is significant and which features are relevant to the task. Of course, how to judge 

whether a feature is significant depends on the knowledge discovery task and the 

data visualization techniques used. We examine the following cases. 

Case 1: Assume the ta& is to induce classification mles, and the data visual- 

ization technique used in the first step is parallel coordinates [91]. In  the eztreme 

case in which al1 polylines indicating tuples go through the same value of a feature, 

this feature is trivial and is worthless of consideration. 

Case 2: Assume the task is to  discover exception rules [154, 1491, and the hier- 

archical visualization technique is  used. Then, the features with unevenly distribut ed 
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v a b e s  are usually more signijicant than those with evenly distributed values, because 

for the evenly distributed values, there is less chance thai  the exception occurs. 

Case 3: Assume the task is to construct a decision tree and the data visual- 

ization technique used in the f i s t  step is circle segments [IS]. Then, generally, 

the features with the segments in which the c lms  labels are randomly distributed 

are less significant than the jeatures with the segments in which the class labels are 

distributed aggregately. 

3.4.2 Tuple Selection 

The purpose of tuple selection is to select a small representative portion of the 

raw data such that the discovered results are good enough as if the whole raw 

data were used. Most existing tuple selection approaches are algorithm-based, 

meaning the tuples are either calculated according to some evaluation measrire and 

data distribution to decide whether they are chosen or just randomly sarnpled. 

Another tuple selection approach is visualization-based, in which the raw data are 

distributed on the picture by visualization and the user can pick up any interesting 

areas as the selected data. 

Algorit hm- based Tuple Selection 

Existing algorithm-based tuple selection techniques c m  be divided into two main 

classes: parametric techniqcres and non-parametric techniques [16]. The former 

assumes a parametric mode1 for the data distribution, like Gaussian or exponential 

distributions, and then estimates the parameters of the model. After the parameter 

estimate is obtained, the typical data, with respect to the parametric model, can 

be drawn according to their typicality measure, which forms the representative 
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portion of the raw data [78]. Actudy, learning algorithms such as decision trees, 

neural networks, and other classification ancl/or clustering algorithms can operate 

on the typical sample. In order to use puametric techniques, the form of the data 

distribution density function must be assumed. In real world applications, however, 

this is not the case. 

Non-parametric tuple selection techniques do not assume any mode1 for the 

data. The raw data can be randody sampled or sampled based on the use of 

criterion fimctions. We List some of techniques below. 

Divide-and-Conquer methods: This method is to divide a whole data set into 

small parts, and each part is used to discover patterns. Breiman considers the 

problem that the raw data is too large to hold in memory of any currently 

available cornputer, and proposes an approach to solving the problem [25]. 

According to this approach, the data set is divided into many s m d  subsets 

such that each subset can be held in the main rnemory. A classifier can 

be learnt based on each data subset. Thus, a set of classifiers is obtained. 

F indy ,  all classifiers learnt from the data subsets are combined to f o m  an 

aggregation classifier that has higher accuracy [25]. Savasere et al. propose 

a partition method for discovering large itemsets in mining association d e s  

[144]. The data set is partitioned into sections small enough to be processed 

in memory. For each data section, the locally large itemsets are discovered as 

the candidates which are further evaluated in memory. 

0 Density-estimate methods: Fukunaga and Mantock present a non-parametric 

approach to tuple selection [63].  The technique is iterative and based on the 

use of a criterion function and nearest neighbor density estimates. 

+ Database-oriented methods: Many techniques of tuple selection from database 
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perspective can be used in data reduction for knowledge discovery, including 

singular value decomposition, discrete wavelet transform, 1inea.r regression, 

histogram clustering, index trees, etc. [16]. 

Continuous-discretization methods: When a continuous attribute is discretized, 

the values that fall in the same i n t e d  can be treated as the same. Hence, 

once a.ll continuous attributes are discretized, many tuples will become the 

same, and only one is needed and sampled. Similarly, for a nominal attribute, 

if there exists an hierarchy between its values, then climbing the hierarchy 

causes different tuples identical. The redundant tuples can be removed so 

that the data is reduced. 

0 Sample-based methods: Srtmple techniques c m  be used to select tuples [155], 

including increment al sampling, average sampling, s trategic sampling , sam- 

pling by adjusting prevalence, and random sampling. 

Visualization-based Tuple Selection 

Visualization-based tuple selection is an interactive process between the user asd 

the system. The raw data must be transformed into a visual form so that the 

user can directly view the data distribution. According to his/her perception, s/he 

chooses the interesting data areas by using the convenient interaction tools. Figure 

3.2 shows two cases for visualization-based tuple selection. In Figure 3.2 a), a data 

set to be classified is visualized and each tuple is drawn as its class label. Totally, 

there are three classes in this data set. Different classes aggregate in different areas 

with few exceptions. One can use an interaction tool to specify the areas for each 

class, thus divide the data set into three sections, each containing the most part of 

a class tuples and being used to learn the corresponding class description. On the 



other hand, Figure 3.2 b) shows another case in which the knowledge discovery task 

may be classification or mining correlation. The raw data aggregate in two areas. 

One can use interaction tools such as "rubber bandn to specify each of them, and 

once the results are discovered based on each area, the &al patterns can be formed 

by combining the separate results obtained from different areas. The points not in 

any interesting areas are considered as outliers and not used to find patterns. 

3.5 Data Preprocess 

Data preprocess is a sequence of operations that convert the raw data to the target 

fonnat for the data mining dgorithms. It includes several aspects such as data 

normalization, data scaling, data transformation and feature extraction, handling 

the rnissing attribute values, numerical attribute cliscretization, and so forth [42]. 

3,5,1 Data Transformation and Feature Extract ion 

Data transformation is to transform the current data into appropriate fonnat which 

can be used directly by the specific knowledge discovery algorithms. W'hen data 

are visualized or processed for howledge discovery, they may require scaling and 

normalization. A simple normalization formula is: 

where p, and o, are the mean and standard deviation of attribute x, respectively. 

For simplifying the computation, one may need to translate the data so that the 

centroids (with respect to some dimensions as well as overall centroid) are located 

at the origin. 
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a) ~axtitioning data based on visualization 

Data area 1 

x - Data area 2 

b) Two interesting data areas based on visualization 

Figure 3.2: Tuple Selection Based on Visualization 
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Another transformation is feature eztraction, which transforms a high dimen- 

sional data set into a low dimensional data set. However, featture extraction is 

different from feature selection. The latter selects the most significant or impor- 

tant features or an optimal feature subset, according to the specified criteria, to 

replace the full feature set to represent the data; while the former fkds the linear 

independent features and transforms the dependent ones into independent ones. 

Feature extraction not only reduces the data dimensionality, it dso transforms the 

data themselves. From the visualization perspective, each feature being viewed as  

a dimension, high dimensional data sets are often more difficult to be visualized 

than low dimensional data sets. To obtain low dimensional data without or with 

less loss of the information contained in the raw data set, the dependent features 

are removed, and the axes consisting of independent features can be rigidly rotated 

along different vectors so that a.ll axes are orthogonal. 

The commonly used feature extraction method is the Principle Component 

Andysis [42, 59, 1081. This method is based on statistics and results in a lin- 

ear Kahunen-Loeve transformation. The linear Karhunen-Loeve transformation is 

produced in terms of the covariance matrix of the data, and its eigenvalues and 

corresponding eigenvectors. 

Assume the raw data set is characterized by an n-dimensional feature space. 

N data points are denoted as xi, i = 1,2, . . . , N ,  and xi is a n-dimensional vector, 

x; = (xil, xi2,. - . , x ~ ~ ) ~ .  The raw data cm be represented as a N x n matrix X, 

whose elements 

each dimension 

are xijl i = 1,2,. . . , N; j = 1,2, . . . , n. Estimate the mean value for 

based on the data set, 
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The square n x n dimensional covariance matrix is defined as 

where p = (pl, 112,. - . , p,)T is the mean vector. 

The intrinsic characteristic of the given data set can be found as a set of n eigen- 

d u e s  Aj  and the corresponding eigenvectors ej by solving the eigendue problem: 

Since the cova,riance matrix C is symmetric and real-valued, its eigenvectors are 

orthogonal, which means (ej)=ek = 0,l 5 j # k 5 n, and (&)*ej = 1, j = 

1,2, . . . , n. The eigendues are manged as in descending order such that 

and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors form the squate n x n matrix: 

with the jth column representing the eigenvectors ej corresponding to the eigenvalue 

A j ,  j = 1,2,. . . , n. The most dominant eigenkdue of the covariance matrix C is Xi, 

and the most dominant eigenvector of the matrix E is el. Assume our task is to 

reduce the n-dimensional data into m-dimensional data (m < n), then simply take 

the f i s t  m principle components corresponding to the first m dominant eigenvalues. 

The corresponding eigenvectors are used as the transformation m x n matrix W: 

Thus, the raw data X is transformed to the new data set Y: 

Y = W X ,  



which minimizes the mean least square errors [42]. 

In real applications, the number of non-zero eigenvalues may be lage. If this is 

the case, we can take a s m d  m and rn largest eigenvalues, and ignore others. Thus, 

the n-dimensional data are transformed into m-dimensional data with less loss of 

information contained in the raw data set. The lost information can be measured 

as the ratio of the sum of ignored eigendues to the sum of al1 eigenvalues: 

When the ratio is sufliciently s m d  (e.g. < 0.05), the m new features can replace 

the n old features to represent the data set approximately. 

The Principle Coordinate Analysis is related to the Principle Component Anal- 

ysis [68]. It considers another problem: Given a set of values which are known 

or assumed to represent the squared distances within a set of N points in some 

Euclidean space, how can one build the coordinates of the points, including de- 

termining the number of dimensions? We summarize this method as three stages, 

finding squared Euclidean distance in the raw data space, transforming the squared 

distance matrix into an inner product matrix, and transforming the raw data set 

into a new data set. 

Finding squared Euclidean distance matrix: 

Given a data set of N tuples with n features (n dimensions), denoted ti = 

yiz, . . ., yin) , i = 1,2, . . . , N. The Euclidean distance between any two points 

ti and t j  can be simply calculated: 

Transforming the squared distance matrix into an inner product matrix: 
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Assume the new data set has m features (m-dimensional data set) with m < n, 

2, . . . , n. Before rn is determined, we use n to take its place. For simplicity, 
N assume Ci=, xi* = O, k = 1,2,. . . , n, since we expect the centroid of the new 

data set to lie at the origin of the coordinate systern. 

With this assumption in mind, let A be a N x N matrix, A = (a,) ,  i, j = 

1,2,  . . . , N, where 

It can be shown that 

where 

and 

Determining new coordinates: 

Because A is a real symmetric matrix, it can be diagonalized as 

where W is a n x n diagonal matrix, and V is a N x n orthogonal matrix 

wi t h columns being the eigenvect ors corresponding t O the eigenvalues of W. 

Let V = (vl, v2,. . . , v.) and the eigendues Xi ,  Xî,.. . , AN are arranged in 

descending order, meaning W = (w,), with wii = Xi and w, = O, i # j, i, j = 

1,2,. . . , N ,  and 

A, 2 A, > ... 3 AN. (3.17) 
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Thus we have 

Take m as the minimum integer k < n such that Ak > O. The raw n- 

dimensional data set is reduced to a m-dimensional data set. 

3.5.2 Missing Values Handling 

Many solutions to the problem of knowledge mining from a data set with missing 

values have been proposed [43, 71, 123, 1361. Generally, the missing values can 

be either viewed as unknown or as inapplicable, or both. Wë summarize some of 

them as follows. 

Ignore the tuples with missing value(s): The simplest method is just ignoring 

the tuples with any missing values. AU tuples with missing values are removed 

from the raw data sets and the remaining tuples are used in the following 

steps. This method is easy to process, but the information contained in the 

tuples with missing values will be lost. 

Treat missing values as a special attribute value: In this method, any missing 

d u e s  are assigned to a special value unknown as if unknown is a new 

value of al1 attributes and dealt with in the same as other normal values. 

This method is also simple, but since all unknown values are viewed as the 

same, for a .  actual unknown value this assignment rnight cause confusion. 

Replace the missing d u e s  with the most common d u e s :  This is a more 

coinplex approach that counts the number of occurrence of each distinct values 

and the most common value (with the largest number of occurrence in the 
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data set) is chosen to replace the missing value. There are different versions 

to define what the most common means. The simplest method, for each 

attribute, is to select the d u e  that occurs most often as the most common 

d u e  of the attribute without paying attention to the correlations between 

attributes. The CN2 induction algorithm employs this definition [43]. The 

complicated definition also considers the relationships between attributes. For 

example, in data classification, the most common value can be defined based 

on the class labels to be the value that occurs most often among the tuples 

that have the same class label as the tuple with the missing value. 

0 Split the tuple with missing value(s) into many tuples each of which has a 

distinct possible value in the attribute domain. This method considers all 

possibilities of the missing values and includes them in the data set [71]. For 

example, assume tuple t has two missing values of attributes A and B, with 

domains of N and M values, respectively. Then t is split into N x M tuples, 

each of which has a distinct value of A and a distinct d u e  of B. A variation 

of this method can be seen in C4.5 [136], which uses a Bayesian formalism to 

determine the probability distribution of the missing value over the possible 

values from the domain, and either choose the most likely value or divide 

the example into fractional examples, each with one possible value weighted 

according to the probabilities determined. Another split method is related to 

the decision attribute in classification, similar to the definition of the most  

common value with respect to the class labels. 

Other methods: Other approaches to dealing with missing *dues include 

the even t -covekg  method, fuzzy methods, and hybrid rnethod. The event- 

covering method selects a subset of statistically interdependent events in the 
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outcorne space of attribute-value pairs, disregarding whether or not the at- 

tributes are statistically independent [41]. The hzzy method uses member- 

ship functions to assign memberships to each possible values. The hybrid 

method combines several approaches and for each missing value votes which 

method is the best and chooses the best method to handle the missing values. 

3.5.3 Numerical Attributes Discretization 

As mentioned previously, an important task of data preprocess is to discretize 

numerical attributes. Discretization is a process of transforming a continuous at- 

tribute value range (usually containing infinite number of possible values) into a 

finite n u d e r  of intervals, each of which can be dealt with as a discrete value. 

Most approaches for discovering knowledge discretize the numerical attributes into 

intervals and then treat the discretized attributes as categorical ones and intervals 

as categorical values. A discretkation process consists of two general steps. The 

&st is deciding the number of discrete intervals, and the second is determining 

the boundaries of each intervals. The number of intervals has a profound effect on 

the mining efficiency and accuracy, and is often pre-specified by the user, though 

some approaches can automatically determine it according to the data distribution. 

Ching et al. [40] suggest that for classification problems, the number of intervals 

for each continuous attribute be 5,  where N is the number of training examples 

and q the number of class labels. 

There are many approaches to determining the intenal boundaries, and these 

approaches are either used as a part of the mining algorithm itself, or performed 

as a preprocess step. The existing approaches to discretizing continuous attributes 

are all algorithm-based. So, we first discuss the dgorithm-based discretizat ion 
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methods, and then propose some visualization-based discretization approaches. 

Algorithm-based Continuous Attributes Discrtization 

Cios et al. [42] divide the existing algorithm-based discretization scheme into un- 

supenrised us. superuised, global us. local, or static us. dynamic based on the 

criteria that the discret ization algorithms use. Supervised discretization uses the 

decision attributes while unsupervised discretization doesn't. Global discretization 

partitions each attribute into i n t e d s  regardless of other attributes, while local dis- 

cretization partitions attributes based on a portion of data set that is partitioned 

£rom the raw data set after other attributes discretization. Finally, the static ap- 

proach pedorms discretization only once, while the dynamic discretization repeats 

pârtitions according to the curent available data (eg. in decision tree construction, 

the partition is based on the current node). 

Equi-length partition [61, 761: This is the simplest partition method, which 

finds the minimum m d  maximum values for each numerical attributes and 

divides the range into a number of user-specified equal width discrete inter- 

vals. The boundary points are the two end points, and the midpoints 

(maximum - minimum)/(number of intervals) x i + minimum, 

where i = 1,2, . . ., the number of intervals. 

Equi-depth partition: This method sorts the values of each attribute in the 

data set and then divides these values into the user-specified number of in- 

tervals such that each i n t e r d  contains the roughly same number of sorted 

attribute values (the number of tuples falling in the interval) dong the order- 

ing of the data. The algorithm KID3 uses this partition [133]. For a given 

bucket width W, the sorted values are init idy divided into approxirnately 
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equal buckets, each of which has low and high bounds and a count of values 

between the bounds. If a bucket has the same last value as the first d u e  of 

next bucket, then the next first value is reassigned into the previous bucket 

until diEerent buckets have different values. If a bucket has the f i s t  value 

less than the last d u e  and the count of the last value is W or more, then the 

bucket is split in two, one containing all the last value, the other containing 

all other values. 

Another equi-depth approach, proposed by Srikant and Agrawal [152], for 

mining numerical association rules is based on the measure of the partial 

complet eness over itemset s which handles the amount of information lost b y 

partitioning. The intuition behind this measure is that the information lost 

due to partitioning should be as small as possible. The information lost is 

measured by the distance between the set of rules obtained from the raw data 

- and the set of rules obtainedfiom -the partitioning. 

Distance-based partition: This method partitions the attribute value range by 

identieing and combining clusters of data points. The approach proposed by 

Miller and Yang [Il?], also for mining numerical association d e s ,  consists of 

two phases, identifying clusters and combining clusters to forrn rules. This 

approach addresses the following problems: the measure of the quality of an 

interval which reflects the distance between the data points in the i n t e r d  

(intra-distance), and the distance between the data points in the adjacent 

intervals (inter-distance), the definition of an association r d e  which ensures 

that items in the antecedence will be close to satisfying the consequence, and 

the measure of d e  interests which should reflect the distance between the 

data points. 



Another distance-based partition is c d e d  the K-means algorithm [42], which 

is based on the minimization of the sum of the squared distances of ail tuples 

in a c h t e r  to the cluster centroid. Initially, randomly choose K points as 

the centroids of K clusters (e-g. use equi-length method) . Then the values 

of the attributes occurring in the raw data set are distributed among the 

cluster centers based on the minimal squared distance criterion. Third, the 

new cluster centers are computed such that for each cluster the sum of the 

squared distances fiom all points in the same cluster to the new cluster center 

is minimized. Fina.lly, check if the new cluster centers are the same as the 

previous ones. If not, repeat above procedure to update the cluster centers; 

if yes, the approximately optimal cluster centers are found and the boundary 

points are the midpoints between any two adjacent cluster centers plus the 

two end points. 

Entropy-based partition: This approach is widely used and has many different 

implementations [42]. This method discretizes the attributes based on the 

maximal entropy of the partition. Fayyad and Irani develop a discretization 

algorithm for decision tree construction which improves the e6ciency of ID3 

algorithm by partitioning continuous attributes into binary attributes using 

class-entropy minimization heuristic [51]. Their another discretization algo- 

rithm uses the Description Length Principle together with a heuristic for a 

recursive entropy minimization as a stopping criterion to control the number 

of intervals generated [52]. The discretization algorithm built into the C4.5 

leaming algorithm is also based on entropy-based partition [136]. For a given 

continuous attnbute F ,  sort the training examples on the values of F, and 

then split the values into two intervals based on a threshold a, one containing 

points with which F 5 a, and the other containing points with which F > a. 
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To find the threshold a, the information gain for each d u e  occurring in 

the training examples is examined and compared, and the value correspond- 

ing to the largest information gain or gain ratio is chosen as the threshold 

to discretize the feature F. An and Cercone develop an entropy-based dis- 

cretization algorithm EDA-DB and build it into the ELEMP learning system 

[12]. EDA-DB f i s t  divides the d u e  range of the attribute into several big 

intervals and then selects in each i n t e r d  a number of cut-points based on 

the entropy calculated over the current entire data set. The number of cut- 

points selected for each interval is determined by estimating the probability 

distribution of the boundary points over the data set. The maximum number 

of selected cut-points is determined by the number of class labels and the 

number of distinct observed values for the continuous attribute. 

Visualization-based Continuous Attributes Discretization 

The algorithm-based approaches for discretizing continuous attribut es introduced 

above show that the distribution of attribute values plays an important role in 

determining the number of in te rds  as well as the cut-points (interval boundaries). 

Thus we argue that visualizing the distribution of attribute d u e s  must be helpful 

for the user to figure out and choose the number of i n t e d s  and the cut-points. 

Consider an example, in which the frequency histogram of a continuous at tribute 

is shown in Figure 3.3. The range of this attribute values is from Min to Max. 

The frequency of each value that appears in the data tuples is drawn as a bar. 

From this frequency histogram, the user can look into the values distribution and 

determine the number of intervals according to the distribution. Figure 3.3 a) 

shows that the user determines the number of intervals as 10, and decides the 

cut-points at al ,  a l ,  . . . , as, plus the two end points Min and Max. Figure 3.3 b) 
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illustrates another visualization-based discretization, where the user dso determines 

10 intervals, but chooses the boundary points in terms of equi-depth scheme. To this 

end, the user first observes the frequency histograrn and estimates the cut-points, 

and then selects the corresponding points to specie the boundaries. 

For data classification, an approach for discretizing continuous attributes based 

on visualization with respect to the class labels is shown in Figure 3.4, which il- 

lustrates the visualization and discretization of a continuous attribute. First , the 

attribute d u e s  appearing in the data tuples are sorted in ascending order. Re- 

peated values are allowed. Since each value must be in a data tuple and hence 

corresponds to a class label 3, we represent closs labels as different shapes (icons) 

or render them in different colors, and then draw the sorted values with the rep- 

resentation of the corresponding class labels. In Figure 3.4, there are totally five 

classes which are labeled as 1,2,3,4, and 5, respectively. The attribute values are 

drawn one by one, starting from the first pixel (or ceU) at the left-bottom of the 

drawable area, from left to right and from bottom to top, and ending at the right- 

top. It  is apparent that five cut-points, dl, d2, d3, d4, and dg,  are straightforward, 

since the tuples corresponding to the attribute values between dl and Min f d  in 

class 1, the tuples corresponding to the values between dl and d2 belong 60 class 2, 

and the tuples corresponding to the values between d2 and d3 or between d5 and 

M a x  are in clam 5. The tuples corresponding to values between d3 and d5 are not 

deterministic, but between d3 and d4 are either class 3 or class 4, while between d4 

and dg are either class 1, 2 or 3. From this observation, it is reasonable to set d4 

to a cut-point, and the intervals [d3, d4] and [d4, d5] can be discretized further by 

using other visualization techniques or algorithm-based approaches. 

3We assume no missing values in the data set, and no noise labeling. An attribute value may 

appear in more than one tuples with different labels. 
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Min a, a, a, a4 a6 Max 

a) Discretizing according to value occurrence 

b) Discretizing according to equi-depth 

Figure 3.3: A Frequency Histogram for A Continuous Attribute 
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Figure 3.4: Visualizing the Sorted Attribute Values with respect to the Class Labels 
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3.6 Pattern Discovery 

/ d 2  

Pattern discovery is the task of data mining, an important step of the KDD process, 

which searches for patterns of interest in a particulax representation form. 

Pattern discovery can be either algorithrn-based or image-recognition-based. Algorithm- 

based pattern discovery approach stresses the logic and/or statistics reasoning and 

atternpts to fkd the patterns behind the data mathematically. Decision tree tech- 

niques [136], neural networks [105], st atistics methods [125], association rule mining 

algorithms [4, 6 ,  1171, rule induction [Il], and case-based reasoning [123] belong to 

this category. 

The image-recognition-based approach for finding patterns from large data sets 

is to directly use the images that visualize the preprocessed data [61, 771. The 

characteristics such as shape, color, brightness, etc. of the image provides us diverse 



information which can be developed to discover patterns. This approach depends 

on the visualization techniques and the visualized results. 

3.7 Pattern Visualizat ion 

The last component is pattern visualization which is to visualize the patterns 

achieved in pattern discovery on the screen. Since different patterns may have 

different characteristics, they must be drawn with different techniques. .A collec- 

tion of visualization routines should be developed to adapt to different patterns to 

reflect their characteristics. For example, a tree structure can be used to represent 

hierarchical concepts. Icon shapes and colors which change with sliders can be used 

to represent the associations between attributes. Animation and fluid flow can be 

used to show the evolution of attributes. 

For a given preprocessed data set, the user may specify diEerent pattern dis- 

covery algorithms to find knowledge and thus obtain the different patterns. The 

pattern visualization component provides the user an opportunity to observe the 

final results and compare these patterns discovered by different algorithms. 

In a complicated implementation of the RuleViz model, pattern discovery and 

visualization components can be repeated. One can first specify a pattern discovery 

algorithm to get a set of patterns, and visualize these patterns, and then choose 

another discovery algorithm to find a new set of patterns and visualize them. Two 

sets of patterns can be compored through the visualization so as to interpret the 

result S. 



Chapter 4 

Implementation Issues of the 

Rule Vix Mode1 

4.1 Introduction 

RuleViz is an abstract model for visualizing the entire KDD process. In the previ- 

ous chapter, we discussed its components and techniques that can be exploited in 

each component. However, there is still a long way to go to implement practical in- 

teractive visuolization systems for knowledge discovery, though the RuleViz model 

provides us with a methodology of doing so. 

Before we implement visual KDD systems according to the RuleViz model, we 

consider some general implementation issues independent of applications, such as 

how to explore each component, how to cornmunicate between cornponents, and 

how to allocate functionality between the user and machine. Then we choose three 

knowledge patterns, including numerical association d e s ,  classification rules, and 

decision trees, as our discovery tasks, and implement four interactive systems to 
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visualize the discovery process of these pat tems in the following chapters. 

4.2 Implementation Issues 

The RuleViz model provides us with a guideline of designing an interactive visual- 

ization system for knowledge discovery. To implement the RuleViz model, however, 

many decisions need to be made and some details should be refined, such as choosing 

techniques for each component, selecting laquage and workspace for implernenta- 

tion, deciding data and view trâssformations, docating interactions between the 

user and machine, including human perceptions, developing discovery algorithms, 

exploring visudization spaces and visual forms for raw data and final results, etc. 

because there exist many methods for each part, and different methods have dif- 

ferent features and can adapt to different tasks, In this section, we summarize and 

discuss these issues for implement ing interactive visualizat ion sys tems. 

4.2.1 C hoosing visualkation spaces 

The first decision in implementing a system with the RuleViz model is how to use 

the visuatization space. In general, the visuolization of the data is based on the 

display screen which is currently a two-dimensional device. The visual structures 

may be ID, 2D, 3D and 3D+time1 [21, 321. One-dimensional visual structures are 

simple and easy for implementation but have weak representation power, and are 

typicdy used as part of iarger visual stnictures, for example, a slider for control, a 

list for timeline or lifeline. The popular debate is about 2D versus 3D presentations 

'Three dimensions plus time as the fourth dimension are usually represented by animated 

three-dimensional pictures. 
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[1417 1571, though 3D+time and other higher dimensional visual structures exist. 

On one hand, the proponents of 2D presentations argue that the display screen 

is two-dimensional and human vision perceptions are based on seeing only a 2D 

projection of the 3D world. Usudy, 2D pictures are not only faster on computers 

but also are familiar and straightforward to the user, as well as easy to interact. 

On the other hand, the promoters of 3D presentations argue that the real world 

is three-dimensuinal and human experience and perception corne from this space. 

Additi~nally~ three-dimensional space provides much more room for the data and 

more realistic pictures. 

We believe that this debate will continue for a long tirne, depending on the 

development of display devices and control widgets. The tradeoff is possible. In 

the implementation of the RuleViz mode1 with the current devices and technolo- 

gies, we suggest that two-dimensional visualization be preferred for the raw data, 

data reduction and preprocess, while twcdimensional and three-dimensional vi- 

sualizations be appropriate according to the applications. The reason is that tke 

visualizations for raw data, data reduction and preprocess are for the purpose of 

data mining (pattern learning) and contain a lot of interactions between the user 

and machine. For interactive featwe selection, tuple selection, continuous attribute 

discretization and so on, it is diEcdt in 3D pictures for the user to specify the in- 

teresting features, data areas, and cut-points due to fewer 3D control widgets. The 

user may be confused sometimes about whether the interesting data subset is an 

area or a volume when s/he picks up an area on a three-dimensional picture. For 

the final results, no more interactivity is needed and the more realistic pictures are 

preferred, t herefore the t hree-dimensional visualization is bet ter, but complex. 
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4.2.2 Choosing Visualkation Techniques 

The second decision in designing a visualization system for the KDD process is 

whether to choose the existing visualization techniques or to develop new tech- 

niques for each component in the RuleViz model. IR general, different visualization 

techniques have different features and can be used for different data sets and tasks. 

The nature and characteristics of a data set can be revealed by many visual forms, 

while a visualization technique can be adapted for various purposes. in another 

word, the questions that a user wants to ask require different presentations for the 

same data sets. It should be addressed that different visualization techniques can 

be used in different components in the RuleViz model, but they must be consistent 

such that the user can easily understand what is going on and conveniently react 

with the intermediate results between different components [79, 801. On the other 

hand, when choosing the techniques for visualizing the raw data, data reduction, 

and data preprocess, it m u t  be kept in mind that they serve for discovery tasks, 

not for obtaining beautifd pictures. 

There are three decisions to be made for choosing visualization techniques for 

different component s: 

Choosing raw data visualization techniques: The raw data visualization should 

focus on the revealing of the data values and attribute distributions, attribute 

correlations, interesting data areas, etc. Therefore, at a glance, the user c m  

have a sense of the data so as to decide the following actions (reducing data 

and transforming data). Generally speaking, data visualization could be task- 

driven or data-driven [32]. In the RuleViz model we strongly suggest the 

task-oriented raw data visualization. Here, the task includes the raw data vi- 

sualization ta& (giving the user a feeling) and the discovery task (knowledge 
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pattern). 

Choosing knowledge visualization techniques: The discovered knowledge is 

the final result that we look for. Some knowledge patterns have their own 

natural structures. For example, decision trees have a tree structure, while 

neural networks have a net structure. However, most of patterns are in rule 

forms (e.g. classification rules, attribute association rules, characteristic rules, 

sequential rules) and Iack natural visual structures. 

Choosing visualization techniques for data reduction and data preprocess: 

When designing data reduction and preprocess components, ttvo decisions 

need to be made: whether visualization-based or algorithm-based reduction 

and preprocess are exploited, and what interactive visualization and con- 

trol widgets should be provided. If algorithm-based method is chosen, the 

system shodd provide the user with the interface of parameter input (e.g. 

sliders, buttons, check boxes, choice controls, lists). On the other hand, if 

the visualization-based method is chosen, more complex interaction functions 

are needed, for example, selecting interesting data areas by using a "rubber 

band" approach, picking correlated features by clicking mouse, and speci@ing 

cut-points for continuous attribut es by moving sliders. 

4.2.3 Choosing Implementation Methods 

A KDD process consists of many algorithms*, including reduction algorithrns, han- 

dling missing values, discretizing continuous attributes, mining (leatning) algo- 

rithms, and so forth. Al1 approaches can be algorithm-based as well as visudization- 

based. For the algorith-based approach, only the results are displayed. For 

2Here, algorithms refer to mathernaticd analysis algorithm, not to visualization algorithms. 
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example, if the discretization algorithm of continuous attributes is ôn entropy- 

based algorith,  the cut-points found by the algorithm are visualized after the 

algorithm ends or as the algorithm proceeds 1791. While for the visualization- 

based approaches, the algorithm process should be visualized. For example, if 

a visualization-based discretization algorithm of continuous attributes is exploited, 

the process of specifying the cut-points one-by-one and therefore its effects should be 

displayed. The visualization-based approaches cas be interaction-based or image- 

based. Interaction-based approaches3 provide the user with rich control tools to 

operate on pictures, and the system only needs to response the user. On the other 

hand, image-based approaches are similar to algorithm-based approaches but they 

ôndyze the images obtained by visualizing the data instead of the data set itself. 

The combination of algorithm-based and visualization-based approaches is pos- 

sible. Different approaches can be used in different components, and in the same 

components different approaches can also be explored, which depends on appli- 

cations. For example, handling missing values is difficult to implement based on 

interaction, while discretizing continuous attributes might be easy in some data sets. 

Therefore, in the data preprocess component, we can employ the algorithm-based 

approach for the former and the interaction-based approach for the latter. 

4.2.4 Traversability and Navigability 

For very large amount of data, it is impossible to accommodate all data items 

in a relatively s m d  screen. Therefore, traversal and navigation arnong the data 

are needed. For example, the user might have window centered on a particular 

31nteraction can be active or passive. In the active interaction, the user activates the system 

and the system responds to the user, while in the passive interaction, the user only answers the 

questions posted by the system. 
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current item, and scroll up or down the items by clicking on an item at the top 

or the bottom of the window or moving a slider up or down. Usudy, efficient 

view traversibility and strong navigability are required [64]. By view traversal we 

mean the iterative process of viewing, selecting something seen, and moving to it, 

to form a path through the logicd data structure which c m  be chairacterized by 

a logical structure graph and used to organize the data items. Each data item is 

represented as a node in the logicd structure. Efficient view traversabiiity requires 

a smail number of out-going Links of nodes and short paths between pairs of nodes. 

The view traversal concerns the logical structure itself and ignores the decision 

where to go next. On the other hand, the uieu navigation cares about the prob- 

lems Iike how to h d  the shortest path between pairs of nodes and how to get to 

the target. Strong nuuigability requires that the logical structure and its attached 

information d o w  finding the shortest path from the initial to the target as fast as 

possible. 

4.2.5 Human-machine Interactions 

Interaction between the user and machine plays an essentid role in the RuleViz 

model. An important decision to be made in designing an interactive system is 

how to allocate the functions between the user and the machine as well as how 

to communicate between them. The concept of balance of control c m  be used 

to characterize the interactions between the user and machine [158], where two 

extremes are "do-it-yourself mode" and "command mode", respectively. In "do-it- 

yourself mode", none or less user intervention occurs, while in "command mode", 

the machine follows the user instructions step by step. Most interaction schema 

are between these two extremes and can be categorized as follows. 
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Manual intervention: e.g. physically dragging a mouse in order to drag as 

screen object, or clicking on the screen to specie an object . 

Mechanized intervention: e.g. moving a slider or a scroll bar. 

Instructable intervention: e.g. using relations between features such as for- 

mula's in a spreadsheet. 

0 Steerable intervention: e.g. directing an algorithm to perform in a certain 

way such as making choices. 

No intervention: or automatic manipulation, where an algorithm performs 

autornaticdy. 

Tweedie divides the interactivity in the visualization tools into two categories 

[158], direct manipulation and indirect manipulation. The most existing visualiza- 

tion tools exploit direct manipulations in which physical behavior in the real world 

is replicated literally. Indirect manipulation, however, can add more "magical" 

functionality that does not rely on direct physical metaphors. For example, in a 

visualization system based on a pardel-coordinate technique, sliders can be at- 

tached to each axis and used as filters for selecting data ranges. As the first slider 

rnoves, the data tuples within the current range are selected and the other data are 

hidden. However subsequent filters (the second slider, third slider, etc.) become 

more complex to interpret. 

In addition, response time and processing cost also need consideration because 

they affect the system performance. Well-established interface for a visualization 

system should take less processing time and response fast. 
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4.2.6 Windowing S trategies 

The amount of data to be visualized may be huge. In order to clearly display all 

parts of data and concentrate on the specific objects when demand, many visual- 

ization tools provide more than one window and many panels in a window. The 

decision of how to layout the windows and how to distribute the data ûmong win- 

dows and panels must be made in designing a visualization system. More windows 

can provide more spaces for the data but may distract the user. Few windows 

accommodate less data and cause distortion but attract the user's attention and 

present correlations better. Several strategies can be studied. 

Zoom: Zooming is simple and operates in the same window. BasicaUy, all the 

data can be visualized in a window to give the user an overview of the data 

set. Zooming in on a specific object or data area can jump to the next level 

of details. The problem is that the user rnay lose the overview when zooming 

in. 

Overview+Detail: This strategy coordinates two display windows [32], one 

maintaining an overview and the other showing a detail view. The overview 

window contains a field-of-view box indicating what is shown in the detail 

view window. By specifying the portion of the overview window, the user can 

adjust the contents of the detail view window. A variant of this strategy is 

details-on-demand, where the detail view window pops up within the overview 

window only when requested. 

Focus+Context: This strategy is different from overview+detail in that it 

maintains only one display window, but it follows the idea of overview+detail 

display, dividing the window into two parts, focus and contezt. The focus 
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area (detail view) is embedded in the context (overview). To implernent this 

strategy, perspective transformation such as perspective wd, bifocal view, 

and fisheyes, may be needed to compress the display in the contextual area 

(overview display) and keep the normal display in the focus area (detail dis- 

play). Thus, distortion is produced (32, 1411. 

4.2.7 Underst anding Human Perception 

Finally, the implementation of the RuleViz model is highly dependent on the prop- 

erties of human perception. Therefore, human perception must be studied carefidly, 

including color perception, shape perception, cluster perception, scde perception, 

etc. The misjudgement for the visualization will mislead interpretations of data, 

and hence cause the user's wrong reactions. Understanding human perception is 

difficult, especidy different users may have different perceptions for the same pic- 

t u e .  This is beyond the scope of this thesis, but should be noticed. 

4.3 Implementat ions of RuleViz 

To veri@ the feasibility of the RuleViz model and compare it with the existing 

visualization systems as well as knowledge discovery systems, we propose three 

knowledge patterns: nunerical association rules, classification rules and decision 

trees, as our discovery tasks, and implement four interactive visualization systems 

for discovering these knowledge patterns. The reason of choosing these patterns 

is that they are typical knowledge patterns, and extensively researched and widely 

used in machine learning and data mining communities. The association rules and 

classification d e s  do not have natural visual structure, and they are usually in 
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logical forms, while the decision trees have an intrinsic tree structure. 

The four interactive visualization systems we implemented explore different 

techniques for different components of the RuleViz model. In the following, we 

briefly present their fundamental approaches and point out the basic techniques 

used in each cornponent. 

1. AViz: Discovering numerical association rules 

AViz is an interactive visualization system for discovering numerical associ- 

ation d e s ,  where the d e  condition part contains two numerical attributes 

and the decision part is a nominal or numerical attribute. The task is to 

find an optimal region consisting of intervals of condition attributes for each 

decision attribute value or interval. The raw data visualization technique is 

scatter plot. The data reduction is interactively performed by using "rubber 

band" and the interesting data area is zoomed in. Three continuous attribute 

discretization methods are provided, one algorithm-based, one image-based, 

and one interaction-based. The learning algorithm is image-based. Raw data, 

data reduction, and data preprocess are visualized in the 2D space, while the 

final result is displayed in the 3D space. The interaction between the user and 

machine is performed through either manud manipulation (mouse clicking, 

list selecting) or mechanized manipulation (moving sliders). All components 

are completed in a single window. 

2. Learning classifiers 

Two interactive visualization systems are implemented for learning classifiers, 

CViz and CVizT. They explore two different approaches for visualizing the 

KDD process. 

CViz: inducing classification rules 
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In CViz, data reduction (including feature selection and tuple selection), 

data preprocess (data transformation, continuous numerical attribute 

discretization and missing values handling), and rules learning are all 

algorithm-based. Only are the final and intermediate results visuolized. 

The pardel-coordinate is the basic visualization technique and the clas- 

sification rules are displayed as strips across the pardel axes. Entropy- 

baçed rnethod is used to discretize continuous attributes, the missing 

d u e s  are replaced with the most cornmon values, and the learning algo- 

rithm ELEM2 is embedded in the CViz systern. The interaction between 

the user and machine is performed either by dialog (input parameters for 

discretization and learning algorithms) or by clicking (choosing curent 

class labels) or by moving sliders (speci6ing accuracy threshold). AU 

components are visualized in a single window and 2D space. 

CVizT: building classifiers 

In contrast, all components in the CVizT system are visualization-based. 

The raw data is sorted according to the class labels and visualized in 

a Table Lens [134], in which the tuple values are drawn as lines pro- 

portional to the feature range. The user can examine the correlations 

between features and class labels and determine to choose the features 

closely related to the class label, if necessary. For the continuous at- 

tributes, the user can specify the cut-points by clicking the mouse on the 

specific points which can be judged in terms of the Table Lens shape and 

the tuple Values distribution. This is a visualization-based discretization 

with respect to claçs labels. The classification rules are interactively 

built by the user who specifies the condition part for each class label. 

Once a rule is built, its accuracy rate is displayed. The user can adjust 
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the rule if the d e ' s  accuracy rate is not satisfying. The final results 

are visualized as a variant of Table Lens. The most of interactivity is 

completed manudy. Only a single window is needed and all components 

are visualized in two-dimensional space. 

3. DTViz: constructing decision trees 

DTViz is a visualization system for interactively constructing decision trees. 

It is similar to CVizT. AU components are visualization-based. A pixel- 

oriented visualization technique is explored to visualize the raw data, in which 

a tuple value corresponds to a pixel which is rendered according to the tuple's 

clasç label. The feature values are sorted. The features that weakly dïstin- 

guish class labels can be removed. At the beginning, the decision tree root 

contains all remaining features and tuples. In each node, the feature that ag- 

gregates class labels mos t closely can be picked by clicking on the feature area 

as the split attribute. The split attribute is discretised into intervals each of 

which leads to a branch. Once a terminal node (leaf) is reached, the user in- 

forms the systern by finish-clicking on the terminal node, and the tuples that 

are covered in the node axe removed. The discretization is performed as the 

decision tree is being constructed. Two windows are used, one for raw data 

visualisation, data reduction, data preprocess, and decision tree node split, 

the other for the final decision tree. This is different from the overview+detail 

strategy. The user can adjust the decision by removing a node or exchange 

the order of split attribut es. Most interactions are manual manipulation, and 

the visualizatio~i spaces are twdirnensional. 



Chapter 5 

AViz: An Interactive System for 

Visual Mining Association Rules 

5.1 Introduction 

According to the RuleViz model, we develop an interactive system, AViz, for visual- 

izing the process of discovering three-dimensional numerical association rules from 

large data sets. The AViz system consists of five components: preparing and visu- 

alizing the raw data set, interactive data reduction, interactive numericd attributes 

discretization with visualization, association d e s  mining based on the discretized 

numerical attributes, and the discovered association rules visualization. In this 

chapter, we present the structure of the AViz system, discuss each components, 

and illustrate the experiments with the casus  data sets. 

The .4Viz system is developed to visualize the discovery d a special kind of 

association d e .  Consider association rules of the fom: A + B, where A consists 

of two different numerical at tributes aad B is a quantitative at tribute ( numerical or 
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nominal attn'bute ). Suppose X and Y are two such different numerical attributes 

and Z is a quantitative attribute. Our goal is to find an interesting region in the 

X x Y plane for each discretized intenal [zl, z2] of 2, as shown below: 

If Z is a nominal attribute, then each discretized interval corresponds to one of its 

distinct categorical values. 

The support of the above rule is defined as the percentage of tuples that meet 

X E [xl, xP], Y E [yl, y2] and Z = z (or Z E [z17 z2]), while its confidence is defined 

as the ratio of its support over the percentage of tuples that meet X E [xl, xz] and 

Y E [y1 7 YZ] - Fomdy:  

number of tuples wi th  X E  [xi,x2] A Y  E [yl,y2] E [z1,z2] Supp(Ru2e) = 
total number of tuples in data set 

number of tuples w i th  X E [xl, xz] Y E [yl, y21 A E [zl, i2] Con  f (Rule) = 
number of tuples with X E [xi, x2] A Y E [yl7 yZ] 

For example, assume X is age, Y is salary, and Z is position. Further assume 

that age has domain [O, 1001, salary has domain [10k, 1000k], and position takes the 

values of programmer, analyst, project leader, and manager. Then the association 

rules to be discovered might be 

age E [20,25], salary E [42h7 48k] j position = programmer 

age E [26,35],  salary E [50k, 65k] position = anal yst 

age E [30,40], salary E [60k7 75k] position = project-leader 

age E (35,501, salary E [65k, 80k] ===+ position = manager 

In order to discover and visualize association rules like those shown above, the 

AViz system emphasizes the following major problems: interactive data prepara- 
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tion and reduction, discretization of numerical attributes, mining algoethm, and 

vzkualization scheme. 

5.2 The AViz System 

AViz is an interactive visualization system of knowledge discovery, which employs 

visualization techniques to preprocess the data and interpret the patterns discov- 

ered. It dso exploits numerical attributes discretization approaches and mining 

algorithm to discover numerical association rules according to the requirement (sup- 

port threshold and confidence threshold) specified by the user. 

The visualization in AViz consists of three aspects: raw data visualization, dis- 

cretized intervals visualization, and association rules visualization. The interaction 

in AViz inchdes interactive data preparation, interactive data reduction, interac- 

tive discretization, and interactive specification of support and confidence threshold 

for finding optimized association rules. Since we only consider three numerical at- 

tributes, two in antecedence and one in consequence, the data tuple is mapped to a 

Data Table containhg three columns, each of which can be interactively specified 

and dynamically changed, further projected as a point to the numericd plane con- 

sisting of two antecedent attributes, and f i n d y  plotted on the screen. The points 

in the numerical plane may have a different distribution. The user c m  directly 

observe the distribution and choose an interesting area to reduce the data. Bâsed 

on the reduced data set, the numericd attributes can be discretized by using one of 

three discretization approaches provided in the AViz system. Thus, the X-Y plane 

is meshed. The grid on the X-Y plane is visualized in the scheme extended from 

SONAR [61]. In terms of the discretized intervals of numerical attributes and the 

cell support, the algorithm for discovering association rules is developed to h d  the 
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optimized area. 

The structure of the AViz system is shown in Figure 5.1, which consists of five 

components and briefly introduced as follows. 

Figure 5.1: The AViz System 

To prepare the data sets for numerical association d e s  discovery, the raw data 

are transformed into Data Table, and three at tributes are interactively specified by 

the user. The chosen data subset is projected on to a two-dimensional space and 

plotted on the drawable window. The user can interactively pick up the interesting 

area by using "rubber band" to horizontally reduce the data. We develop three nu- 

merical attribute discretization approaches, including equai-sized, bin-packing based 

equal-depth, and interaction-bused approaches- For the discretizad attributes, a grid 

is formed. Each cell in the grid is rendered according to the cell "support". We 
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also define the cell uconîîdencen in terms of the cell support for different X-Y planes 

parallel with Zaxis. The algorithm for mining numerical association d e s  is to find 

the gain optimized rectangles, each of which constitutes an association rule. Fi- 

n d y ,  these optimized rectangles are highlighted in the corresponding planes and 

used as rules. We experiment the AViz system with the census data sets, which 

illustrates that the AViz system is straightfonvaxd for discovering and visualizing 

numerical association rules and it is eaçy to use. 

5.3 Data Preparation and Visualizat ion 

In the AViz system, data preparation is used to specify the raw data file and at- 

tributes file with specific format, and the numerical attributes X and Y and the 

quantitative attribute 2, which constitute the antecedence and the consequence of 

the association rules to be discovered, respectively. This specification is interac- 

tively given by the user and implemented by using file dialog and choice windows. 

The data set prepared for discovering association rules is a Data Table consisting 

of three columns < X, Y, Z >. 

Once the attributes are specified, the data tuples are read from disk, mapped 

to the points on a numerical plane, and plotted on the drawable window. Since we 

only consider two numerical at tributes as the antecedence of the association rules 

and one quantitative attribute as the consequence, we project points in 3D space 

X x Y x 2 on to the X x Y plane. Thus it is easily observed how the data distributes 

in the space, and the joint distribution of the antecedence is visualized so that the 

interesting area is obviously observed. Generally, on the X x Y plane, the denser 

the points in a region are, the more support the region has. The support of a region 

is important to discovering association rules because each rule must have support 
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not less than the specified support threshold. 

To prepare the raw data, three kinds of files are required. The data file provides 

the AViz system with the raw data set, the attribute file is used to describe the 

characteristics of each attribute contained in the data file, and the nominal value 

description file is to map the discrete values of each nominal attribute to integer 

values. All files are in plain text format. 

The attribute file contains the descriptions of all attributes, each attribute being 

described in one line as the following format: 

rank, narne, type, start, length, m a ,  min 

where rank gives the index of an attribüte, name the attribute name, type attribute 

type which takes value of numeric or nominal, start and length describe the start 

position and value range of an attribute in the data fde, and mm and min defhe 

the domain of an attribute. 

For example, Table 5.1 shows an attribute file which characterizes attributes 

Age, Race, Sex, Clam-of-worker, Total-person-incorne, Total-taxable-income, Weeks- 

worked-in-year, and Hours-worked-weekly. 

The data file contains a Est of data tuples, each tuple consisting of a Est of fields 

with fixed length. The format of tuple is as fdlows: 

< f i e l d l  >< f ieid;!  > --• < f i e l d ,  > 

where < f i e l d ;  > is the value of the i-the attribute i = 1,2,. . . , n, a ~ d  n is the 

number of attributes. 

The nominal value description file create mappings fron discrete values of nom- 

inal attributes to integer values, which counts starting from O. Thus only integer 

d u e s  are used in the data file to Save storage space. Al1 nominal attributes are 
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Table 5.1: Attributes File Format 

1, Age, numeric, 6, 2, 99, O 

2, Class-of-uorker, nominal, 8, 1, 8, O 

3, Race, nominal, 9, 1, 5, 1 

4, Sex, nominal, 10, 1, 2, 1 

5, Total-person-income, numeric, 58, 12, 1000000, O 

6, Total-taxable-income, numeric, 70, 12, 1000000, O 

7, Weeks-worked-in-yen, numeric, 82, 4, 52, O 

8, Hours-worked-weekly, numeric, 86, 4, 80, O 

included in this file and each attribute d u e s  mapping is enclosed with attribute- 

name and End of uttribute-name. For instance, Table 5.2 shows a nominal values 

description file which maps the values of attribute Clms-of-worker to integers 0,1, 

and 2. Thus the integer values corresponding to the nominal values of attribute 

CEass-of-worker occupies only one character. As shown in Table 5.1, their position 

in the tuples of the data file is 8 with Iength 1. Similarly, the values of attributes 

Race and Sex are mapped to integers O through 4 and O and 1, respectively. 

The AViz system provides ille dialog windows to speci& the data file, attribute 

file and nominal value description file. Since we are restricted to discover three- 

dimensional association d e s ,  three attributes must be specified. This is accom- 

-plished by using attribute setting Choice windows, each attribute window being 

used to choose an attribute and set the default number of discrete intervals. 
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Table 5.2: Nominal Values Mapping ta Integer Values 

Class-of-worker 

0, Privat e 

1, Government 

2 ,  Self-employed 

End of Class-of-worker 

Race 

0, White 

1, Black 

2, Amer-Indian-Aleut-or-Eskimo 

3, Asian-or-Pacific-Islander 

4, Other 

End of Race 

Sex 

0, Male 

1, Female 

End of Sex 
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To visualize the raw data stored in the data file, each tuple is mapped to a point 

in the draw window. Our purpose is to fbd the association d e s  of the form (5.l), 

so we must fbst find the potential rectangle [xi, xz], [YI, y2], that is an interesting 

area. Since the association d e s  have at least the support threshold, aU rectangles 

that have support less than the threshold will not be considered, which means that 

these areas can be removed fiom our consideration. To this end, the raw data 

tuples is read fiom disk, the triple values < x, y, z > of the chosen attributes as 

the antecedence and consequence are taken off according to the attributes' position 

and length in the data file described in the attribute file, and then the triples are 

projected to a point in the plane X x Y with respect to the domain of X and Y. 

For each tuple t in the data set, let t [XI, t [YI , and t [Z] represent its values of 

attributes X, Y, and 2, respectively, and Px [t], Pv[t], and Pz[t] be the coordinate of 

the point corresponding to t ,  respectively. To plot the data, we map the real world 

(two-dimensional plane consisting of X and Y) into a screen window (viewport). 

The mapping function fiom the real world to the viewport can defined as follows. 

Assume the ranges of X and Y are [Minx ,  Maxx] and [Minv, Maxy], and 

the screen window coordinate ranges (viewport) are x E [MIN,, MAX,], and y E 

[MIN,, MAX,], respectively. Then 

MAX, - MIN, 
Pv[t] = MIN, + x (t[Y] - Miny). 

Maxv - Miny 

5.4 Interactive Data Reduction 

Generdy, business data sets contain millions or billions of data items. To discover 

associations between attributes fiom the huge data set, the raw data must be read 
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from disk or input from other systems and stored in memory. Even if the data set 

is scanned once from disk, it is time-wise expensive. So we must reduce the passes 

of disk scons as much as possible. On the other hand, Data is not always clean, 

which means that there may exist uninteresting data items or data derivation To 

grasp the nature of the interesting data, the raw data set should be cleaned. 

In the AViz system, two approaches to cleaning the data are provided, vertical 

reduction and horizontal reduction. The former reduces the number of attributes, 

while the latter reduces the number of tuples. 

To reduce the data set vertically, we restrict the AViz system to process only 

three attributes each time. This has been m e d  interactively in data preparation. 

To reduce the data set horizontdy, by observing the data distribution, the user 

con interactively speci& the data area in, which he/she is interested and remove 

other data that are outside the interesting area. The interesting region on the 

X x Y plane is picked up by using a rubber band. This region usually contains 

dense points and has high support. The points outside the region are cleaned. 

Therefore, the size of the data set used to discover association rules is reduced. 

The result of the reduction is redisplayed on the screen window so that it can be 

reduced further. This step can be repeated until the user is satisfied with the final 

result . 

In the AViz system, the full data set is read twice, the first read is to visualize 

the raw data and clean the data, and the second read is to discover and visualize 

the association rules. The full pass read can overcome the drawback of sampling 

approach especially when the data set is not distributed evenly. To avoid the 

memory requirement for storing the full data set, AViz system exploits an aggregate 

array. Each element of array represents an interval along axis or a squue on the 
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X x Y plane and characterizes the subset of the full data set that f d s  in the 

corresponding i n t e d  or grid cell. Thus the storage depends on the number of the 

discretized intervals (budcets) of X, Y, and 2, regardless of the size of the full data 

set. 

After data tuples are projected to the X x Y plane and mapped to the draw 

window, the data distribution can be directly observed. Since the observed dis- 

tribution is limited by the draw window 'size, many distinct points in the X x Y 

plane may be overlapped when mapped to the window, so the picture only roughly 

reflects the data distribution. To reflect the real distribution, we attempt to reduce 

the domain of attributes and restrict to the interesting area. All points outside the 

interesting area are dropped. What is the interesting area depends on the user's 

observation and perception. 

To reduce the data set horizontally by dropping uninteresting points, the user 

c m  interactively specie the interesting data area by using a rubber band. This 

region usually contains dense points and has high support. 

Once the interesting area is selected, the AViz system rereads the data from 

disk and redraws data tuples in the same way as above. Thus, the user can further 

choose the data area in which s/he is interested. These two steps, visualizing raw 

data and choosing an interesting area, c m  be repeated until the final data subset 

used to find association rules is satisfiable. 
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5.5 Discretizing Numerical Attributes with Visu- 

abat  ion 

After the raw data is reduced, the specified interesting data area is scaled and 

redrawn on the whole window. To discretize the numerical attributes into disjoint 

intervals (buckets) , the AViz sys tem provides three approaches in i ts Discretization 

Approaches library, shown in Figure 5.1, including equi-sized, bin-packing based 

equi-dept h, and interaction-based approaches. The user can choose one of t hree 

approaches to discretize jointly two numerical attributes of the antecedence. If the 

consequence attribute is a nominal attribute, its distinct values ore seen as disjoint 

buckets. 

The bin-packing based equi-depth approach is based on Lin-packing and also 

employs equi-depth on the basis of the packed bin. The equi-sized and bin-packing 

based equi-depth approaches require the user to speci& the number of intervols for 

both numerical attributes. The interaction-based approach is based on equi-sized 

or bin-packing based equi-depth approach, by which the user can intuitively adjust 

the partition of above two discretizations through observing the distribution of the 

data. 

Equi-sized discret izat ion 

The equi-sized approach partitions the continuous domain into intervals with 

equal length. For example, if the domain of attribute age is [O, 991, then it can be 

divided into small intervals of length 10, thus we have intervals < age, 0,9 >, < 

age, l0,19 >, . . . , < age, 90,99 >. This approach is simple and easily implemented. 

The main drâwback of this approach is it may miss rnany useful rules since it does 

not consider the distribution of the data values. 
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Suppose the domains of numerical attributes X and Y are [Minx, Maxx] and 

[Miny, Maxy], respectively. X x Y forms an Euclidean plane. Each tuple t in the 

data set can be mapped to a point ( t [ X ] ,  tw) in X x Y. Assume X and Y are 

discretized into Nz and Ny buckets, respectively. Then the size of buckets is, in 

average, (Maxx  - Minx)/Nz for X, and (Maxv - Miny)/N, for Y. For a region 

P in X x Y, we say a tuple t meets condition (X, Y) E P if t is mapped to a point 

in region P. 

Bin-packing based equi-depth discretization 

Bin-packing based equi-depth approach is different fiom the existing approaches. 

The domain of the numerical attributes may contain an infinite number of points. 

To deal with this problem, several equi-depth discretization methods have been 

proposed, for example, KID3 employs an adjustable buckets method [133], while 

the approach proposed in [152] is based on the concept of a partial cornpleteness 

measure. The drawback of these approaches is in time-consurning computation 

and/or large storage requirements. AViz exploits a simple and direct method. 

Assume the window size used to visualize the data set is M (width or height) 

in pixels, and each pixel corresponds to a bin. Thus we have M bins, denoted 

B[i] ,  i = O , .  . . , M- 1. Map the raw data tuples to the bins in terms of the mapping 

function. Suppose B[i] contains T[i] tuples, and the attribute is to be discretized 

into N buckets. According to equi-depth approach, each bucket will contain d = 

c E ~ ' T [ ~ ] / N  tuples. We fust assign B[O],B[l], ..., to the &st bucket until it 

contains d or more tuples, and then assign the following bins to the second bucket. 

Repeat this operation until aU buckets contain a roughly equal number of tuples. 

This process is depicted in Figure 5.2. 

The storage requirement in bin-packing based equi-depth approach is O ( M + N ) ,  
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j =O; 

for (i=O;i<N;i++) 

Bucket[i] = 0; 

for (k = j,K < M , k + + )  

Bucket[i]+ = T[j  + +]; 

if Bucket[i] > d 
break; 

Figure 5.2: Bin-packïng Based Equi-depth Discretization 

depending on the number of buckets and the size of the visualization window, 

regardless of the domain of the attributes and the size of the data set. It does 

not need to sort the data and the execution time is linear in the size of the data 

set. This method, however, may not produce enough buckets, because each bin 

must be assigned to only one bucket, and cannot be broken up. For instance, if 

the data concentrates on several bins, then the buckets that contain these bins will 

contain many more tuples than others. This case could happen especially when the 

visualization window has a s m d  size. 

Int eraction-based 

The third discretization approach that AViz employs is interaction-based. This 

method consists of two steps. First, the user can speciSr one of the two above 

approaches to simply discretize the attributes. AViz displays the discretization 

result. In the second step, the user can intuitively observe the data distribution 

and the discretization, and then move discretization lines to wherever s/he thinks 

appropriate by clicking and dragging the mouse. In this interaction process, the 
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user can actively decide the discretization of numerical attributes. However, since 

the visualized data has been preprocessed and mapped onto the screen, the user 

c m  only observe the graphics to obtaui a rough idea about the data distribution. 

For a small visualization window, distortion inevitably occurs. This may cause 

discret ization errors. 

To visualize the discretization of continuous attributes, three sets of buckets are 

created, one for each attribute. Thus a collection of squares is obtained, each square 

consisting of two Intervals, one from each antecedent numerical attribute. These 

collections of buckets and squares axe stored in Discretized Data Set in Figure 5.1. 

After the attributes are discretized, the raw data in the interesting area is read 

from the disk again, and the mapped points are redrawn on the screen. While 

reading the interesting data, count the support and hit for each square with respect 

to the buckets of 2, which c m  be used to compute the RGB-color of the square. 

The support of a square is the number of points that f d  in it, and the hit of a 

square with respect to each bucket of attribute Z is the number of points that f d  

in this square and have a value that falls in this bucket of 2. For each square, 

the sum of its all hits is equal to its support. The visualization of the discretized 

attributes is to render all squares for all buckets of Z based on the support and hit. 

In the graphics, each bucket of the attribute Z corresponds to a plane parallel with 

X x Y plane. 

Assume that attribute X is partitioned into N, buckets, and Y into N,, buckets, 

then the total number of squares is Nz - N,. Usually, Nz and N, are between 20 

and 300 in practice (611. Hence the data set is mapped into Nz . Ny squares, no 

matter how large the data set size is. 

AViz is based on the two-dimensional mode1 for visualizing numerical associa- 
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tion d e s  proposed by Fukuda et al [61]. The buckets may or may not be equi-sized, 

depending on the discretization approach. The screen axes are partitioned corre- 

spondingly. Thus the X x Y plane is divided into N, - N, unit sqzlcres. A tuple t 

in the data set is projected to the unit square containing the point (Px [t], F / [ t ] ) .  

For each bucket, denoted z, of attribute 2, consider the unit squue G,, which 

is composed of the i-th bucket of X and the j-th bucket of Y. Let u, denote the 

number of total tuples and v& the number of tuples satisfying Z E z, which are 

projected to cell G,, that is, 

SELECT count (+) 

FROM dataset INTO u,-j 

WHERE < Px [t] , Py [t] > E G, ) . 

SELECT count (+) 

FROM dataset INTO vi;. 

WHERE < P'[t],&[t] >E Gjj and t [ Z ]  = z. 

The confidence of a square G,  with respect 

culated as 

Thus, on the 

v=- 
Con f (Gt )  = E 

W j  

plane Z = z, G,  is rendered with 

to the bucket z can be easily cal- 

[O, 11- (5-4) 

color RGB=(v;'j, u, - v:, O). The 

red component vij represents the support of the rule, while the green component 

reflects the confidence. So the redder the square, the higher its support , and the 

brighter the square, the higher its confidence. 
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5.6 Discovering Association Rules 

For each value or interval of 2, we attempt to fhd an optimized region on the 

X x Y plan, and constmct an association d e  in the form of (5.1). To find the 

optimized regions, we extend the concepts confidence and support for a square to 

those for any fom of region on the plane. The support and confidence of a region 

A region is said to be ample if its support is greater than or equal to the support 

threshold. k region is said to be conjident if its confidence is greater than or equal 

to the confidence threshold. 

The algori t hm for discovering numerical association rules b y visualizat ion is 

discussed in [60, 611. To start with, we defme the concept gain. For the given 

confidence threshold 0, the gain of a square Gij on the plane Z = z is defhed as 

Obviously, when the confidence of Gij = 8, gain(Gij) = O with respect to Z = z. 

The gain refiects the relationship between the confidence and the threshold. When 

the confidence is greater than the threshold, the gain is positive, while the gain is 

negative when the confidence is less thas the threshold. 

The gain concept can also be extended to any form of regions. The gain of a 

region P with respect to Z = z is defined as 

It is easy to show that the following problems are d l  intractable [61]: 
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find the optimized gain region, ample region, or confident region with the 

maximum gain; 

a find the optimized support region or confident region with the maximum 

support; and 

find the optimized confident region or ample region with the maximum con- 

fidence 

To circumvent the intractable problems, we restrict the optimized region to a 

specific form. In particular, we consider rectangulôr regions . 

We design a dynamic programming algorithm, depicted below, to find the op- 

timized gain rectangle. The basic idea is, for each Z value z ,  to choose randomly 

a pair of rows, Say i-th and j-th rows, 1 5 i 5 j < N,, and consider rectangles 

Gz ( [i, j] , m) on the plane Z = z , which consists of the squares from the i-th row to 

the j-th row in the m-th column, for m = 1,2, . . . , Nz- Then compute the gain for 

each GZ([i, j], m),  

Finally, for 1 - < i 5 j < Ny, 1 r 5 k 5 N,, compute the gain of the rectangular 

region Gz([i, j ]  , [r, k]), 

which consists of rows from i to j ,  and columns from r to k. The optimized gain 

rectangle is the rectangle with the highest gain. 

In the algorithm OptimizedRectangle, without loss of generality, we assume 

N, 5 N,. This algorithm talres time of O(N,.  Nx - Ny -min{N,, N,)) tirne, where NZ 
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is the number of buckets of attribute 2, that is, the number of values of attribute 2, 

if Z is nominal, or the number of discrete intervals of 2, if Z is numerical, because 

it contains four nested loops. 

Algorithm: OptimizedRectangle 

D ynamic Programming Algorithm for Finding Op timized Gain Rectangle 

Input: u,, number of tuples mapped to unit square Ge, 

us- 8 3  3 number of tuples mapped to unit square G, with value z of 2, 

support threshold 6 and confidence threshold 8 

Out put : an optimized rectangular region with maximum gain 

Variables: gain(G;;.)-the gain of square Gii with Z = z 

X" ([i, j], m)-the gain of rectangle which consists of 

squares from i-th row to j-th row in column m with Z = s 

BEGIN 

OptRed = null; 

for each value z of Z 

for m = 1,.  . . , Nz 

for i = 1, ...,N, 

if ui, > S 

gain(Gfm) = v& - 9 x 21,; 

else gain(Gf') = -a; 

Xz([ i ,  il, m) = gain(G?,); 

f o r j =  i + l ,  ...,N, 

if ujm 2 6 Then g ~ i n ( G ; ~ )  = vim - B x ujm; 

else g ~ i n ( G ; ~ )  = -m; 

Xz([i, j ] ,m) = X Z ( [ i ,  j - 11, j) +gain(G;J; 

for i=1,  ..., N, 
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for j =  1, ..., Ny 

Maxz(l) = Xz([i, j ] ,  1); 

MAXz($ 1) = Maxz(l); 

f o r m = l ,  . . . t N z - l  

MaxZ(m + 1) = max{O, Maxz(m)) + Xz([i,j], m + 1); 

M A X z ( <  rn + 1) = rnax{Maxz(m + l ) ,  M A X z ( S  m)); 

OptRed = OptRect V M A X z ( <  N ) ;  

Return Opt Red; 

END 

5.7 Visualizing Association Rules 

Findy,  the association d e s  discovered by the mining algori t hm are visualized. 

The visualization scheme is very simple. Since each association rule corresponds 

to an optimal region on the plane parallel with 2-axis with respect to Z E [r l ,  z2] 

in the three-dimensional space X x Y x 2, the visualization of these association 

rules is to focus the optimized regions with the deep color, and the other regions 

are rendered with light color. 

The optimized regions depend on the support and confidence threshold. As the 

threshold varies, the optimized regions change, and the corresponding association 

d e s  -y. To reflect this change, the mining algorithm is repeatedly executed as 

the threshold sliders move. 
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5 .8  AViz Implementation and Experiment 

The AViz system ha, been implemented in JDK1.2 and Java3D. The data prepa- 

ration is accomplished by choosing a data file and attributes file, and speci&ing 

the attributes to be mined. The data file is f~rmatted in tuples which consists of a 

series of fixed length fields. The at tributes file characterizes each at tribute, includ- 

ing attribute name, type, length, the position in the data file, and domain. This is 

implemented in dialog windows (under the file menu and setting menu). The steps 

of discovering knowledge is controlled by the control menu. Two sliders are used 

to control the support threshold and confidence threshold. By moving these sliders 

in the discovering step, the resulting rules (focus areas in all planes pardel  with 

X x Y plane) vary quickly. 

AViz has been applied to the U.S. census data in 1996 to h d  the association 

rules between attributes. The data set contains about 1.4 million tuples, each 

tuple consisting of 5 numerical attributes age, total-person-income, taxable-income- 

amount, tas-amount, hours-usually-worked-per-week and 3 nominal attributes sex, 

race, class-of-work, as shown in Table 5.1. 

Zn this section, we illustrate our experiments with this data set and clifferent 

attributes, respectively. For each experiment, we keep track of the process of asso- 

ciation rules discovery and visualization step by step. 

5.8.1 AViz Experiment 1 

In the first experiment, we attempt to find associations between Taxable-income- 

arnount, Total-person-income, and Race. 
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Figure 5.3: The Raw Census Data and Interesting Area with Taxable-income- 

amount and Total-person-incorne 

Step 1: Data Preparation and Visualization 

Choose two numerical attributes X =  Taxable-incorne-amount and Y= Total-person- 

income, and an nominal attribute Z=Race. The domain of X and Y is [O, 1000KI 

and [O, 5QOK], respectively. Z t akes the following values: White,  Black, Amer- 

Indian-Aleut-or-Eskimo, Asian-or-Pacijic-lshder, and Other. Also, we speci@ 

that X and Y are to be discretized into 20 intervals. 

Map the raw data into the visualization window, shown in Figure 5.3. 

Step 2: Interactive Data Cleaning 

From Figure 5.3, it is clearly seen that most data concentrates on a strip which 

is interesting to us. The other data can be cleaned. For now, we pick this strip 

by using rubber band. After cleaning, the remaining data set contains about 1.08 

million t uples. 
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Figure 5.4: Discretizing the Numerical Attributes in Figure 5.3 with Bin-packing 

Based Equi-depth Method 

Step 3: Discretizing Numerical Attributes with Visualization 

We choose the second approach of attribute discretization, bin-packing based 

equi-depth, and then utilize the interaction-based method by moving discretization 

lines to adjust the discretization. The result is shown in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.5 visualizes the discretization of Taxable-incorne-arnount and Total- 

person-incorne for each value of Z = White, Black, Amer-Indian-Aleut-or-Eskimo, 

Asian-or-Pacific-idander, and Other. Each Z value corresponds to a plane and 

the volume consisting of all planes rotates around Y axis so that al l  planes c m  be 

viewed clearly. 

Step 4: Discovering the Optimized Regions 

To find the association rules, we move the threshold sliders and speci% the sup- 

port threshold and confidence threshold as 0.2% and 2095, respectively. we obtain 
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Suppo<tThmrhold(l~Oc0) Confidence Threshold(lil00) 

Figure 5.5: Visualizing the Discretization Shown in Figure 5.4 by Rotating Around 

the Y Axis 

Figure 5.6: Visualizing the Optimal Rectangles Representing Association Rules 

Discovered from Figure 5.5 
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five rules, each corresponding to a value of 2, which are described as following. 

X E [16.74K, 17.86K], Y E [42.78K,43.73K] + Z = White 

X E [13.37K, l4.49K], Y E [35.24K, 35.53Kl (3 Z = BZeck 

X E [9.99K, 11.12K], Y E [32.20K, 322.3K] + Z = Other 

The result shows Amer-Indian-Aleut-or-Eskimo, Asian-or-Pacific-rslander and 

other have the same optimized area, but White and Black have the different ones. 

Step 5: Visualizing the Association Rules 

Each optimized region represents an association d e  for the specified Z value. 

Figure 5.6 illustrates the result of optimized regions which are highlighted in the 

rotating planes. 

5.8.2 AVk Experiment 2 

In the second experiment, we choose different attributes: Total-person-income, Age, 

and Class-of-work. The following is the procedure of discovering association rules 

between these attributes. 

Step 1: Data Preparation and Visualization 

Through a dialog, choose two numerical attributes X= Total-person-income and 

Y=Age, and an nominal attribute Z=Class-of-work. The domain of X and Y is 

[O, 1000 K] and [IO, 1001, respectively. 2 takes the following values: Private, Gov- 

ernment, and Sel+-employed, which represent "works in private company" , "works in 
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I I 
I 
4 SupporlThreshold(1n 000) Confidence Threshold(ln00) 

Figure 5.7: Visualizing the Raw Census Data with Attributes Total-person-incorne 

and Age, and Picking the Dense -4rea Using Rubber Band 

Figue 5.8: Numerical Attributes Discretization with Bin-packing Based Equi-depth 

Method and Interaction-based Method According to the Picked Area in Figure 5.7 
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Suonor!ThreshoId(lfl000) Confidence Rimshold(1n 00) 

Figure 5.9: Visualizing the Discretization Obt ained from Figure 5.8 

government (including federal, state and local government)" , and LLself-employedn, 

respectively. 

Similady, after the attributes are specified, the raw data are visualized in the 

two-dimensional plane, shown in Figure 5.7. 

Step 2: Interactive Data Cleaning 

Figure 5.7 shows that the census data follows approximately the Gaussian dis- 

tribution with the mean being around the point of Age = 40. We might be ody 

interested in the data points concentrating on the center of the image and the other 

data can be cleaned. For now, we pi& this areo by using rubber band. After clean- 

ing, the remaining data set contains about 1.18 million tuples. The picked data is 

revisualized, showed . in . Figure 5.8. 

Step 3: Discretizing Numerical Attributes with Visualkation 
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S~~~0rtThresh0ld(lll000) Confidence Threshold(ln 00) 

Figure 5.10: Rotating the Association Rules for Support Threshold 2% and Confi- 

dence Threshold 90% 

Choose the second approach of attribute discretization, bzn-packing bused equi- 

depth, and then utilize the interaction-bwed method by moving discretization lines 

to adjust the discretization. The result is shown in Figure 5.9. Each Z value 

corresponds to a plane and d planes rotate around Y axis so that all planes can 

be viewed clearly from different angles. 

Step 4: Mining Association Rules 

The algorithm for discovering the association rules is executed to find the op- 

timal region in terms of the user-specSed support and confidence threshold by 

moving threshold sliders, and each rule is represented as an optimal region on the 

plane Z = z of the 3D space X x Y x 2. The discovered results are visualized in 
. . 

the next step. 
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4 
I ~u~oonrnreshald«n 000  Confidence Thmshold(1n 00) 

Figure 5.11: Visualizing the Association Rules Achieved with Support Threshold 

1.2% and Confidence Threshold 95% 

Step 5:  Visualizing Association Rules 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show two groups of association rules for different support 

and confidence thresholds. In Figure 5.10, the support and confidence threshold are 

specified by the threshold sliders as 2% and 90%, respectively. The three optimal 

regions on three planes correspond to three association rules, described as follows: 

X E [l6,24], Y E [25.56K, 32.34AT] Z = private 

X E [24,30], Y E [29.15K, 32.34hF] + Z = self-ernployed 

In Figure 5.11, the support and confidence threshold are set to 1.2% and 95%, 

respect ively, and anot her three associations are obtained as follows : 
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X E [16,24], Y E [32.34K7 35.23q (3 Z = private 

X E [48,55], Y E [41.60K7 45.48KI Z = government 

X E [35,39], Y E [29.15K, 32.34KI + Z = self-employed 



Chapter 6 

CViz: A Visualization System for 

Rule Induction 

6.1 Introduction 

Interactive visualization techniques d o w  people to visualize the results of presen- 

tations on the fly in different perspectives, and thus help users understand the 

discovered knowledge better and more easily. This interactive process makes the 

knowledge discovery process straightforward and accessible. 

In this chapter, we introduce an interactive visualization system, CViz, for rule 

induction. The process of learning classification rules is visualized, which consists 

of five components: preparing ônd visualizing the raw data, reducing the raw data, 

preprocessing the data, learning classification rules, and visualizing the discovered 

d e s .  In contrast to the AViz system, in which most components are imaged-based, 

all components of the CViz system, including feature selection, tuple reduction, 

missing values handling, continuous attribute discretization, and rule induction, are 
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algorit hm-biwed except perception-based feature delet ing and tuple cleaning. The 

process visualization is based on paraIlel coordinates technique. The visualization 

task is to display the raw data, intermediate results, and final rules. 

Basically, the raw data tuples are scaled attribute by attribute to a pixel range 

determined by the display window. To select features in the case of too many 

features in the raw data sets, the attribute relevance degree with respect to the 

class labels of each condition attribute is calculatecl and ranked, and the features 

with higher relevance degree are selected. To reduce the size of tuples in the case 

of too many tuples, the tuples are randomly drawn with the condition that each 

class must not contain too few (e.g., Iess than the number of class labels) tuples. 

A simple method for handling missing attribute values is adopted, where the miss- 

ing condition attribute values are estimated as the most probable values, while the 

tuples with missing class labels are discarded. The continuous attributes are dis- 

cretized with an entropy-bmed approaches, called EDA-DB. The algorithm ELEM2 

for learning classification rules is used to induce rules. The &al results (classifi- 

cation d e s )  are displayed as color strips across the related pardel coordinates, 

where the color or grey-scale represents rule accuracy and rule quality [Il], the in- 

tersection with coordinates indicates the attribute values or intervals, and forward 

hatch and backward hatch illustrate positive and negative d e s ,  respectively. 

The CViz system stresses the visualization of intermediate results during the 

discovery of classification rules and the interaction between the user and the embed- 

ded algorithms. Interaction tools are provided for choosing approaches, specifying 

parameters, input thresholds, and selecting menu and commands. 

In this chapter, we outline the structure of the CViz system and its components, 

introduce the data visualization technique, parallel coordinat es, sugges t the feature 

selection and tuple selection, discuss the missing values handling and continuous 
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attribute discretization approaches used in CViz, and present the leaming algo- 

nthm ELEMP used in the CViz system and the rule visualization algorithm. Our 

experirnents with the UCI repository data sets and artificial data set show that the 

CViz system is usefd and helpful for visualizing and understanding the learning 

process of classification d e s .  

6.2 The CViz System 

CViz is developed for classification d e  induction according to the RuleViz model. 

The CViz system exploits parallel coordinat es, a data visualization technique, to 

visualize the raw data, help the user determine the data cleaning and preprocessing, 

provide the user with interaction tools to understand the intermediate results, and 

interpret the d e s  discovered. The CViz system embeds feature selection and tuple 

selection methods, conducts numerical attribute discretization and missing values 

handling, and encompasses a rule induction algorithm to learn classification rules 

based on the training data set. CViz consists of five components, shown in Figure 

6.1. 

ln CViz, the raw data is visualized based on the parallel coordinates technique 

[98]. Suppose the training data are represented as n-ary tuples. n equidistant axes 

are created to be pardel  to one of the screen axes, say the Y-axis, and correspond 

to the attributes. The axes are scaled to the range of the correspondhg attributes 

and nomalized, if necessary. Every tuple corresponds to a polygonal line which 

intersects each of the axes at the point that corresponds to the value for the attribute 

[91]. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the effects of using paxdel coordinates technique to 

visualize multidimensional data sets. Each coordinate is interpreted further with a 

list of values for a categorical attribute, while a numeric attribute can be attached 
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Figure 6.1: The CViz System 

with the minimum and maximum, even mean, vaximce, etc. As the dgorithm 

proceeds, numeric intervals can be added, including the start point and the end 

point for each interval and the number of total intervals once the numeric attributes 

are discretized. 

The second component is to reduce the raw data, if necessary. Once the raw data 

is visualized on the pardel coordinates, the user can get a rough idea about the data 

distribution so that data cleaning might be performed. The data reduction involves 

two aspects: horizontal and vertical reduction. Two approaches for data reduction 

ore developed. One is based on interaction. An attribute that the user thinlis 

irrelevant t O the knowledge discovery can be interact ively removed by deletzng-click, 

thus the data is horizontdy reduced. While an attribute value can be deleted if 

the distribution of the data tuples p&sing the value is too sparse, thus the data 
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tuples that have the value could be removed so that the data is vertically reduced. 

The data reduction is highly dependent on the user [76]. The other data reduction 

approach is algorithm-based. We exploit attribute ranking of re le~nce  degree with 

respect to the class label to select features, and randomly sampling to draw data 

tuples. 

The third component is to discretize n~merical (continuous) attributes. The 

CViz system provides three approaches: equi-length, equi-depth, and entropy-based 

methods [12]. The user can select the method that s/he likes, or select all of them 

for ditferent learning runs for cornparison of the learning results. The discretized 

attributes are visualized again where an attribute i n t e rd  corresponds to a point 

on the attribute coordinate. Figures 6.9 and 6.14 show the discretized parallel 

coordinat es. 

To induce classification rules, we embeded the ELEM2 learning algorithm [Il] 

in the CViz system. ELEM2 employs sequential covering learning strategy, general- 

to-specific heuristic search strategy, and unlearnable region in the induction and 

classification processes to improve the d e  accuracy. ELEM2 also develops a rule 

quahty rneasure for pos t-pruning. 

The final result is a set of classification rules which are visualized as colored 

strips (polygons). Each d e  is illustrated by a subset of coordinates with cor- 

responding values and/or intervals. The coordinates in the subset are comected 

together through the &es or interds.  The rule accuracy and quality values are 

used to render the rule strips. Figures 6.10 through 6.12 and 6.15 through 6.17 

illustrate a part of the classification rules obtained in our experiments. 
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Raw Data Visualization 

The underlying visualization technique used in. the CViz system is parallel coor- 

dinates which induces a non-projective mapping between high dimensional and 

twdimensional data sets, and visualizes andytic and synthetic multi-dimensional 

geometry [95]. Basically, for N-dimensional data sets with each dimension being 

denoted Xi,  i = 1,2,. . . , N, a tuple t = (xi, xz, . . . , xN) is viewed as a point in 

the N-dimensional space XI x X2 x . . . x XN. On the Cartesian plane, N copies 

of the vertical line, labeled Xi, X2, . . . , XN , are placed equi-dist ant and pardel. 

These vertical lines are the axes of the parallel coo~dinate system for Euclidean N- 

dimensional space, shown in Figure 6.2. A tuple t is represented by the polygonal 

line whose N vertices are on the N vertical lines (axes) with xi on Xi, i = 1, 2,  . . . , N .  

Figure 6.2: The P a ~ a l l e l  Coordinates System 

A A A 
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To visualize the raw data in the parde l  coordinate system, the raw data needs 

to be scded. Generdy, N axes have the same height, especially when they are 

A 

e 
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displayed on the screen. Assume the axes in the display window is limited fiom rn, 

to Mp in pixel, and the i-th dimension has range from rn, to M'. Then tuple t is 

scded as follows: for à = 1,2,. . . , N ,  if Xi is a continuous dimension, 

if Xi is a discrete dimension, 

Here, the values of discrete dimensions (categorical at tributes) must be first 

encoded as ordinal numbers. For example, encode the values Color=( red, green, 

blue, yellow) into {O, 1,2,3). The factors 1 and 2 in the discrete dimension scale 

are used to avoid two values are placed in the ends in the case that a dimension 

only contains two values. 

The parallel coordinates visualization technique yields a graphical representa- 

tion of multi-dimensional relations rather than just finite point sets. These presen- 

tations have a rigorous mathematical structure leading to algorithms for synthetic 

constructions and can be used to solve real world applications, such as Robotics, 

Statistics, Computation Geometry, and Air T r a c  Control system [91]. 

For our purpose, the parallel coordinates c m  help us see the data distribution, 

identie outliers, and perceive --- interesting data tuples. The properties of the parallel 
- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -. .- - .- - - - - . . - 

coordinates technique aid to do data reduction, presented in the next section. In 

addition, we develop a visual representation of classification rules on the basis of 

the underlying pardel coordinates. 
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6.4 Data Reduction 

In the CViz system, feature selection and tuple selection methods are provided. The 

feature selection is based on the rank of attributes according to their relevance to 

the class labels, while tuple selection can be randomly drawn and /or inter actively 

chosen based on the user's perception. 

6.4.1 Feature Selection 

When the parallel coordinates technique is used to visualize the data, the number 

of dimensions1 is limited by the size of display window. Thus, if there are too many 

features, the important ones with respect to the class labels must be selected. 

The approach used in CViz for selecting features is based on the RELIEF feature 

selection algorithm [IO01 and its extension RELIEF-F [102]. 

The underlying idea of the RELIEF algorithm is that good feature should dif- 

ferentiate between instances from different classes and should have the sarne value 

for instances from the same class. To measure this kind of 'goodness" , define the 

r e l e ~ s c e  degree of a feature A to class miable C as follows: 

wbere P represents probability, t i (A) denotes the value of A in tuple t;, and ti(C) 

the class label of ti, i = 1,2. It means, the r e l e ~ s c e  degree of A with respect to 

C is the difference between the probability that any two tuples with different class 

labels have the same value of A and the probability that any two tuples with the 

same class label have the same value of A. 

l~imension, feature, and attribute are used interchangeably. 
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It can be seen that the higher the relewce degree of a feature, the more dis- 

criminant power the feature. The probabilities, however, are usually unknown in 

prior. To estimate the probabilities, a random sample of tuples is drawn. For each 

sampled tuple, calculate its distance from the nearest hit tuple in the same class 

and the neaxest miss tuples from different classes2, and use the distance to estimate 

Rd.  The algorithm is described in Figure 6.3, assuming N features are denoted 

Al, A2,.  . . , AN, and the sample size of tuples is m. 

Procedure for feature selection 

for i = 1 to N 

R d ( A ; )  = 0; 

for j = 1 to m 

randomly select a tuple t ;  

find one of hit tuples h nearest to t  in the same class as t;  

for each class label c not the same as the class label of t  

Figure 6.3: Procedure for Feature Selection Based on RELIEF 

IR Figure 6.3, the distance function di f f is defined as follows: 

'The nearest hit tuple of a tuple t is the closest tuple to t among the tupleç that belong to the 

same class as t. The nearest miss tuple of t in class c is the closest tuple to t arnong the tuples 

that belong to the class c, where c is not the same class as t .  
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for discrete attribute A, 

for continuous attribute A, 

where m a x ( A )  and rnin(A) are the maximum and minimum values of A, respec- 

tively. 

The distance between two tuples t and s is the sum of differences over all at- 

tributes: 

The nearest tuple to t in class c is one with the lowest value of di f f (s, t) for all s 

in class c. 

The class probability P(c)  can be estimated as the frequency that c occurs in 

the data set. 

Once the relevance degree of each attribute with respect to the class label has 

been calculated, they are ranked in descending order of relevance degree, and the 

Ç s t  M features are selected as the learning features, where M is determined by 

the size of display window and can also be specified by the user through the dialog 

window . 

The CViz system also provides a method for interactive feature reduction. If 

one is not interested in a feature by looking into the distribution of data on the 

corresponding coordinate in the display window, he can directly remove the feature 

by "right double click (delete-click)" on the coordinate. For example, if most tuples 
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Age Audit Score Color Class 

Figure 6.4: Removing Attribute Audit 

concentrate on one value of attribute A, and few or none tuples have other values, 

then A can be removed by "delete-click". Which features are deleted depends on 

the user's intention and interests. Figure 6.4 shows an example of perception-based 

feature reduction, where attribute Audit has two possible values: O - pass, 1 - fail. 

From the figure, one can see that, in the training data set, all tuples have Audit of 

d u e  pass. Therefore, attribute Audit provides no information for the classification 

talc, and can be removed by "delete-click". 

6.4.2 Tuple Selection 

The CViz system develops two methods for tuple selection. The first one is ran- 

domly sampling in the case that too many tuples are included in the training data 

set. The size of the sample and the minimum number of tuples for each class label 
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Figure 6.5: Cleaning Data by Removing Outliers 

Figure 6.1 0: AH Rules Discovered with Artificial Data Set 
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Figure 6.5: Cleaning Data by Removing Outliers 

c m  be determined by the user through dialog window. If no sampling is sequired, 

the entire data set is used. 

The second approach for tuple selection is visualization-based. Once one per- 

ceives that some tuples should be cleaned because they are outliers or not inter- 

esting, the intervals or the values of the attributes, depending on whether they 

are continuous or categorical, that identify outliers or uninteresting tuples can be 

specified and the tuples passing through the ranges or points are rernoved. Look at 

Figure 6.5, which is obtained from Figure 6.4 after attribute Audit is deleted. Very 

few polygonal lines (corresponding to tuples) fall in the upper quartile segment of 

feature Age or in the upper half segment of feature Score. Thus, these ranges may 

be noise. One can specify the noise ranges by using "rubber band". The tuples 

falling in the noise ranges are identified as outliers, and one can remove the noise 

ranges by "noise-click" . Therefore, the tuples having attribute value in the noise 
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Figure 6.6: The Raw Artificial Data 

range axe cleased. The cleaned data set has feature Age with range [O, 901, and 

feature Score with range [O, 51. The result is illustrated in Figure 6.6. 

6.5 Data Preprocess 

In the CViz system, the data preprocess consists of two aspects, missing values 

handling and continuous attribute discretization. Both approaches are algorithm- 

based and embedded in CViz. 

6.5.1 Missing Values Handling 

There are two Ends of missing values, condition attribute values, the decision 

attribute value. For missing condition attribute values, CViz chooses the most 
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frequent values with respect to the same class labels to replace them. Formally, 

assume that tuple t has a missing value for attribute A, and t is labeled as class c. 

Count each individual value of A occurring in the training data set. Let D ( A )  be 

the set of such values. For each a E D(A) ,  count the number of tuples that have 

value of a for attribute A and are labeled as c. The value with the highest count 

replaces the missing value of attribute A in tuple t .  

If the decision value (class label) is missing, then the corresponding tuple is 

removed from the training data set, because this kind of noise can not be processed 

in ELEM2. 

6.5.2 Discretizing Numerical Attributes 

The CViz system provides three methods to discretize numerical attribut es, equi- 

length, Qin-packing based equi-depth, and entropy-based approaches. The former two 

are the same as those in the AViz system, described in previous chapter. 

The third approach uses EDA-DB (Entropy-based Discretization According to 

Distribution of Boundary points) method [12]. Unlike solely entropy-based dis- 

cretization methods (such as the method based on the Minimum Description Length 

Principle [52] ) ,  EDA-DB first divides the value range of the attribute into several 

big intervals and then selects in each interval a number of cut-points based on the 

entropy cdcdated over the current entire data set. The number of cut-points se- 

lected for each interval is determined by estimating the probability distribution of 

the boundary points over the data set. The maximum number of selected cut-points 

is determined by the number of class labels and the number of distinct observed 

values for the continuous attribute. 

Let 1 be the number of distinct observed values for a continuous attribute A, b 
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be the total number of boundary points3 for A, and k be the number of classes in 

the data set. Then the discretization of A is described in the procedure illustrated 

in Figure 6.7. 

6.6 Learning Classification Rules 

The CViz system exploits ELEM2 as the approach to discoverhg knowledge. ELEM2 

is a rule induction system that learns classification d e s  from a set of data [Il]. 

Given a set of training data, ELEM2 sequentially learns a set of rules for each of 

classes in the data set. To induce rules for a class C, ELEM2 conducts a general- 

to-specific heuristic search over a hypothesis space to generate a disjunctive set of 

propositional d e s .  ELEM2 uses a sequentzal covering learning strategy ; it reduces 

the problem of leaniing a disjunctive set of rules to a sequence of simpler prob- 

lems, each requiring that a single conjunctive rule be learned that covers a subset 

of positive examples. 

Once continuous attributes are discretized, al l  attributes can be processed in 

the same way. Consider an attribute-value pair au, r~hich is a relation between the 

attribute and its values or d u e  intervals. The relation may be one of =, #, 5, >, E, 

e-g., a = v ,  a E {1,3,5,7), a 5 12. A classification r d e  is a set of such pairs which 

are connected with logical operators AND, OR and NOT. 

For a given class label, ELEM2 generates decision rules by performing a general- 

to-specific search in a hypothesis space. Shen it iterat ively evaluates at tribute-value 

pairs and selects the most significant one. This procedure begins by considering 

3~ayyad and Irani [52] proved that the value t (A)  for attribute A that minimizes the class 

entropy E(A, TA; S )  for a training set S must always be a value between two examples of different 

classes in the sequence of sorted examples. These values are called boundary points. 
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Procedure for EDA-DB discretization 

Calculate: m = rnax{2, k * log2(Z)) 
Estimate the probability distribution of boundary points: 

Divide the value range of A into d i n t e d s ,  d = max{l,log.(l)) 

Calculate the number b; of boundary points in each interval ivi, 

where i = 1,2, , d and ~t'.=, b; = b 

Estimate the probability of boundarry points in each i n t e d  iv; 

(i = 1 , 2 , * - * , d )  as pi = bi /b  

Calculate the quota qi of cut-points for each i n t e d  ivi (i = 1,2, . . , d)  

according to na and the distribution of boundary points: q; = p; * rn 
Rank the boundary points in each interval ivi ( i  = 1,2, , d )  by increasing 

order of the class information entropy of the partition induced by the 

boundary point. The entropy for each point is calculated globally over the 

entire data set. If we are given a set S of instances, an attribute A, and a 

cut-point T, the class information entropy of the partition induced by T, 

denoted as E(A,  T; S )  and dehed  as 

E(A, T ;  S).= ~ $ / E T Z ~ ( S ~ )  + W ~ n t ( & ) ,  

where Ent(S;) is the class entropy of the subset Si, defined as 

Eat(S;) = - c:=, P ( C j ,  Si)log(P(Cj, Si)), 

where there are k classes Ci, - - - , C k  and P(Cj7 Si) is the 

proportion of examples in Si that have class C,. 

For each interval iv; (i = 1,2, - , d), select the fist  q; points in the above 

ordered sequence. A total of m cut-points are selected. 

Figure 6.7: EDA-DB Discretization of Continuous Attribute 
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the most general d e  precondition (e-g., the empty test that matches every training 

example), then greedily searches for an attribute-value pair that are most relevant to 

the class label C according to the following attribute-value pair evduatio~l function: 

where au is an attribute-value pair and P denotes probability [Il]. The range of 

SIGc is (-1,l). If the value is positive, then the higher the value, the more relevant 

the attribute-value pair au to the class label; if the value is negative, then the lower 

the value, the more relevant the negative pair Tau to the class label. 

Comparing their significance values for all possible attribute-value pairs, choose 

the pair with the highest absolute value and add it to the rule precondition as 

a conjunct. The process is repeated by greedily adding a second attribute-value 

pair, and so on, until the hypothesis reaches an acceptable level of performance. In 

ELEM2, the acceptable level is based on the rule consistency principle: it foims a 

r d e  that is as consistent with the training data as possible. 

ELEM2 develops a concept, unleamable region, to handle the problem of incon- 

sistent training data. Two examples axe inconsistent if they have identical condition 

attribute values but difEerent class labels. The mlearnable region of a class label C 

is defined as the set of positive examples X of C satisfjring P(C1X) Ç P(C). The 

unleamable region can be used to avoid the inconsistent examples to be involved 

in the construction of classification rules. 

The consis tent  rule obtained may be a small disjunct that overfits the training 

data. ELEM2 provides a method to p o s t - p m e  the rule after the initial search. For 

this purpose, ELEMS defines d e  quality value for a r-de R as follows: 
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The d e  quality value measures the extent to which a rule R can discriminate 

between the positive and negative examples of class label C. ELEM2 then checks 

each attribute-value pair in the rule in the reverse order in which they were selected 

to see if removal of the attribute-value pair will decrease the rule quality value. If 

not, the attribute-value pair is removed and the procedure checks all the other 

pairs in the same order again using the new rule quality value resulting fiom the 

removal of that attribute-value pair to see whet her another at tribute-value pair can 

be removed. This procedure continues until no pair can be removed. 

After rules are induced for a,ll the classes, the rules can be used to classify new 

examples. The classification procedure in ELEM2 considers three possible cases 

when a new example matches a set of d e s .  

Single match. The new example satisfies one or more rules of the same class. 

In this case, the example is classified to the class indicated by the rule(s) . 

Multiple match. The new example satisfies more than one d e  that indicates 

different classes. In this case, ELEMS activates a conflict resolution scheme 

for the best decision. 

N o  match. The new example is not covered by any rule. In this case, the 

decision score is calculated for each ciass and the new example is classified 

into the class with the highest decision score. 

6.7 Rule Visualizat ion 

To visualize classification rules, the CViz system represents a rule as a strip , called 

rule polygon, which covers the area that connects the corresponding attribute values. 
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A classification rule induced by the ELEM2 algorithm is a logical statement that 

consists of two parts: the condition part and the decision part. The decision part is 

simply the class label. The condition part is composed of a set of simple relations, 

each of which corresponds to a specific attribute. 

(1) For categorieal attributes : 

A = a l ,  a?, . . . , or a,, meaning attribute A has any values of a l ,  a2, . . ., or a,, 

where n >= 1; 

A ! = ai, az, . . . , or a,, rneaning attribute A has any values except al, a*, . . ., 

and a,, where n >= 1. 

( 2 )  For continuous attributes : . 
A <= a, meaning attribute A has any values between the minimum and a; 

a < A, meaning attribute A has any values between a and the maximum; 

al < A <= az, meaning that attribute A has any values between al and u2. 

For example, the following is a classification rule obtained in our experiment 

with an artificial data set, and is visualized in Figure 6.11: 

(30 < Age <= 60)(1.5 < Score <= 3.5)(Color = red or yellm) + Class = bad. 

It means that if numerical attributes Age and Score have values between 30 and 60 

and between 1.5 and 3.5, respectively, and categorical attribute Color has value red  

or yellow, then the instance will be in class bad. The corresponding rule polygon 

consists of two polygons which are enclosed by the points that correspond to value 

red and yellcnu on coordinate Color, respectively, the points correspond to 30 and 
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Procedure for drawing rule polygons 

p ~ e c o n d  = fkst condition; 

repeat 

post Cond = next condition; 

for each o r  component of preCond do 

if preCond corresponds to a categorical attribute 

then compute the points po, pl according to the specific categorical value; 

else compute the points po, pl according to a numerical interval; 

for each or  component of postCond do 

if postCo7zd corresponds to a categorical attribute 

then compute the points pz,  p3 according to the specific categorical d u e ;  

else compute the points p2,p3 according to a numerical i n t e d ;  

draw a small polygon with four points po, pl, p*, and ps; 

preCond = postcond;  

until all conditions are processed; 

draw the s m d  polygon from last condition to the decision attribute. 

Figure 6.8: Procedure for Drawing Rule Polygons 
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60 on coordinate Age, the points that correspond to 1.5 and 3.5 on coordinate 

Score, and the point corresponding to class bad on the decision coordinate. 

The m l e  polygon is constructed by a mle  polygon generating procedure, which 

is described in Figure 6.8. 

To distinguish between positive conditions and negative conditions represented 

with the unequal symbol (!) , the positive condition is drawn with a backward hatch, 

while the negative condition is drawn with a fornard hatch. In addition, the rule 

accuracy and the rule normalized quality are used to calculate the color of the rule 

polygon. The more accurate the d e ,  the redder the polygon, while the lower the 

rule quality, the brighter the polygon, 

6.8 CViz Implementat ion and Experiment 

The CViz system has been implemented in Visual C++ 6.0. The data preparation 

is accomplished by choosing a data file and an attributes file which describe the 

attributes, including attribute name, type, length, position in the tuple, domain, 

etc. This procedure is implemented in dialog windows (under the file menu and 

setting menu). The steps of visualking and discovering knowledge are controlled 

by the control menu, which consists of five steps. 

CViz has been experimented with several data sets from UCI Repository of 

Machine Leaming Databases [126], including IRIS, Monk's, etc. and dso  with arti- 

ficial data sets. The IRIS data are represented by only continuous attributes except 

the class label, while the Monk data set consists of only discrete attributes. The 

artificial data set is designated to contain both numerical and discrete attributes. 
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Figure 6.9: The Numerical Attributes Discretization of the Artificial Data Set 

Max 9(1. 5. 

C 

Min O. O. Aîîributc 
Age Score CoIor Ciass 

Figure 6.10: AU Rules Discovered with Artificial Data Set 
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Min O. 0. httribute 
Aae Score Color C l a s s  

Figure 6.11: The Rules from Artificial Data with Accuracy Between 90% And 95% 

Figure 6.12: The Rules for the Good Class with Accuracy Between 95% And 100% 
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6.8.1 Experiment with Artincial Data 

An artificid data set is designed to involve two numerical attributes Age and Score, 

two condition categorical attributes Audit and Color, and one decision categorical 

attribute &S. Age is of integer type and has range [O, 1201. Score is of real-valued 

type and has range [0.0,10.0]. Audit has two categorical values p a s  and fail. Color 

has four discrete values: red, blue, yellow, and green. The decision attribute has 

two class labels: good and bad. The data set is designed as follows: 

The training data set contains 160 tuples. 

The underlying relationship between the class labels and the condition at- 

tributes in the data set is: 

If (30<~ge<=60) and (1.5<ScoreC=3.5) and (C~lor=~ed or yellov) 

Then Class=bad 

Otherwise Class=good. 

AU tuples have the same value for attribute Audit, thus, Audit provides no 

information for classification task, and can be removed by perception-based 

"delete-click", before the learning starts. 

10 noise tuples are included in the training data set, and the noise range for 

Age is (90,1201, and the noise range for Score is (5.0,10.0]. After the noise 

ranges are cleaned, 150 tuples with 3 condition attributes are effective for 

learning classification rdes by using the ELEM2 algorithm. 

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 illustrates the featwe reduction and tuple cleaning based 

on the user's perception and intention. Figures 6.6 through 6.12 illustrate the rest 
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of our experiment with the artificial data set. Figure 6.6 visualizes the cleaned 

artificial data, and Figure 6.9 is the result of discretizing the numerical attributes 

Age and Score with EDA-DB method [12]. Figure 6.10 illustrates al l  discovered 

rules, including one rule for class bad and three rdes for class good, which are the 

same as our designat ion and correspond t O the following t hree condit ions: 

Age<=30 o r  Age>GO, 

Score<=i.5 o r  Score>3.5, 

Color! = ( red  o r  yellow) . 

Figure 6.11 shows, we have only two rules with accuracy between 90% and 95% 

and quality greater than 90%, one for class good, one for class bad. Figure 6.12 

illustrates the rules for class good with accuracy greater than 95%. 

6.8.2 Experiment with the UCI Reporsitory Data Sets 

The IRIS data set contains three classes of iris plants with 50 objects belonging to 

each class. One of the iris types is linearly separable from the other two while the 

other two are not linearly separable from each other. Each object is described by 

four numerical attributes, sepal-length, sepal-wzdth, petal-length, and petal-wzdth. 

Three classes are W S  Setosa, IRIS Versicolor, and IRIS Virginica. 

Figures 6.13 through 6.17 demons trate the experiment al results with the IRIS 

data set. Figure 6.13 is the raw data visualization, while Figure 6.14 is the visu- 

alization of discretized numerical at tributes with EDA-D B method. From Figure 

6.14, we see that four numerical attributes are discretized into different number 

of intervals with different width. For example, attribute petal-width is discretized 

into eight disjoint intervals, and the boundary points are 0.0, 0.6, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 
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Figure 6.13: The Raw IRIS Data 

1.7, 1.8, and 2.5, respectively. Figure 6.15 shows all rules that ELEM2 leams from 

the IRIS data sets, which involves eight classification rules, including four d e s  for 

class 3, three d e s  for class 2, and one rule for class 1, respectively. Figure 6.16 

illustrates all rules for class 2 discovered from the IRIS data set, and the rules for 

class 1 and class 9 discovered from the IRIS data set have the sirnilar display form. 

Figure 6.17 shows the d e s  for class 2 with accuracy greater than 90% and quality 

greater than 85%. From Figure 6.17, it is easy to see we obtain two rules that 

satise the accuracy and quality specification through sliders, which are 

< sepalJength  > 5.8 >< sepai-width > 3.0 > 
< pe ta l l eng th  <= 4.8 > C l a s s  = 2. 

and 

< p e t a l l e n g t h  E (1.9,4.8] >< p e t a l w i d t h  < 1.6 > C l a s s  = 2. 
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Max 4. 7. 2.5 

I I I I 

Min 4. 2. 1. O. Afîribute 
sepal-lenwpal-wi@htal_lenglçrtal-width class 

Figure 6.14: The IRIS Attributes Discretization with EDA-DB Method 

Figure 6.15: The Rules for the IRIS Data 
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Figure 6.16: The Rdes for IRIS Class 2 

Figure 6.17: The Rules for IRIS Class 2 with Quality Greater Than 85% 
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a 2  a3 a4 a5 a6 class 

Figure 6.18: The Rules for the Monk-1 Data 

We also experiment the CViz system with the Monk-l data set, which consists 

of a set of robots described by six attributes: head shapes, body shapes, facial 

expressions, objects being held, jadcet colors, and whether or not the robot is 

wearing a tie. The decision attribute descnbes whether a robot belongs to a positive 

or negative class. This data set contains 432 examples. The rules obtained are 

illustrated in Figure 6.18, from which we can see there are nine classification d e s  

where five d e s  are for class O (negative class) and four rules for class 1 (positive 

class). 

6.9 Discussion 

CViz is an interactive system for visualizing and learning classification d e s .  It 

visualizes the raw data on a parallel coordinates system. The user con interactively 
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reduce the data set horizontdy and verticdy by removing i r r e l e ~ n t  attributes 

and/or attribute values. The user can also interactively select his/her favorite ap- 

proaches to discretizing numerical attributes. The discretized attributes are treated 

as categoricd ones and each i n t e d  corresponds to a discrete value. The ELEM2 

induction algorithm is used to l e m  classification d e s  which are displayed in vi- 

sual forms. The user can interactively choose a class to view the corresponding 

d e s .  Classification d e s  may have a complex logical form. In our implementation, 

we emphasize the human-machine interaction, since we believe that interactive vi- 

sualization plays as important role in the process of discovering knowledge. Our 

experimental results have also demonstrated that it is usefd for users to under- 

stand the relationships among data and to concentrate on the meanin@ data to 

discover knowledge. The capability of CViz has been expanded so that the user can 

interactively specify the d e  accuracy threshold and/or the rule quality t hreshold, 

which might be used to limit the search space for final d e s .  

It would be easy to adapt CViz to other de-based learning systems because 

the CViz system just encompasses the learning algorithm as a learning step of the 

visual KDD process, and the difference between de-based learning systems is that 

each of them uses a different learning algorithm. It is not easy, however, to adapt 

CViz to learning systems other than rule-based ones because CViz is based on the 

paralle1 coordinate technique which may not be plausible for representing decision 

trees, at tribute correlations, and neural networks. 

The picture obtained from a given data set depends on the order of attributes. 

Different permutations of attributes rnay generate diffirent pictuses. Therefore, 

the user may select different features and tuples. A new operator for permuting 

attributes should be provided for the user to see the data distribution from different 

ways so as to decide how to reduce and clean the data set. 



Chapter 7 

CVizT: An Interactive System for 

Building Classifiers 

7.1 Introduction 

Building classifiers from large multivasiate data sets requires finding a way to assign 

a new object to one of a number of predetermined classes based on a set of measure- 

ments. Many approaches have been proposed for building classifiers in statistics, 

machine leaxning and data mining communities [123]. Usually, a classifier consists 

of, or is equivalent to, a set of classification rules, and each rule includes a condi- 

tion part and a decision pu t .  The decision part specifies the class label, while the 

condition part is composed of at tribute-due pairs. For categorical at tributes, the 

value in the pairs is a value of the attribute. However, for cont inuou attributes, 

the value is an interval of the attribute domain. Continuous &tribute discretiza- 

tion plays an important role in building classifiers because the boundaries must be 

specified to build classification rules- Most classification approa.c.hes are based on 
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sophisticated statistical algorithms [127]. These algorithms, however, are not easily 

adapted to different data sets and by only changing input parameters may result 

in widely different requirements. 

Alternatively, visualization-based approaches for building classifiers have also 

been developed recently [80], which stress the human-machine interaction and in- 

clude a role for the user's perception. Geometrical representations of the data set 

can be very helpfirl in this regard because these representations portray the data 

items in a two- or three-dimensional space, and thus help the user gain better insight 

into multidimensional data [32,138]. Domain knowledge and expert perception con 

&O help to construct the classifiers. 

Rather than inducing classification d e s  by sophis ticated algorithms, we present 

a novel approach for interactively building classifiers by visualizing the data sets 

and classification rules according to the RuleViz model. This approach is fully 

interactive. It builds classifiers from large multivariate data sets based on the Table 

Lens [138], a multidimensional visualization technique, and appropriate interaction 

capabilities. Constructing classifiers is an interaction with a feedback loop and 

allows us to integrate the domain knowledge of experts and perception of the user 

on demand during the classifier construction. Both continuous and categoricd 

at tributes are processed uniformly, and continuous attribut es are partitioned on 

the fly. 

In this chapter, we describe the CVizT system and its components, introduce 

the visualization technique Table Lens, and discuss its applications in visualizing 

data. We also propose the approach for feature selection and tuple selection to clean 

the data and present the process of interactively constructing classifiers, including 

discretizing continuous attributes on the fly, d e  formation, nile evaluation, and 

rule visualization. Finally, our experimental results with UCI sepository data sets 
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Figure 7.1: The CVizT System 

are reported and the characteristics of the CVizT system are analyzed. 

7.2 The CVizT System 

The CVizT system developed according to the RuleViz mode1 consists of the fol- 

lowing components: data visualization, data reduction, rule construction, rule eval- 

uation, and rule visualization, shown in Figure 7.1. 

The raw data are visualized using the Table Lens, a visual representation tech- 

nique of data tuples, where each tuple is represented as a row in the picture, which 

in turn is divided into columns corresponding to attributes of the data set. The 

attribute value is drawn as a color line in the corresponding column with the length 

proportional to the value. Users can sort the tuples according to the specified at- 
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tributes and use other features of the Table Lens to view the data distribution 

and the relationships between attributes from different angles so as to perceive the 

classifications of the data tuples. 

Based on these perceptions, the user c m  remove some attributes that do not 

provide usefid or helpful information to the user. In addition, attributes that cor- 

relate closely enough can be aggregated. 

After selecting the attributes, the user can iteratively construct classification 

d e s  until all raw data aze covered by a set of rules. To construct a classification 

d e ,  the condition attributes are chosen one by one. For each of the chosen at- 

tributes, the remaining data tuples are sorted with respect to it, and either a value 

or an i n t e r d  of the chosen attribute is specified depending on whether it is con- 

tinuous or categorical attribute. The continuous attributes need to be discretized, 

which is done interactively by the user by perceiving the data distribution. 

Each constructed classification rule is evaluated according to the eduat ion 

criteria. The bad rules can be removed or reconstructed. 

Finally, the classification d e s  with their evaluation are visualized on a variant 

of the Table Lens, where a d e  is visually represented as a set of rectangles, each 

rectangle corresponding to a condition at tribute and sitting in the corresponding 

column with the height representing its coverage and the length representing its 

value or interval. The metric of the rule (prediction accuracy) is displayed on the 

right of the rule. 

In the rest of this chapter, each component is described in a greater detail. The 

experimental results with some UCI data sets will be reported and the performance 

of the CVizT system is discussed. 
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7.3 Data Visualization Based on the Table Lens 

In order to support interactive construction of classifiers, the raw data set and the 

intermediate result are visualized with the Table Lens for the user to observe and 

control the construction process. Basically, the Table Lens integrates the relational 

data table or spreadsheet with graphical representations to support browsing of the 

\dues for hundreds of tuples and tens of columns on a typical workstation display 

[138]. Each tuple is represented as a row in the graph, and each attribute (miable) 

is represented as a column. Figure 7.2 illustrates the Table Lens that visualizes the 

IRIS flower data set, which consists of five attributes that are shown in the columns. 

The last variable is class label. The attribute values of tuples are drawn as lines 

proportional to the width of the corresponding columns. Assume attribute A has 

maximum and minimum values rn and M, respectively. The width of the column 

corresponding 

corresponding 

to A is L, and a tuple t has value a of A. Then the length of the Line 

to t in coliimn A is determined to be 

a - r n  
4) = M - X L  

pixels. 

Particular rows and columns can be assigned variable widths according to the 

number of points in attribute domains. In Figure 7.2, however, all columns have the 

same width. Figure 7.2 also shows the range of attributes (maximal and minimal 

values) above the columns. 

The Table Lens also provides a small set of direct manipulation operators for 

discovering correlations among the observed miables, such as finding the attribute 

mean, standard deviation, miables (columns) permutation, etc.' 

lMost operations are defined for multivariate data analysis. For more information about these 

operations, see [134, 1381 
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sepal-lenglh petal-length class 
sepalwidth petalwidth 

:unent Aîtribute: petal length 
Interval Beain: 1.000- 

Figure 7.2: Table Lens Visualizing the W S  Data Set 

Sorting columns is a major operation on the Table Lens. Once a colurnn is 

sorted, properties of the batch of values can be estimated by graphical perception 

and some amount of display manipulation, for example, the central values in the 

middle and extrerne values on the ends of the column. In addition, the correlations 

among the columns cas be observed if other columns are dso sorted. In our method, 

tuples are aggregated in terms of their class labels, and the number of tuples in 

each class is displayed on the right side. From Figure 7.2, one can see that the 

IRIS data set contains three classes labeled as 1,2, and 3, and once the data tuples 

are sorted in ascending order according to the class values, attributes petaLlength 

and petalwidth are roughly sorted in the same order. The other two attributes, 

however, have not been observed such strong correlations with class by perception. 

Another useful observation from Figure 7.2 is that petallength and petaLwidth are 
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correiated strongly. The strongly correlated features can be aggregated toget her to 

reduce the number of features . 

7.4 Data Reduction 

As discussed before, the raw data can be reduced horizontally and verticdy by 

selecting tuples and features, respectively. Let us consider these selections in the 

CVizT system. 

Usually, the display window for the Table Lens is always limited in size. Each 

row corresponds to a tuple and the number of rows is usually less than 1000. If 

the window is designed to be scrollable, the scrolled rows will be hidden so that 

the user can not observe the distribution of the entire data set at the first glance. 

Therefore, the number of tuples displayed in the Table Lens is better to be Limited 

in a range less than 1000. Our experiments show the nurnber of tuples between 150 

and 500 cas achieve good results. To select tuples, random sampling is made by 

the CVizT system if the raw data set is large. 

On the other hand, the number of columns (attributes) in the Table Lens is also 

limited because of the width of the display window. According to the Table Lens, 

the length of the line in each column is proportional to the width of column in 

t e m s  of the correspondhg attribute (determined by the minimum and maximum 

values of the attribute). If the number of attributes is large, the average width of 

each column must be small. In this case, different points may be mapped to the 

same length and can not be distinguished when they are displayed in the Table 

Lens. 

Additionally, some attributes may be correlated very strongly. For example, 
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from Figure 7.2 one can see that petal-Zength and p e t a h i d t h  me correlated strongly. 

Thus, one of them could be removed or combined. 

The CVizT system provides a feature delete mechanism. How many features 

and which features should be deleted, however, are determined by the user. 

7.5 Interactive Rule Construction 

To construct a classification d e ,  one can interactively speci6 the i n t e d s  for the 

attributes strongly correlated to the class labels to form the condition part of the 

d e .  For example, from Figure 7.2, one con observe that the tuples belonging to 

class 1 have petal-length and p e t a h i d t h  values concentrating on the left ends of 

the domains. Thus, one can conclude that 

If t h e  petal- length o r  petal-width of a tup le  are around 

t h e  minimum values, 

Then it belongs t o  class 1.  

However, we still have a question that is to determine how the p e t a l l e n g t h  or 

petal-width is around the minimum value. The user cas specify an intervd of the 

variable to define aroand. Generally, this kind of attribute intervals is used to define 

the condition part of a classification d e .  In the CVizT system, the user can click 

the selected column and use a "rubber band" to draw an area to represent the 

attribute intervals. 

Building classifiers is to interactively and iteratively construct classification 

rules. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.3 and described below. 
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Visualize the current 

1 data and rules 
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Specify an interval . 

1 Select an attribute 

I Evaluate the rule 1 
I 

Remove  the 
current rule 

End 

Figure 7.3: The Process of Building Rules in CTViz 
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1. VisuaIize the current data and rules: 

The classifier construction process operates on the cleaned data set. The 

current available data and the d e s  constructed afready are visualized on the 

Table Lens. By looking into the distribution of the available data set, one 

can perceive the correlations between attributes. 

2. Construct a rule: 

If there are still tuples that are not covered by the current classifier, one 

can construct a classification r d e  by iteratively performing the following two 

tasks: 

Select an attribute: 

Double click any one of columns. The attribute corresponding to the 

clicked colitmn is selected as the current attribute. Tuples within each 

class are sorted by the selected column in ascending order. 

Specify an interval: 

Use a "rubber band" to draw an interesting interval for the selected at- 

tribute. The current attribute with interval encompassed by the rubber 

band is displayed at the left bottom corner. 

Repeat above steps until all conditions for the current d e  are specified. If 

the chosen attribute or the current interval is not appropriate, it can be 

canceled by choosing the corresponding menu item. Figure 7.4 shows the 

situation in which two rules have been constructed, one with the condition 

of small petal-Zen& and the other with the condition of large petaluédth, 

respectively, and the third rule is under construction with two attributes and 

intervals being specified. 
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3. Evaluate the rule: 

The current nile constructed in the previous step must be evaluated before 

it is put in the classifier. In the CVizT system, evaluating a d e  consist- 

ing of cornputing its accuracy, coverage, and quality. Two methods of d e  

evaluation are provided, resubstitution estimate, where the test cases and the 

training cases are the same, and test sample estimate, where the raw data set 

is divided into two parts, one for training set and the other for test set (see 

C hap ter 2). 

If the rule accuracy is equal to or greater than a pre-specified threshold, then 

it is accepted, otherwise it is discarded automatically. 

4. Update the data set: 

If the user is satisfied with the current d e  (according to its eduation), then 

the rule is appended to the classifier, and the anilable data set is updated. 

The tuples covered by the current rule are marked and will not be displayed. 

The display space saved by the marked tuples is used to visualize the rule. 

The d e  condition is displayed as a set of attribute-interval pairs (see Figure 

7.4), where the rde  accuracy threshold is set as 80%. 

If the current rule is not satisfactory, one can delete it from the classifier. The 

rnarked tuples are restored to be available. 

Repeat steps 2 through 4 until all produced rules are appropriate and al1 tuples 

are covered by these rules. The final classifier is composed of these classification 

rules. 

From above discussion, one c m  see that the principle of learniog classification 

d e s  behind the CVizT system is based on sequential covering learning strategy 

[115, 116, 1601. 
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sepal-length petal-length class 1150 1 
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Figure 7.4: Table Lens Visualizing the Classification Rules 

7.6 Classification Rule Visualization 

The obtained rules are also visualized in the Table Lens, with conditions corre- 

sponding to attribute intervals and decision to the class label. Figure 7.4 shows 

two classification rules currently acquired, and a new rule is being constructed. 

One may argue that another condition with around minimum petal-mXth should 

be ORed. This condition, however, is not included because it is unnecessary. 

From Figure 7.2, one c m  observe: petalLwidth is around minimum if and only if 

petaLlength is around minimum. 

In the left side of Figure 7.4, the rule accuracy is displayed as the area whose 

height is proportional to the rule coverage and whose width is proportional to the 

rule accuracy [123]. In Figure 7.4, the first rule has accuracy of 100%, while the 
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second about 98%. Rules with accuracy less than 80% are ignored. In addition, 

the color of the d e s  can be used to represent the rde  quality [80]. 

7.7 CVizT Implementat ion and Experiment 

We implement the approach described in this chapter with Visual Cf+ 6.0 on 

Windows 98. We experiment the CVizT system with some of the UCI repository 

data sets [126], including Glass, Diabetes, Iris, Monks, Parity5+5, etc. In this 

section, we illustrate our experiments with the Glass data set. 

The Glass Identification Database was rawly used for rule induction in Forensic 

Science. The study of classification of types of glass was motivated by criminological 

investigation. At the scene of a crime, the glas left can be used as evidence, if it 

is correctly identified. This data set contains 214 instances, and 10 attributes 

(including an Id number) plus the class attribute. Except the ID and the class 

label, all attribut es are continuously valued. The at tribute information is described 

in Table 7.1. 

The class attribute (Type) hm 7 possible values which axe labeled as 1 through 

7. Table 7.2 illustrates the glass types with the class distribution. 

Xtially, I l  attributes including ID number and class label are visualized, shown 

in Figure 7.5, from which one can see some attributes are strongly correlated with 

the class label, while the others are not. Actudy, the ID number is absolutely not 

correlated with the class label. The attributes uncorrelated to the class label can 

be removed to Save display space for the correlated attributes. 

From Table 7.1: one can see that attributes Na, Mg, Al, and Ba have high 

correlation strength with the class label, and the other attributes have low correla- 
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Table 7.1: The Attributes Information of the Glas  Identification Database 

Attribute 

RI (refractive index) 

Na (Sodium) 

Mg (Magnesium) 

Al (Aluminum) 

Si (Silicon) 

K (Potassium) 

Ca (Calcium) 

Ba (Baxium) 

Fe (Iron) 

Maximum Standard 

Deviation 

Correlation 

with class 

-0.1642 

0.5030 

-0 -7447 

0.5988 

O. 1515 

-0.0100 

0.0007 

0.5751 

-0.1879 

tion strength (positive strength means positive correlation while negative strength 

means negative correlation). Thus, select attributes Na, Mg, Al, and Ba, as well as 

the class label. The result is illustrated in Figure 7.6. 

Figure 7.6 also shows that the instances are sorted by attribute Ba in ascending 

order. Clearly, most of instances belonging to Type 7 (headlumps) have middle 

values of Ba (Barium). To construct a classification rule to reflect such a fact, the 

attribute Ba is selected and the middle interval is specified. The rule consisting of 

condition port as Ba in the middle and decision part Type 7 is formed and illustrated 

in Figure 7.7. From Figure 7.7, one can see that the accuracy of this d e  is about 

96%. 

Furthermore, Figure 7.7 also shows that only part of Type 5 instances have 
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Table 7.2: Classes with Distribution in the Glas  Identification Database 

Label Glass Type Number of Instances 

building-windows float -processed 

building-windows nonfloat -processecl 

vehicle~windows~oat -processed 

vehicle~windows~onfloat -processed 

containers 

tableware 

headlamps 

Total 1 214 
1 

attribute values of Al (Aluminum) close to the maximum value 3.5. Now, select 

attribute Al and draw the interval close to the maximum end. A new rule is formed 

and illustrated in Figure 7.8. From Figure 7.8, one c m  see that the rule has the 

highest accuracy, 100%. 

The above process c m  be repeated until a group of rules u e  achieved with high 

evaluation. No specific stop criterion is defined. 

7.8 Discussion 

Compared to other approaches for building classifiers, The CVizT system has the 

following characteristics: 

(1) Easy to use: This system is very easily leamed. We trained two non com- 

puter major students for five minutes with the IRIS £lower data set. They built 
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Figure 7.5: The G l a s  Data Set with 11 Attributes 

f uirent Attributt: Ba 
Interval Begin: 0.342 

Figure 7.6: The Reduced Glass Data Set with 5 Attributes 



:urrtnt Aiiributt: Al 
lntcrval Begin: 2.963 

Figure 7.7: The Reduced Glass Data Set with One Rule 

Figure 7.8: The Reduced Glass Data Set with Two Rules 
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classifiers with an average accuracy higher than 90%. 

(2) Uncertain classifiers: For the same data set, the generated classifier is un- 

cert& and user-dependent. 

(3) Varying accuracy: The accuracy of generated classifiers also depends on 

the user. Moreover, the same user may obtain different accuracies of classifiers for 

different executions of the system- 

(4) Understandable classifiers: Generdy, most classification d e s  in the final 

classifier contain only one or two condition attributes. 

(5) On-demand discretizâtion: The continuous attributes axe not partitioned in 

advance. Only the needed intervals axe specified on the fly. The ranges not included 

in any rules are not discretized- 

(6) Uniformed process of categorical and continuous attributes: Categorical 

attributes are processed in the same way as continuous attributes. 

However, there is a main disadvantage with the CVizT system. The attribute 

range is proportionail to the width of the display column. If there are many different 

points in the attribute range, the tuples with the closed attribute values could 

be mapped to the same pixels and drawn with the same length. In this case, it 

is difficult to look into the data distribution and discretize attributes, thus the 

classification d e s  constructed might have low classification accuracy. 



Chapter 8 

DTViz: An Interactive System for 

Constructing Decision Trees 

8.1 Introduction 

-4nother kind of classifier is the decision tree. As discussed in Chapter 2, con- 

structing decision trees from a large set of multivariate data has been extensively 

developed by researchers from different communities such as machine learning, data 

mining, and statistics [5, 10, 26, 66, 123, 136, 1621. Usudy, the decision tree con- 

struction consists of two main steps, growing and p m n i n g .  The first step builds 

a tree root and expands the leaf nodes iteratively until the resulting decision tree 

satisfies the basic requirements of accuracy with respect to the training set. The 

second step exploits the testing data to reduce the decision tree sizes (usually the 

number of nodes) to prevent o u e r - n g  and improve the understandability of the 

decision tree. 

Different methods have been proposed for the construction of decision tree clas- 



sifiers, which are primarily aimed at binary and categorical attributes. The nu- 

merical attributes must be discretized into distinct intervals so that they can be 

used in the same way as categorical attributes. Moreover, the well-known algo- 

rithms for building decision tree classifiers perform a binary split of the form a 5 v 

or a 2 v for a numerical attribute a and a cut point v. For example, the C4.5 

decision classifier [136] discretizes numerical at tributes based on an entropy-based 

partition. For each d u e  v occurring in the training set of attribute a, it calculates 

the information gain with respect to a 5 v and a 2 v. The value corresponding 

to the largest information gain or gain ratio is chosen as a split point to discretize 

the attribute a. Thus a is partitioned into two parts. Repeat the partition, the 

numerical attribute a is finally partitioned into a set of binary attributes. The 

SPRINT decision tree classifier discretizes numerical attributes as follows [5]: there 

are n - 1 possible splits for n distinct values of a. The GINI index is calculated at 

each of these n - 1 points and the attribute value yielding the minimum GIN1 index 

is chosen as the split point. In addition, the CLOUDS decision tree classifier [ I O ]  

draws a sample from the set of all attribute values and evaluates the GINI index 

only for this sample thus improving the efficiency. 

There are several interactive systems for cons tructing decision trees. Sorne of 

them are to visualize the decision tree structure only [l, 1281, while the others are 

trying to interactively constmct the decision tree classifiers [l3, 1501. SPSS CHAID 

[150] provides an approach for interactive construction of decision tree classifiers, 

but it does not visualize the training data and does not interactively grow the 

decision tree. It only interactively accepts parameters such as accuracy threshold 

and tree sise threshold from the user to control the tree construction and visualizes 

the final decision tree generated. The PBC system [13] is very close to our work (See 

Chapter 2). However, it uses circle segments technique to visualize the raw data, 
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and some visualization space (on the window corners) is wasted and the tuples in 

the training data are limited to a srnall number. Secondly, the decision tree being 

constructed is not visually displayed so that the user is not able to see clearly what 

is going on and to decide what to do next. FinaLtly, the PBC system does not 

provide any approaches for cleaning the raw data. Whec the number of attributes 

in the raw data is huge, Say 100, the number of tuples is limited to less than 2000 

for fitting a 516 x 516 display window [13]. 

Like the CVizT system, rather than constructing decision trees by sophisticated 

algorithms, we present a novel approach and develop a visualization system, DTViz, 

according to the RuleViz model, for interactively building decision tree classifiers 

Ey visualizing the current available data sets and the current tree. This approach 

is f d y  interactive: including feature selection, numerical attribute discretization, 

node split, labeling nodes, and pruning. The current available data set is interac- 

tively determined by choosing the current tree node- The training data is visualized 

in a pixel-oriented technique, parallel segments, similar to circle segments [15]. Con- 

structing decision tree classifiers is an interactive process consisting of selecting a 

node and an attribute, discretizing the attribute and splitting the node, pnining 

a node with its all children, looking at a node's state, labeling or unlabeling a 

node, etc. During the decision tree construction, the user can integrate the domain 

knowledge of experts, see the intemediate decision tree, check the state of nodes, 

and feedback his/ her perception. 

We experimented with the DTViz system using data sets from the UCI reposi- 

tory. Our performance evaluation demonstrates that the interactive construction of 

a decision tree is straightfomvard and easily learned, and the decision tree generated 

in this way is satisfactory with the basic requirements of accuracy and understand- 

ability. The user's preference can also be integrated into the construction process. 
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8.2 The DTViz System 

DTViz is a visual interactive system for constructing decision tree classifiers. Like 

the other systems developed according to the RuleViz model, the DTViz system 

consists of the following components: data tuple visuûlization with a pixel-oriented 

technique, feature selection and tuple selection, decision tree node construction with 

interactive operations , decision tree node evaluation, and decision tree visualization, 

shom in Figure 8.1. 

..-*...... *... .... a... 

*..*. ..... .--. .... ..-. 1 iiiiliiiiil ii-[iiiif 
..... ..... S... ..S. .*-- 

Decision Tree 4 i) Decision Tree Construction Visualization .' 
Data Set Data Set 

Evaluation Visualization (Z) r::t:] 
Figure 8.1: The DTViz System 

The training data me visualized in order for the user to see the data distri- 

bution vertically and horizontally. We develop a pixel-oriented data visualization 

technique, parallel segments, obtained by combining with the circle segments [15] 
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and parallel coordinates [9 11 techniques, where each parallel coordinate (column) 

corresponds to an attribute. The pixel-oriented visualization techniques map each 

attribute value of each tuple to a colored pixel and represent the values belonging 

to different attributes in sepmate areas or subwindows [95, 981. The tuples are 

sorted in ascending order by each attribute and the attribute d u e s  are displayed 

in the separate columns in pixels row by row with the pixel being rendered as the 

class label color. Therefore, the user can easily perceive the degree of impurity with 

respect to class memberships (see Chapter 3). 

The display window is often limited and can not accommodate a large amount of 

tuples. If scrollable windows are used, the user is not capable of observing the entire 

data set at first glance and thus the user's perception is dected. To get around this 

problem, we use an unscrollable window to visualize the data tuples and allow the 

user to select attributes strongly related with class labels. The sdected attributes 

and randomly sampled tuples (if necessasy) are used as the training examples for 

constructing decision tree classifiers. 

The construction of decision trees is an interactive loop process with feedback 

fiom the user. This process consists of the following five operations on the decision 

tree currently built: selecting a node and splitting it, labeling a node as the final 

leaf node, unlabeling a labeled node to d o w  it to be resplit if necessary, checking 

the state of any nodes, and pruning a non-leaf node with all its children. Splitting 

a node means selecting an attribute and partitioning the data set contained in 

the node according to the tuple values. The attribute selected to be split may be 

categorical or numerical. But the DTViz system deals with them unifordy: the 

categorical attribute values are numbered and processed as numerical ones. Thus, 

splitting an attnbute is to discretize it. The method for discretizing attributes in 

the DTViz system follows the principle discussed in Chapter 3. The user can use 
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these operations to control the growing and shrinking of the decision tree being 

constmcted, 

When a node is checked or labeled, it is evaluated and the evaluation result 

is displayed around it. The node evaluation is to calculate the node's support 

(coverage) and classification accuracy. 

The decision tree that is currently constructed is visualized in a separate window 

from the data tuple visualization window, and is drawn from left to right with the 

root at the middle of the left side. The nodes in the same level of the tree are 

un i fody  arranged. The non-leaf node is represented as a rectangle, while the leaf 

node is represented as a rectangle with round corners and rendered according to its 

support and accutacy. 

Actually, decision trees are interactively constructed by iteratively performing 

the last three components and switching between the data tuple visualization win- 

dow and the decision tree visualization window, Usually, the data tuple visualiza- 

tion window reflects the data tuples contained in the current decision tree node 

(being labeled, unlabeled, split, or pruned). Initially, it  visualizes the entire data 

set corresponding to the decision tree root . 

8.3 Parallel Segments: A Pixel-Oriented Data 

Visualizat ion Technique 

Circle segments [15] is a pixel-oriented data visualization technique, and parallel 

coordinat es [91] is a geometric projection data visuaLization technique. Both of 

them are for visualizing high-dimensional data from different angles. We combine 

these two techniques together to develop a new visualization technique, Parallel 
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Segments. Figure 8.2 illustrates this technique with an eight dimensional data set. 

Following the idea of the parallel coordinat e s  technique, the visualization area 

is divided into d equal sized segments for d-dimensional data set with each segment 

corresponding to an attribute. Within each segment, the pixels are arranged to 

start from the left bottom and end at the right top in a row-by-row and bottom-up 

fashion. The pixel arrangement is sirnilar to that in circle segments where a circle is 

partitioned into d segments and the arrangement s tarts in the middle of the circle 

and continues to the outer border of the corresponding segment in a line-by-line 

fashion, and lines upon which the pixels are ananged a e  orthogonal to the segment 

halving lines. For more information about circle segments, see [15]. The Parallel 

segments technique has two advantages over circle segments. Firstly, the pardel  

segments technique utilizes the entire drawing area, while the circle segments tech- 

nique wastes the four corners ', especially, for low-dimensional data set the waste 

is considerable. Secondly, parallel segments arranges pixels in horizontal lines (par- 

d e l  with window edges) , while circle segments does it in axbitrary lines, depending 

on the number of attributes. Usually, the former arrangement is easily perceived. 

To visualize the training examples (data tuples), we map the attribute values 

occurring in the data set to the pixels in the attribute columns. The attribute 

values are sorted by each attribute and mapped to the pixels in the arrangement 

order illustrated in Figure 8.2. The pixels are rendered as the color determined 

by the class label of tuples to which attribute values belong. The color scale for 

class labels used in the DTViz system is derived from the PBC system [13] which 

is based on the HSI color model, a variation of the HSV model. In this model, each 

color is represented by a triple (hue, saturation, intensity), and the most distinctly 
- - 

'Usually, the visualization window (or area) is a rectangle, and an inside circle can not occupy 

the entire rectangle. 



Figure 8 -2: Illustration of the ParaIlel Segments Visualization Technique 

perceived colors can be achieved by set ting the following paramet ers: Assuming 

we have k class labels that are to be rendered with k different colors, denoted 

color;, i = 1,2, . . . , k, the colors are obtained by setting saturation and intensity to 

1.0, and partitioning the hue scde into k - 1 equadistant intervals and setting the 

hue to the k boundary points, respectively. Thus, the i-th color is defined to 

i -1  
(hue, saturation, intensity) = (0.5 + 2 x - 1 .0 ,  1.0), 

k - 1  

The number of data tuples that can be visualized at one time is determined by 

the area of each attribute, which is roughly the area of the window. Figure 8.3 

shows the data tuple visualization window of the DTViz system. The visualized 

data set is Ad& from the UCI repository [126], which contains 30,162 data tuples 

and 14 attributes plus a class attribute. 

In order to visualize categorical and continuous attribute values uniformly and 

for the convenience of later processing, the categorical attributes are digitized into 
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Figure 8.3: The Raw Ad& Data Set with 30,162 Tuples 

numbers from O to N - 1, where N is the number of categorical values of as 

attribute. 

8.4 Data Reduction 

The interactive data reduction implemented in the DTViz system consists of hori- 

zontal selection of tuples and vertical selection of attributes. 

As discussed previously, the size of data that can be visualized in paralle1 seg- 

ments is determined by the data visualkation window size and the number of 

attributes in the data set. In real world applications, the number of attributes may 

be hundreds or thousands, and the number of tuples may be millions or billions. 
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In such cases, it is necessary to select important attributes with respect to the 

class labels and sample the typical tuples. Like the Table Lens used in the CVizT 

system, if the window for parallel segments is designed to be scrollable, the user 

is not able to see the global distribution of attribute values and the class labels 

at first glance. Therefore, the number of tuples displayed in the pardel segments 

is limited. On the other hand, to visualize the data d u e s  in pardel segments, 

the tuples are sorted by each attribute. The well-known sorting algorithms axe 

O(n log n) in lunning complexity, where n is the number of tuples. Actually, the 

quicksort algorithm is used in the DTViz system, which is O(n log n ) . Assuming 

k attributes, the sorting algorithm will run in O(kn1ogn). We will see that the 

sorting must be done as long as the data set is updated as the decision tree con- 

struction proceeds. For large k and n, the system efficiency is very low. We tried to 

construct a decision tree with the data set Adult shown in Figure 8.3. The response 

time of the machine is in average over 5 minutes for each construction operation at 

the beginning of the decision tree construction. To get around this problem, the 

DTViz system rôndomly sômple the raw data set if the data set is large. Figure 

8.4 illustrates such a case where 5,000 tuples are randomly sampled fiom the raw 

Adult data set. 

The DTViz system also provides an interactive feature selection mechanism, in 

which the user cm arbitrarily delete any attributes that s/he thinks irrelewt or 

not strongly related to the class attribute. Similarly, how many attributes and 

which attributes should be deleted or retained are the user's responsibilities. 
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Figure 8.4: Randomly Sample of 5,000 Tuples from the Data Set Adult 

8.5 Decision Tree Visualizat ion 

The intermediate decision trees during the constniction and the final decision tree 

are visualized in another window, called the decision tree interaction window. Here, 

a decision tree is drawn as the tree structure from left to right and from middle to 

top and bottom. Figure 8.5 shows the h a 1  decision tree that is obtained from the 

IRIS flower data set. 

The root of the decision tree is in the middle of the first column. The children of 

the root are evedy distributed in the second colirmn. Generally, all the tree nodes 

at the i-th level are evenly distributed in the i-th column (i 2 1). 

There are two kinds of tree nodes that must be distinguished, labeled nodes and 

unlabeled nodes. Labeled nodes represent the leaf nodes of the final decision tree 

that can not be split again and are labeled with class labels such that the most 



instances satisfying the path fiom the root to this node have the same class labels. 

The labeled nodes are drawn as rounded rectangles, and rendered in terms of the 

node evaluation and the HSI color model. Assuming that the prediction accuracy 

and support (coverage) of a labeled node are a and s, respectively, like the pixel 

rendering in the parallel segments technique, the color of this node is colculated as 

follows : 
hue  = 0 . 5 + 2 x a ,  

saturation = 1.0, 

where n is the size of the data set (training set or testing set depending on the 

evaluation method selected by the user, see Section 8.6:3). . 

Moreover, the class label and the pair (support, accuracy) are displayed in the 

labeled nodes. For example, in the second level of the decision tree shown in Figure 

8.5, there are two labeled nodes and one unlabeled node. The top labeled node 

shows that the class label is 1, the node support is 50, and the node classification 

accuracy is 100%. The bottom labeled node shows that the class label is 3, and the 

node support and classification accuracy are 51 and 92%, respectively. 

The unlabeled nodes are drawn as rectangles, which are filled in the split at- 

tributes. If an unlabeled node is under construction, that is, it has not been labeled 

as a hal leaf node yet, and currently does not have children, then it is left d e d  

and ready to be split. In Figure 8.5, three unlabeled nodes are contained in the 

de~ision tree. For example, the root is filled in petal-length, meaning that the root 

is split with the attribute petal-length. 

The nodes associated with the parent-chddren relations are connected by lines. 

The lines are marked with the split attribute intervals. In Figure 8.5, for example, 

the root is connected to its three children, and the connections are marked by 
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Figure 8.5: Visualizing a Decision Tree 

[1.0,2.45], (2.45,4.85] and (4.85,6.9], respectively, which signifies that the attribute 

petal-length filled in the root is partitioned into three intervals as above. 

In the decision tree interaction window, interactive operations are provided, in- 

cluding showing the node states, splitting non-leaf nodes without children currently, 

labeling and unlabelling leaf nodes, evaluating nodes, etc. These interactive opera- 

tions are used to interactively constnict the decision trees, and will be described in 

the next section. 

8.6 Interactive Construction of Decision trees 

Constructing a decision tree classifier is to build a decision tree from the training 

set that satisfies the basic requirements of classification accuracy, support and un- 
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derstandability. The construction of decision trees consist s of operations such as 

selecting attributes, splitting tree nodes, evaluating classifiers, and pruaing decision 

trees to prevent "ovex5tting", etc. The DTViz system provides various interaction 

tools for the user to build decision trees based on his/her perception of the train- 

ing set and the decision tree evaluation. Figure 8.6 depicts the interaction model 

developed in the DTViz system. 

The interaction model for constructing decision trees consists of two display 

windows and five operations. One window is to visualize the training data that is 

covered by the current node and to perform the selection of the split attribute and 

the partition (discretkation) of the selected attribute. This window is called the 

data interaction window, illustrated in Figure 8.4. The other window is to visualize 

the decision tree being construct ed and pedorm the other interactive operations, 

including labeling and unlabeling nodes, checking/evaluating/showing nodes, and 

pruning nodes. This window is c d e d  the decision tree interaction window and is 

illustrated in Figure 8.5. 

Once the raw data set is cleaned and the training set is determined, the system 

enters the interactive construction of decision trees. At the beginning, the decision 

tree to be constructed contains only one node, decision tree root, that covers the 

entire training set. The decision tree interaction window displays the single root 

node with nothing filled in the node rectangle. At this moment, the root is the 

current node for splitting. The data interaction window displays the data covered 

by the current tree node, which is the entire training set in this case. 

As the decision tree construction proceeds, the user can arbitrarily select one 

of five interaction operations to view the state of each tree node and to control the 

growing and shrinking of the decision tree. These interactions are listed as follows 

and will be described in the following subsections: 
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spl i t  a node to grow the decision tree; 

label a leaf node so that it c m  not be split again; 

unlabel a labeled node so that it can be split further if necessary; 

p m e  a non-leaf node to shrink the decision tree or to re-split the node if its 

previous split (split attribute selection and/or the attribute discretization) is 

not satisfactory; and 

check/show the state of a node (coverage and classification accuracy if the 

node is labeled) by evaluating the node with the specified evaluation method. 

The fkst four operations will change the curent decision tree (new nodes being 

added, old nodes being removed, or state of nodes being changed), and hence 

the training set may need to be updated. For example, when a node is split, 

its children are generated, thus the data sets that these children cover must be 

calculated accordingly asd attached to these nodes, and also the node being split 

should be changed to a non-leaf node. Finally, the decision tree updated already is 

re-displayed in the decision tree interaction window. 

The interactive construction of a decision tree is finished when all leaf nodes are 

labeled. 

8.6.1 Node Split 

The node split includes three steps, selecting a node for splitting, selecting a splitting 

attribute, and selecting split points of the attribute. The first step is performed in 

the decision tree interaction window by specieing the Spl i t  menu item and clicking 

the node to be split. The labeled nodes can not be selected for further splitting. 
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The second and third steps are performed in the data interaction window. When 

the node to be split is specified as the current node in the decision interaction 

window, the data interaction window only visu&zes the data tuples that are covered 

by this node, and the segments corresponding to the attributes that occur in the 

nodes on the path fiom the root to the current node are left blank because these 

attributes will not be utilized dong any paths starting from the current nodes to 

its descendants. 

The splitting attribute can be specified by selecting the P i c k  a n  A t t r ibu te  item 

under Control  menu to enter split status, and then clicking the attribute to be 

split. When an attribute is specified, its name, maximum and minimum values 

are displayed at the right-bottom corner of the data interaction window. This 

corner also displays the number of the current data set (the set of tuples covered 

by the current decision tree node). In the left-bottom side, a scroll bar is set to 

contain all values of the splitting attribute that occur in the current data set. These 

attribute values are also sorted in ascending order to reflect the values visualized 

in the pardel segments. This scroll bar is an assistant tool to help the user select 

split points of the current attribute. Below the scroll bar, the tuple number in the 

current data set, the splitting attribute value, and the class label of the current 

tuple are displayed. Moving the slider in the scroll bar will change these values. 

At tribute selection should follow two strategies: 

The clearer the  clusters in a parallel segment,  t h e  better t h e  c o n e s p o n d i n g  

uttribute for splztting. For example, in Figure 8.4, the segment on the left 

side has two very clear clusters at the bottom, while on the top, class labels 

are distributed randomly. On the other hand, the fourth segment from the 

right side also has two clear clusters, one at the bottom and the other on 
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the top. The middle part of this segment dso contains two clusters which 

are a little bit vague and are separated by a part in which class labels are 

evenly distributed. Similarly, the sixth segment fiom the right side contains 

two clear clusters mhich are separated by only a non-cluster area. According 

to this attribute selection strategy, each of them is appropriate for splitting. 

The more approximate the area size of clwters as well as non-clusters, the 

better the corresponding attvibute. Generally, clusters and non-cluster areas 

correspond to children nodes of the current node if the current attnbute is 

selected as splitting attribute, although clusters easily lead to leaf nodes of the 

decision tree, and non-cluster areas must be split further. If the cluster and 

non-cluster areas are approximately equal in size, the decision tree constnicted 

with such splitting will be balanced, and has less levels and probably less tree 

size (fewer tree nodes). Refer Figure 8.4. According to this strategy, the sixth 

segment from the left size is preferred to the other two segments mentioned 

in above strategy. 

Once the splitting attribute is selected, the system enters the state of interac- 

tively selecting split points. To select a split point, one just needs to click upon the 

pixel that separates clusters. Note that the-separation of two different colors is not 

the only criteria for determining the exact split point because the same attribute 

d u e s  may belong to tuples of different classes. Hence, it would not be reasonable 

to set a split point between two differently colored pixels. To solve this problem 

and help the user identify the reasonable split points, the DTViz system provides 

feedback to the user in the following ways: 

The attribute value of the pixel at the position of the mouse pointer appears 

in the status area at the bottom line of the data interaction window when the 
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mouse is moving. Therefore, the user can check if two adjacent but difFerently 

colored pixels have the same attribute values by moving the mouse through 

the separation of two clusters. If they have the same attribute d u e s ,  just 

ignore this sepaation; otherwise it is appropriate to set a split point here. 

The scroll b u  provides another means of viewing attribute values and class 

labels. First , point the rnouse around the separation of two differently colored 

clusters if it is hard to point at the exact pixel which sepaxates two clusters. 

The attribute value of the pixel under the mouse pointer, cded the reference 

value, is displayed in the status area. The reference value gives the user a 

rough idea of where the possible split point is because the attribute values are 

sorted. Then the user c m  move the slider to the point corresponding to the 

reference vahe, and slightly move the slider left and right to see if the class 

labels of tuples that have attribute d u e s  around the reference valve change 

or not (the current tuple number, attnbute value, and class label are displayed 

below the scroll bar). If attribute values keep unchanged while class labels 

are changing, it shows the same attribute values belong to tuples of different 

classes, hence the value is not a reasonable split point. If class labels change 

as attribute values change around the reference vahe, then there must be a 

good cut point axound the reference value. In this case, one can carefully look 

into this separation by moving mouse, scroll slider, and observing attribute 

values in the status area to find an appropriate pixel as a split point. 

After a separating pixel is found, a spilt point is formed as follows: Assume the 

attribute d u e  corresponding to the separate pixel is u and the next value is v. 

The split point is set to the middle between u and v. Hence, the separating pixel 

should be in the lower cluster (corresponding to the maximum value in the lower 



clust er ) . 

The cut points are displayed above the scroll bar. The DTViz system allows the 

user to split an attribute into more intervals at one time, overcoming the limitation 

of binazy splits in continuous attributes. Assume r cut points are si, s*, - . . , sr, and 

the minimum and maximum values axe s and S, respectively, then the intervals will 

be [s, s , (sl , s2], . . . , (sr, SI - Correspondingly, r + i children nodes will be generated 

for the current node of the decision tree being constructed. 

Following the splitting strategy discussed in [13], one can paxtition the coherent 

regions of values in the splitting attribute that s/he intends to cut by split pixels. 

The splitting strategy inchdes the following four options listed in the priority order, 

which results in a decision tree optimized in terms of classification accuracy and 

the number of tree nodes: 

Best Pure C h t e r  Partitions- Choose the largest pure cluster in which all 

tuples have the same class label (only one color). 

Largest Cluster Partitions. Choose the largest cluster in which almost all 

tuples have the same class label (only one clearly dominant color). 

Best Complete Partitions. Choose the lôrgest cluster that contains the most 

pixels that cm be partitioned into subclusters further each of which has one 

clearly dominant color. 

Diferent Distributed Partitions. Choose the cluster where different distribu- 

tions of class labels can be best identified and thus separated through split 

points. 

Generally, the first two partitions lead to labeled leaf nodes in the decision 

tree, hence reducing the size of the decision tree. The Çs t  partition results in 
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very high accuracy (in most case, 100%), and the second partition resdts in high 

accuracy (usually about 90% in our experiments). For example, in Figure 8.5, the 

top leaf node in the second level of the decision tree is obtained by best pure cluster 

partitions, which has 100% of accuracy, while the bottom leaf node in the same 

level is acquired by largest c lwter  partitions, which has 92% of accuracy. 

Clusters that are chosen by one of the last two partitions lead to non-leaf nodes 

in the decision tree, meaning that the desired nodes need to be split further. For 

example, the middle node in the second level of the decision tree shown in Figure 

8.5 is obtained by best complete partitions. 

Two operations for labeling and unlabeling decision tree nodes are provided in 

the DTViz system. If a node is obtained by using best pure partitions or largest 

cluster partitions, this node is probably an appropriate final leaf node of the decision 

tree. To make such a node a final leaf node, choose the Label a node item under 

the LabeZ/Unlabel menu and click the node to be labeled. The labeled node is 

redrawn as a rouaded rectangle and rendered with the color calculated by the 

method discussed in Section 8.5. The class label that occurs most frequently in the 

sub data set covered in this node is found to be the node label and displayed in 

the node with the node classification accuracy and coverage which are computed 

by node evaluation, described in next section. 

The node to be labeled must be a leai node of the current decision tree. To 

assure that the labeled node has high accuracy so that the decision tree classifier 

is optimized, one con first e d u a t e  the node to be labeled to see its classification 

accuracy and coverage before labeling it. 
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If one wants to change his/her mind after a node is labeled, the labeled node 

can be unlabeled by selecting Unlabel a node item under the Label/Unlabel menu 

and clicking the node to be unlabeled. The unlabeled node is restored to a leaf 

node that can be split again. 

8.6.3 Node Evaluation 

At any time during the construction of decision trees, one can specify any nodes in 

the current decision tree to evaluate by choosing Evaluate a node item under the 

Show menu. The node evaluation includes the following three aspects. 

Find node class label. The node class label is the label that most frequently 

occur in the set of tuples that are covered by the node. A tuple is covered 

by a node if it satisfies the path from the root to the node. For example, 

in Figure 8.5, the tuples covered by the node sepuLwidth (the bottom node 

in the third level) have attribute values of petalJength in (2.45,4.85], and of 

petal-width in (1.65,2.5]. 

Find node support. The node support is the number of tuples that are covered 

by the node. 

Find node classification accuracy. The node classification accuracy is calcu- 

lated as the occurring frequency of the node label in the set of tuples covered 

by the node. 

Like the CVizT system, DTViz also provides two methods of node evaluation, 

resubstitution evahate, which uses the same data set as both training set and testing 

set, and test sample evaluate, which uses different training and test sets. The user 
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can specifjr one of the two methods through the Node Evaluate Method item under 

the Settings menu in the data interaction window. If the test  sample evaluate 

method is selected, one must specifjr the test data file. The DTViz system does 

not automaticdy divide a data set into training and testing sets. Actually, two 

evaluation methods can be applied alternatively for the sâme node of the decision 

tree being constructed to compare the evaluation results. 

8.6.4 Decision Tree Pruning 

Simply stated, decision tree pruning in the DTViz system is to remove a part from 

the decision tree that has been constructed. Generally, decision tree pruning is 

needed in the following cases: 

The user is not satisfied with the structure of a part of the curent decision 

tree. For example, the user finds out, when the decision tree grows large 

enough, that a node was not split properly (too many or too few split points) 

and hopes to resplit it. In this case, a l l  descendants of this node can be 

removed from the decision tree by pruning this node. 

The user thinks it is difficult to split some unlabeled leaf nodes to get high 

node evaluation. Consider an extreme example. The user may find out that 

an udabeled leaf node covers a small set of tuples that have the same values 

for all remaining attributes but have two different class values with half 

labeled as one class and half as another class. The node evaluation is around 

50%. To promote the decision tree classification accuracy, the node needs to 

2~emaining attributes of a decision tree node are those attributes that have not been used a s  

a split attribute in al1 nodes on the path from the root to this node- 
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be split further. However, the further node split will lead to more tree nodes 

and hence increase the size of the decision tree, and will also result in nodes 

that have s m d  support. Therefore, the user may want to revise the node 

splits made previously. In this case, the user can look into the nodes on the 

path from the current node to the root and decide where to revise by pruning 

the corresponding node. 

The final decision tree is very large, though it has very high accuracy. To 

reduce the decision tree s ix ,  some parts of the tree need to be removed, 

thus the classification accuracy of the decision tree could be decreased. The 

decision tree pruning in this sense in the DTViz system is the same as the 

traditional decision tree pruning discussed in Chapter 2. 

To prune a subtree from the decision tree constructed so far, one can choose 

the Prune a node menu item in the decision tree interaction window and click the 

node to be pruned. Note that only a non-leaf node c m  be pruned, and the pruned 

node is not removed, while its aU descendants are removed. The pruned node can 

be re-split or simply labeled to be a final leaf node. 

8.7 DTViz Implementation and Experiment 

We implement the approach described in this chapter with Visual J++ on Windows 

98. We experiment the DTViz system with data sets from the UCI repository [l26], 

including Adult, Iris, Cx, Flag, Breast-Cancer, etc. In this section, we illustrate 

our experiment with the data set Adult (Incorne). 

The Adult database was extracted from the 1994 Census database and used for 

data mining and visualkation. Especially, the Adult database was used for scaling 
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up the accuracy of naive Bayes classifiers with a decision tree hybrid. A set of 

reasonably clean records was extracted using the following conditions: 

((AAGE > 16)&&(AGI > lOO)&&(AFNLWGT > l)&&(XRSWK > 0)). 

It contains 48,842 instances with a mixture of continuous and nominal attributes 

where training set has 32,561 instances and testing set has 16,281 instances. In 

the Adult database, 7% instances contains missing values. 

The Adult database consists of 14 condition attributes with 6 continuous and 

8 nominal attributes. The class attribute Salary has two values (two class labels), 

> 50K and <= 50K. The attribute information is silmmarized in Table 8.1. 

In our experiment, we only use the instances without missing values. This data 

set contains 30,162 training instances and 15,060 testing instances, in total 45,222 

instances. In addition, 24.78% instances are labeled as > 50K, and 75.22% as 

<= 50K. 

The initial training data set of 30,162 instances with 14 attributes is visualized 

in the parallel segments, shown in Figure 8.3. Because the data interaction window 

is not large enough to accommodate the entire training set, a random sample is 

made from the training set. 5,000 instances axe sampled and visualized in Figure 

8.4. 

As discussed before, the decision tree root node is automatically generated and 

covers the entire sample set. To grow the decision tree, one must split this root 

node. To this end, one must select a split attribute. With the aid of status area 

and scroll bar in the data interaction window, we choose the attribute Capital-gain 

(the fourth segment from right) as the split attribute according to the f is t  strategy 

of split attribute selection: the clearer the clusters in a parallel segment, the better 

the corresponding uttribute for splitting. 
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Table 8.1: The Attributes Information of the Adult Database 

Attribute 

Age 

Workclass 

Fnlwgt 

Education 

Education-Num 

Marital-Status 

Occupation 

Relationship 

Race 

Sex 

Capit &Gain 

Capital-Loss 

Hours-Per-Week 

Native-Country 

Continuous 

Nominal 

Continuous 

Nominal 

Continuous 

Nominal 

Nominal 

NoIninal 

Nominal 

Nominal 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Continuous 

Nominal 

Number of Values 

Using the Best Pure Cluster Partitions, this segment can be paxtitioned into 

three clusters. By means of scroll bar, however, we can see that around the sep- 

aration between the middle cluster and the bottom cluster, pixels correspond to 

the same attribute values: Capital-gain = O, though they are rendered to different 

labels. This observation shows that the separation between these two clusters is not 

a reasonable split point. In contrast, the separation between the middle and top 

clusters is an appropriate split point because the class label changes when moving 
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the mouse pointer from one side to another. Split the attribute Capital-gain at this 

point, then the root node is split into two children nodes, shown in Figure 8.7. 

For simplicity, we choose the resubstitution sample method to evaluate decision 

tree nodes. Using the interactive operation Show (check/evaluate) to evaluate these 

two new nodes, one can find out that the top node has the classification accuracy of 

62%, while the bottom node 98% with coverage of 205 instances. If this evaluation 

is satisfying, one can label it, or can split it. In this experiment, we think this 

accuracy is pretty high and satisfactory, thus label the node as a final leaf node of 

the decision tree. Figure 8.7 illustrates that this node is labeled as > 50K. 

On the other haad, the top node in the second level in Figure 8.7 has very low 

accuracy, hence needs to be split further. Choose this node and observe the sub 

data set covered by this node in the data interaction window, illustrated in Figure 

8.8. From Figure 8.8, one can see the fourth column from right is blank. This 

is because it corresponds to the attribute Capital-gain that is already split in the 

root, a node on the path from the root to the curent node. 

Repeat the above process to split the top node. According to the attribute 

selection strategy and attribute split strategy, we choose the attribute Relationship 

and three split points. Therefore, the top node is split into three children nodes, 

shown in Figure 8.9. Check these three new leaf nodes (without labels), one can find 

out that the middle node has high classification accuracy (99%) and large coverage 

(645), and thus can be-labeled as the most fiequently occurring label in the node 

data set, <= 50K in this case, illustrated in Figure 8.9. However, the other two 

nodes are not satiseing by evaluation, and must be split again. 

Figures 8.10 and 8.12 show the data set covered by these two nodes, respectively. 

Figure 8.11 illustrates the decision tree that is obtained fiom Figure 8.9 by splitting 
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Figure 8.7: Split the Attribute Capital-gain into Two Parts at the Root 

the attribute Ses  into two partitions at the bottom node. The node Sex has two 

children, one having accuracy of 95% and coverage of 955 instances and thus being 

labeled as the final leaf node, and the other 68% accuracy and 2,566 instances. If 

the latter node is labeled, the resulting decision tree will not be satisfactory. Hence, 

one can unlabel it and split it since it ha ,  a large coverage. 

Figure 8.13 illustrates the decision tree that is obtained from Figure S.9 by 

splitting the attribute Fnlwgt into two partitions at the top node. Like the node 

Sex, the node Fnlwgt also has two children, one having accuracy of 100% and 

coverage of 420 instances and thus being labeled as the final leaf node, and the 

other 50% accuracy and 206 instances. 
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Figure 8.8: The Data Tuples Covered by the Top Node in Figure 8.7 

8.8 Discussion 

In this chapter, we presented an approach for interactively cons tructing decision 

tree classifiers and irnplemented the DTViz system. DTViz contains two interaction 

windows, data interaction window and decision tree interaction window. The former 

visualizes the training data covered by the curent decision tree node, while the 

latter visualizes the decision tree being constructed and provides five interacive 

operations. 

To visualize the training data, a pixel-oriented technique, parallel segments, is 

developed. The strategies for selecting split at tributes and split points are discussed. 

The interactive operations help the user grow, prune, and revise the decision tree 

i teratively until the final result is satisfactory. 

Like the CVizT system, the DTViz system also has the following characteris tics, 
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Figure 8.9: Split the Attribute Relatzonship into Three Parts 

Figure 8.10: The Data Tuples Covered by the Sex Node in Figure 8.11 
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Figure 8.11: Split the Attribute Sex 

Figure 8.12: The Data Tuples Covered by the Node Fnlwgt in Figure 8.13 
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Figure 8.13: Split the Attribute Fnlwgt 

compared to other approaches for constructing decision tree classifiers: 

easy to use, 

different resulting decision trees for the same data set, 

varying accuracy, 

unders tandable decision tree structure, 

0 on-demand node split and continuous attributes discretization, and 

uniformed process of categoricd and continuous attributes. 

However, in our experiment, we h d  that it is still diIficult for the user to deter- 

mine the splitting attributes and split points, especially the split points, for some 
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data sets. The selection of splitting attributes is important because it dominates the 

decision tree size and its classification accuracy. Therefore, we conclude that some 

facilities based on hum= perception should be developed for aiding the selection 

of split attributes and split points. 



Chapter 9 

Evaluation and Cornparison 

9.1 Introduction 

In previous chapters, we developed four interactive knowledge discovery systems 

with visualization, AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz, respectively. Although these 

systems have different targets and exploit distinct techniques, they share a common 

characteristic: following the general process of knowledge discovery with the process 
C 

being divided into five components, including data preparation and visualization, 

data reduction, data preprocess, pattern learning, and knowiedge visualization. 

This process is modeled in our RuleViz model. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the RuleViz model can be implemented in different 

ways, not only because the different components of RuleViz can be implemented 

with different techniques, but also because some components can be interchanged 

and/or interleaved. For example, the data reduction component can be done be- 

fore or after the data preprocess component. Another possibility has the following 

order: selecting features, preprocessing data by discret king continuous attribut es, 
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selecting tuples, and then handling missing values. The RuleViz model can also be 

implemented in such a way that components are executed iteratively. 

The four interactive systems discussed in previous chapters are implemented 

based on the RuleViz model. They, however, exploit different techniques for dif- 

ferent tasks. For example, the AViz system explores an image processing-based 

approach to map the data items to an image and then to find the op timized area 

in the image. The CViz system, on the other hand, embeds diffeimt existing algo- 

rithms into different components, allows the user to interactively spec@ parameters 

for the algorithms, and prompts the resdts of algorithms to the user. Neverthe- 

less, the CVizT and DVizT systems implement truly ''supervised" learning systems, 

because the learning systems are completely supervised by the user. 

In this chapter, we characterize these four systems and compare their techniques 

and effectiveness. Three implementation paradigms of the RuleViz model are iden- 

tified from the four implemented systems. The techniques used in the components 

of these implemented systems are compared, and the capabilities and limitations 

of the four systems are analyzed. We also compare these four systems with the 

well-known algorithm-based systems and visualization-based systems , respectively. 

9.2 Implementat ion Paradigms 

From the implementations of the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems presented 

in previous chapters, three implementation poradigms c m  be identified as follows: 

image-based algorithmic approach, like AViz; embedded-algorithm-based approach, 

like CViz; and user-supenrised interactive approachl, like CVizT and DTViz. In 

lThe term algorz'thmic is contrast to the term interactive. In the interactive systerns such as 

CVizT and DTViz, no algorithms is needed to fulfill pattern discovery tasks in their irnplemen- 
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this section, we briefly discuss these three irnplementation paradigms. 

9.2.1 Image-based Algorit hmic Approach 

As we have seen in Chapter 5, the AViz system is used to visualize the discovery 

process of association d e s .  AViz first maps tuples from the raw data sets to 

three-dimensiond tuples in terms of two conditional continuous attributes and one 

continuous or categorical attribute specified by the user, and then plots the tuples 

on the visualïzation window. The obtained image reflects the data distribution and 

attribute value distribution. The user can interactively choose areas in which s/he 

is interested by using a rubber band to reduce the data if necessary. The reduced 

data are redrawn and a new image is ob@ined. This can be repeated until the user 

is satisfied with the obtained image. The final data distribution image is discretized 

according to bin-packing based equal-depth method, one of discretization approaches 

provided in the AViz system, and a grid is acquired. Each cell in the grid is rendered 

with the color that is calculated on the basis of support and confidence of the ceU. 

Finally, the optimized rectangles with the highest gain is found according to the 

colors of cells contained in the rectangles. 

We c d  the implementation of AViz as image-based algorithmic approach because 

each component in the AViz system is implemented based on the algorithms that 

process images. We Say that the AViz system is image-based, meaning that the 

raw data are mapped into an image and are reduced based on the image, the 

continuous attributes are discretized in terms of the image, and the optimized 

rectangles are found on the basis of the image. Three knds of images are exploited 

tation. This, however, does not mean tbat no algorithms is used to control the systems, e.g., the 

window Iayout and coordination between components. 
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in the AViz system. The first kind of image is obtained by plotting projected 

tuples in the data visualization component , data reduction component , and data 

preprocess component. The second kind of image is generated by rendering cells in 

the grid produced through attribute discretization, where the cell colors reflect the 

cell support and cell confidence. These two kinds of images are two-dimensional. 

The third kind of image is three-dimensional and rotated continuously, generated 

by rendering the gain optimized rectangles and leaving other cells unrendered. 

Moreover, we Say that the AViz system is algorithmic, meaning that its com- 

ponents are implemented with specific algorithms. For example, the raw data axe 

projected and mapped with the corresponding algorithms, the continuous at tributes 

are discretized by algorithms and the optimized rectangles are discovered through 

an algorithm. 

However, the AViz system is not fully image-based algorithmic approach. For 

exomple, the data reduction is image-based but not algorithmic. In contrast, it 

is interactive because the raw data is reduced by the user using rubber band to 

specie the interesting area, instead of finding interesting area by calculating some 

interestingness measures. In addition, the AViz sys tem provides three approaches 

for discretizing continuous attribut es, only the bin-packing based equal-depth ap- 

proach is image-based, while the other two approaches are not. The equal-sized 

approach discretizes continuous attributes in terms of the number of intervals and 

the attribute ranges, having nothing to do with the images. The interaction-based 

approach is not an independent approach and assists the other two. 
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9.2.2 Embedded- Algorit hm-Based Approach 

The CViz system presented in Chapter 6 is used to visualize the entire process of 

classification d e s  induction. CViz first divides the display window into parallel 

coordinates and then draws the tuples from the raw data sets as polylines across 

the pardel coordinates by executing a transformation and scale algorithm. The 

raw data can be reduced by randomly sampling with the condition that a certain 

number ( a  specified threshold) of tuples must be contained in each class although 

the visualization-based tuple selection is also available, and/or by selecting signif- 

icant features based on the RELIEF algorithm that is embedded in CViz. The 

missing attribute values in the reduced data set, if any, can be estimated as the 

most frequent values of the same attribute with respect to the same class labels, 

which is perforrned by the embedded rnissirag values handlirag algorithm, while the 

continuous attributes can be discretized by running the embedded EDA-DB dis- 

cretization algorithm based on entropy of intenals. The preprocessed data are 

input as parameters to the learning algorithm ELEM2 that induces a set of clas- 

sification rules from the input data by perfonning a general-to-specific search in a 

hypothesis space. Findy, the resulting classification rules are visualized as strips 

across the related parallel coordinates by an embedded m l e  visualization algorithm. 

The implementation of the CViz system is recognized as a paradigm, called 

embedded-algorithm-based approach. The characteristics of this implementation 

paradigm are as follows: 

a Each component in the systern is implemented based on one or more embed- 

ded algorithms; 

The input parameters for each algorithm are controlled by the user, newly 

âdded or prespecified; and the input data are usually the outputs of previous 
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cornponents. 

The outputs of each dgorithm are presented to the user in some predefined- 

visual form; 

The user can perceive the visual outputs, choose to repeat some dgorithm or 

related algorithms by adjusting parameters to see the effects of parameters, 

and decide what parameters are the best or satisfactory. 

The CViz system is, of course, not a full embedded-algorithm-based approach be- 

cause it contains components that are implemented with a mixture of embedded al- 

gorithms and interactions. For example, the data reduction can be interactive if the 

user chooses to specify the attributes that are not interesting by delete-clicking the 

corresponding coordinat es and/or removing continuous attribute intervals andior 

categorical attribute values that probably contain many outliers by using rubber 

band. The continuous attribute discretization can dso be interactive if one chooses 

to use the bin-packing based equi-depth method. In spite of this, the CViz system 

can be actually a complete embedded-algo~ithm-based implementation of the Rde- 

Viz model. As a matter of fact, the interactive parts in the CViz system can be 

removed without affecting the completeness of CViz as an interactive visualization 

system for knowledge discovery. The reason that these interactive parts were in- 

cluded in the CViz system is in order to promote the flexibility of CViz and to 

compare the effects of different methods. 

9.2.3 User-supervised Interactive Approach 

The CVizT and DTViz systems provide another paradigm for implementing the 

RuleViz model. In the implementation of CVizT, the raw data axe visualized in 
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the Table Lens with each attribute -.due of a tuple being drawn as a color line in the 

corresponding column. The user can interactively remove uninteresting at tributes 

and/or aggregate several correlated attribut es into one. The continuous attribut es 

are discretized on demand to construct the condition part of classification rules, 

and the discovered d e s  occupy the display space in which the tuples covered by 

the d e s  were drawn. The main characteristic of this implementation is the full 

interaction between the user and machine, meaning that a,ll components of the 

CVizT system are interaction-based. 

Similarly, the DTViz system is also fully interactive. The data visualization 

window is used to interactively visuaLize the raw data and decision tree node data, 

select features, and discretize continuous attributes, while the decision tree visual- 

ization window is used to interactively grow and prune the decision trees according 

to the current tree structure and node evaluation. 

Another important characteristic of CVizT and DTViz is that three comp* 

nents, including data preprocess (e.g., continuous attribute discretization), pattern 

learning, and pattern visualization are combined together to form an iterative pro- 

cess. IR the CVizT system, a classification rule is generated in each iteration, while 

in the DTViz system, a decision tree node is split in each iteration. 

We c d  this p a r a d i p  of implementation of the RuleViz model as the user- 

supenrised interactive approach. B y  user-supervised we mean that the knowledge 

discovery process is completely supervised by the iiser, and the user decides how 

each step is performed. In summary, the user-supervised approach for implementing 

the RuleViz model has the following features: 

The relevant data identification, data preprocess, and the pattern recognition 

capabilities of the human beings can be explored to increase the effectiveness 
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of pattern learning. 

The user specifies the task, focuses on the search, and evaluates the interme- 

diate results of the process. Therefore, the domain knowledge can be easily 

integrated into the systems. 

The user has a deep understanding of the resulting patterns because the 

discovery process is guided by the user. Hence, the user usually trusts into 

the results. 

The data preprocess is not an independent component, and usually is done 

on demand. Thus the preprocessing cost is often reduced. For example, the 

continuous attributes are discretized only when they are used to split decision 

tree nodes in the DTViz system, while the attributes that are never chosen at 

any nodes will not be discretized. Moreover, the same continuous attribute 

may have different splits in different decision tree nodes. In contrast, most 

algorithm-based systems discretize continuous attributes before the mining 

algorithms begin [4, Il, 40,89, 106, 111, 113, 117, 125, 133,1351, and can not 

be changed during the algorithm execution. 

The user can undo and redo tasks in any steps at will. The knowledge pattern 

to be discovered usually consists of more than one components, e-g., a classi- 

fier consists of a set of classification rdes and rules in turn are composed of a 

set of attribute-value or attribute-interval pairs, while a decision tree includes 

a set of nodes connected together. The user-supervised approach interactively 

constructs the knowledge pattern by building its components, e.g., construct- 

ing classifiers by building classification d e s ,  constructing decision trees by 

building tree nodes. Using undo and redo can add new components and delete 

the com~onents that are constructed already until the result is satisfactory. 
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0 Compared to naive Bayes classification or other subject probability based 

approaches [123], this approach is tota.lly subjective, fully depending on the 

user. 

In addition, a combination of above three implementation paradigms is also pos- 

sible. In a hybrid irnpfementation paradigm, different components of the RuleViz 

model can be implemented in different ways. For example, as illustrated above, 

the data reduction can be interactively performed under the supervision of the user 

in the CViz system that is mainly embedded-algorithm-based, if the user decides 

to select significant features by observation and interaction and/or to choose sig- 

nificant intervals for continuous attributes by using rubber band. Moreover, the 

user-supervïsed interactive approach can be integrated with algorithms such as fea- 

ture ranking, split attribute evduation, etc. in decision tree construction to aid the 

user to decide which attribute is the best for the split in a specific decision tree node 

in the case that it is difficult to directly observe the attribute values distribution. 

We will discuss in more detail about the cooperation of the user and the machine 

for knowledge discovery in next chapter. 

9.3 Components Cornparison 

From the point of view of component implernentation, the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and 

DTViz systems explore different techniques for their own different tasks, although 

they have the same components. In this section, we take into account the implemen- 

tation techniques used in these system implementations. Tables 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 

enurnerate the techniques explored in data/pattern visualization, data reduction, 

and data preprocessing and pattern learning, respectively, of these four systems. 
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9.3.1 Learning Targets and Visualization Techniques 

The four systems have different learning tasks, which decides that they use different 

visualization techniques. The visualization consists of the following aspects: 

0 Raw data uisualization, visualizing the raw data tuples with attributes and 

attribute d u e s ;  

0 Cuvent auailable data uisualization, visualizing the data tuples and/or at- 

tribute values available for the current tasks or components, for example, 

node data in a decision tree construction, a subset of data as the input of an 

embedded algorithm in an embedded-algorithm-based approach; 

0 Int ermediat e result Présualization, visualizing the intermediate results of corn- 

ponents, for example, the cleaned data after data reduction in AViz, attribute 

value intervals after discretizing continuous attributes in AViz and CViz, the 

classification rule being constructed in CVizT, and the current decision tree 

once a node is split or a branch is pruned in DTViz; and 

0 Final putt ern/knowledge uisualization, visualizing the resulting patterns such 

as association rules, classification d e s ,  and decision trees. 

Table 9.1 shows the learning tasks of the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz sys- 

tems, as well as the data visualization and knowledge/pattem techniques developed 

in these systems, respectively. From the table, one can see that the data visualiza- 

tion techniques and knowledge visualization techniques are strongly related, which 

means that the knowledge visualization is based on the corresponding data visual- 

ization, especially in the CViz and CVizT systems. Similady, the AViz system has a 

three-dimensional image for association rules discovered from the two-dimensional 
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image of data tuples. However, the DTViz system is an exception. Its knowledge 

visualization (tree structure) hm nothing to do with the corresponding data visu- 

alization (parallel segments). This is because the decision tree as a pattern has its 

own intrinsic structure which is understandable by most people. No matter what 

data visualization techniques are used, the pattern should be visualized as the tree 

structure. O therwise, the purpose (e.g., underst andable, straightforward, etc. ) of 

visualization diminishes. On the other hand, the learning tasks of the AViz, CViz, 

and CVizT systems are h d i n g  association d e s  and classification d e s ,  respec- 

tively, which have no intrinsic physical structures. Although they have their own 

interna1 logical structures, this kind of structure is hard to understand. Thus, the 

raw data, intermediate data and result, and f ial  result follow the same or simi1a.r 

visualization techniques could be very helpfid for the user to understand what is 

going on and to participate easily in the entire process such as providing parameters 

for algorithms, choosing appropriate points for attribute discretization, evaluating 

intermediate results, and interpreting the final patterns. 

Table 9.1 does not show the visualization techniques for intermediate result and 

current available data. Actually, in these four systems, the current available data 

visualization adopts the same techniques as the raw data visualization techniques. 

However, the intermediate result visualization adopts difFerent strategies in different 

systerns. Recall their implement ations presented in previous chapters. 

In the AViz system, the discretized attributes are visualized as interval values 

corresponding to cells. Cells are the primary and undividable units for find- 

ing the gain optimized rectangles. This is different from both the raw data 

visualization technique (2D ~ l o t s )  and the pattern visualization (3D rotation 

plases). 
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Table 9.1: Learning Targets and Visualization Techniques of AViz, CViz, CVizT, 

and DTViz 

AViz 

CViz 

CVizT 

DTViz 

Patterns 

to be learned 

Association 

Rules 

Classification 

Rules 

Classification 

Rules 

Decision Trees 

Data Visualization 

Techniques 

2D Plots 

(Geometric Projection) 

Parallel Coordinates 

(Geometric Projection) 

Table Lens 

(Graph-based) 

Parallel Segments 

(Pixel-orient ed) 

Knowledge Visualization 

Techniques 
- 

3D Rotation Planes 

(Geometric Projection) 

Par alle1 Coor dinates-based 

Rule Strips 

(Geometric Projection 

& Graph-based) 

Table Lens-based 

Rule Lens 

(Graph-based) 

Tree Structure 

(Graph-based) 

In the CViz system, the discretized attributes are treated as categorical ones, 

and the tuple lines that fall in the same intervals are aggregated. This is 

neither the same as the raw data visualization nor the same as the final 

patterns (rule strips), although they are similas when visualized on pa rde l  

coordinates. 

In the CVizT and DTViz systems, the intermediate results are treated the 

same as the final patterns, because both are user-supervised interactive sys- 

tems and the user needs to know exactiy whether what is being constructed 

is the same as expected. 
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In addition, in order to visualize the raw data sets and current available data 

sets, the data tuples must be transformed into appropriate forms from the Data 

Tables (see Chapter 2). According to the data visualization techniques used in our 

implementations, the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems develop different 

data transformations. IR AViz, attribute values are scaled in terms of the attribute 

ranges and the projected points axe proportional to the number of pixels dong the 

axes. In CViz, attribute values are scaled and mapped onto the parallel coordinates. 

The coordinate points transformed from attribute values are proportional to the 

coordinate height. In CVizT, the attribute values ore mapped to segments of Lines 

which are proportional to the column width. While in DTViz, the attribute values 

are not scaled. They are sorted and mapped onto the corrsepcnding pixels line-by- 

line in ascending order. 

9.3.2 Data Reduction Techniques 

We only discussed two aspects of data reduction, feature selection and tuple se- 

lection. Table 9.2 enumerates the feature selection techniques and tuple selection 

techniques used in the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems, respectively. 

From Table 9.2, one can see that three Iiinds of feature/tuple selection techniques 

are used in our implementations. 

Manual selection: Through the dialog window, the user con arbitrasily select 

features, even tuples, without seeing how the data are distributed. Only the 

AViz system uses this technique to select features. Manual selection is simple 

and easy to implement. However, this selection is blind. Before the user has 

a feel about the data tuple and attribute value distribution by visualizing 

the data set, s/he does not have any idea about which features are strongly 
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Table 9.2: Data Reduction Techniques Used in AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz 

AViz 

CViz 

CVizT 

DTViz 

Feature Selection 

Manual 

(t hrough dialog window) 

Algori t hmic 

(Embedded Algorithm RELIEF) 

and 

Interactive 

(by clicking coordinates 

to be removed) 

Interactive 

(by clicking columns 

to be removed ) 

Interactive 

(by clicking columns 

to be removed ) 

Tuple Selection 

Interactive 

(using rubber band) 

Algorit hmic 

(random sômpling) 

and 

Interactive 

(using rubber band) 

Algorit hmk 

(randorn sampling) 

Algorit hmic 

(random sampling) 

correlated and thus are better to be selected as significant features. To do 

better selection, the user must have prior knowledge about the data set or 

background knowledge about the application domain. 

Algorithmic selection: This technique executes an algori thm for selecting fea- 

tures and tuples. In our implementation of CViz, CVizT, and DTViz, tuple 

selection are drawn by random sampling algorithms. Usudy, many tuple 

selection algorithms con be used [16, 1551, but the random sample is still the 

most common algorithrn, because, in most realistic cases, nothing about the 
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data tuple distribution is known a p7iori. In the cases that the data distri- 

bution is known in advance or as  background knowledge, special algonthms 

for selecting tuples can be used [33, 781. 

For the feature selection, the CViz system embeds an algorithm based on 

RELIEF, while other systems use interactive selection. 

0 Interactive selection: This technique provides the user with an interaction tool 

to select interesting data tuples and/or significant features. Usually, tuples 

and features are selected on the basis of data distribution. By visualization, 

the user c m  easily observe the distribution of the entire data set, but it is 

difficult to decide which individual tuples are interesting, especially for high 

dimensional data sets. Moreover, the interaction tools for selecting tuples are 

also not easily designed because multidimensional data must be visualized on 

the two-dimensional visualization window. This depends on the visualizat ion 

techniques. Therefore, in our implementations, only rubber band are provided 

for interactively selecting tuples in the AViz and CViz systems, because the 

AViz system only visualizes the two-dimensional tuples projected from high 

dimensional data set, and the CViz system maps data tuples onto parde l  

coordinates. On the other hand, according to the visualization technique 

parallel segments used in the DTViz system, the user c m  not see what is an 

individual tuple because the attribute values of the same tuples are distributed 

in different segments. In the CVizT system, the interaction tool similar to 

rubber band c m  be used to select tuples. However, the tuples in the same 

classes are aggregated. Selecting an interesting area will cover a subset of 

data tuples concentrating in few classes, even only one class. This is unfair for 

other classes. Our experiments illustrate that the interactive tuple selection 

in CVizT is not easy to obtain good results. 
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Interactive feature selections are explored in CViz, CVizT, and DTViz. These 

three systems use visualization techniques based on parallei coordinates or 

segments. The values of the same attributes concentrate on one column or one 

coordinate. It is comparatively easy to see how these values are distributed, 

and the user is able to decide which attributes are significant aid which are 

not in terms of their d u e s  distribution. 

Actudy, the techniques for feature and tuple selections depend not only on the 

data visualization techniques but also on the learning tasks. For learning tasks 

other than classification, the interactive feature selection developed in the CViz, 

CVizT, and DTViz systems may not be helpful, while other interaction tools for 

interactive data reduction can be developed. This is a challenging question, and 

becomes our future work. 

9.3.3 Data Preprocess and Learning Techniques 

In the implementations of the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems, two aspects 

of data preprocessing are considered, continuous attribute discretization and miss- 

ing value handling. Table 9.3 lists the data preprocessing methods used in these 

systems. 

There are two kinds of missing values, condition attribute values and class labels. 

Al1 tuples with missing class labels are simply removed, because estimating class 

labels leads to another problem [80]. To handle condition attribute missing values, 

the CViz system embeds an algorithm for replacing the missing attribute values 

with the values that most frequently occur in the tuples with the same class labels 

as the tuples with missing dues .  This algorithm is similar to that explored in the 

CN2 induction algorithm [43]. It only considers the tuples in the same class without 
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paying attention to the correlations beheen attributes. The other three systems 

adopt the sirnplest method: remove the tuples with missing values. For large 

data sets, the tuples without missing values are sufficient to provide information 

needed by the leaming algorithm. For s m d  data sets, however, removing tuples 

with missing values is suspectable to information Ioss and the leaming results are 

inadequate. Because the AViz and DTViz systems usually handle large data sets2, 

the effect of removing tuples with missing values is not highlighted. The reason 

that the CVizT system simply ignores the tuples with missing values is that CVizT 

is built to interactively construct classification rules so no algorithms are included. 

We at tempted to develop interactive approaches for handling missing values, but 

no good metbods were found. 

For continuous attribute discretization, the four systems provide interactive 

approaches. In the AViz and CViz systems, both interactive and algorithmic ap- 

proaches are developed. The interactive attribute discretization is auxiliary to 

algorithmic approaches. That means, after continuous attributes are discretized 

by the given algorithms, the user can slightly adjust the cut points by dragging 

the discretization lines and moving to the expected points if the dgorithm results 

are not satisfactory. In our experimemts, however, the interactive discretization is 

seldom used in the AViz and CViz systems, because the algorithm results are usu- 

ally sufficiently good enough that any changes of cut points will lead to bad results 

(low confidence in .4Viz or low accuracy in CViz). Both AViz and CViz provide 

an image-based discretization algorithm, called bin-packing bmed equi-depth, which 

2 ~ o r  small data sets, AViz and DTViz are difficult to discover satisfying patterns, because the 

data tuples are distributed in the visualization windows very sparsely. For AViz, the cells will 

have low supports, while for DTViz, it is difficult for the user to observe and decide the split 

points. 
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Table 9.3: Data Preprocess and Leârning Techniques Used in AViz, CViz, CVizT, 

I Interactive I I 
CViz 

AViz 

Imagebased & 

Entropy-based 

Algorit hmic & 

Interactive 

Missing Values 

Handling 

Remove 

- - -- - 

Attribute Discretization 

Image-based 

Algorithmic & 

Learning Techniques 

Image-based 

Algori t hmic 

Algorithmic 

(Most frequent 

value) 

was described in Chapter 5. Moreover, they also provide another approach, equi- 

Zength, for discretizing continuous at tributes. In addition, the CViz system ernbeds 

an entropy-based discretization algorithm, EDA-DB. Table 9.4 shows the learning 

results of the ELEM2 algorithm for diffierent discretization approaches provided in 

CViz for at most 10 intervals, where the Artificial data set is described in Chapter 

6 ,  and the other four data sets are from the UCI repository [126]. From this table, 

one can see that EDA-DB and bin-packzng based equi-depth methods have almost 

the same effect, but the equi-length leads to the worse results. 

Embedded Induction 

Algorit hmic 

(ELEM2) 

CVizT 

DTViz 

Interactive 

(Graph-based) 

Interactive 

(Pixel-oriented) 

Remove 

Remove 

Interactive 

(Graph-based) 

Interactive 

(Piexl-oriented 

& Graph-based) 
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Table 9.4: Cornparision of Three Continuous Attribute Discretization Algorithms 

Provided in the CViz System for at  most 10 Intervals 

I 1 Equi-Length 1 Equi-depth 1 EDA-DB 1 
1 Bin-packing based l 

The interactive construction sys tems CVizT and DTViz only develop interactive 

discretization methods. This is not only because both systems attempt to provide 

the user with interaction tools for every component of knowledge discovery process, 

but dso because the data visualization techniques explored in them are convenient 

for the user to  look into the cut points that separate different class labels. For more 

information about this daim, see Chapters 7 and 8. 

Data Sets 

Artificial 

Monk4 

IRIS 

Glas  

Bupa 

Table 9.3 also lists the leaming algorithms developed in the AViz, CViz, CVizT, 

and DTViz systems. Three tediniques for learning patterns are developed in the 

four systems, respectively, as foUows: 

The AViz system discoven the gain optimized rectangles each of which con- 

tain a set of celIs from the image that is generated according to the data 

tuples covered in the cells. We c d  this technique an image-based olgorithmic 

approach because the patterns are learned in t e m s  of the image. There are 

Rules 

8 

9 

8 

33 

4 

Accuracy 

89.23% 

91.23% 

81.45% 

62.54% 

56.46% 

Rules 

6 

9 

8 

32 

4 

Accuracy 

92.98% 

93.12% 

94.22% 

73 -44% 

67.76% 

Rules 

6 

9 

8 

30 

4 

Accuracy 

92.69% 

94.38% 

94-67% 

72.88% 

66.93% 
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two distinct methods to implement the imagebased approach. One is through 

image processing. That means the image is yielded fmm the data set, and 

the leaming algorithm analyzes the hue, satuation, and intensity, or the red, 

green, and blue color components of pixels in the image, transforms, splits 

and merges pieces of images, as well as uses other image processing techniques 

[161] to find the interesting pieces of images that represent expected patterns. 

The other method is to record the mappings between the image and the data 

distribution (e.g., rnapping between the cell color and the cell data such as 

cell support and cell confidence), and then process the image through the cell 

data. The final patterns are actudy obtained from the cell data. The AViz 

system adopts the latter method. 

The CViz system embeds an induction algorithm ELEM2 into the pattern 

learning component. IR the implementation, there are many approaches for 

embedding well-known algorithms. The CViz system employs a simple but 

succinct approach that looks like a client/server structure, where the CViz 

system is the client, and the embedded algorithm ELEM2 is the server. The 

request from the client contains the input data and parmeters that is stored 

in a data file. The server accepts the request and the data and parameter file 

name, and executes the induction algorithm. The answer from the server are 

stored into another data file, and the client reads and processes the results 

from the data file. Other embedding approaches are possible. For example, 

including the learning algorithm as a part of the learning component is one 

choice. This approach, however, is not flexible for changing or revising the 

embedded algorithm. 

The CVizT and DTViz systems develop interactive approaches for construct- 
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ing classification rules and decision trees, respectively. In these systems, no 

leaniing algorithms are included, but interaction tools are provided. By using 

interaction tools, one can construct the classifiers based on his/her percep- 

tion of the data distribution and intermediate results. The final patterns 

constructed in this way have the following features3: 

- Unfxed resvlts: The outcorne patterns vary with users and runs. Even 

if the input data and the user are the same, the results may change. On 

the other hand, for the algorithmic approach, the output results should 

be unchanged if the input data and parômeters are the same. 

- Understandable results: It is easy for the user to understand the con- 

structed patterns because the construction is supervised by the user. 

Considering that the algorithmic approach is called Yblack-box" because 

the user can not see the deails of the learning process, the interactive 

approach is refered to as "white-box". 

9.4 System Capabilities 

We e d u a t e  three capabilities of the four systems we implemented: the size of data 

sets that the system can deal with, the accuracy, and the understandability of the 

results that the system generates. 

3 ~ h e  algorithmic approach in other components, e.g., data preprocess, data reduction, etc. 

have the similar features. 
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9.4.1 The Size of Data Sets 

The size of the data sets that the system can handle well depends on their data 

visualization techniques. Table 9.5 lists the number of features and the number of 

tuples that the four systems caa properly process respectively, as well as the abili ties 

that they ded with different feature types. One may argue that if the visualization 

window can be scrollabie, the size of data sets that the systems can process can 

be considerably enlarged, and theoreticdy unlimited. However, scrollable windows 

are impracticd in'our implemented systems. The purpose of data visualization is 

to not only d o w  the user to perceive the data distribution by a glimpse of the 

visualized pictures but also provide the user interaction tools to select features 

and/or tuples. Scrollable windows will distract the user's focus, although it can 

accommodate large size of data. This is because the user is not able to view the 

entire scrollable window simultaneously to grasp the significant features or data 

areas if the data are distributed in more than one screen. Our four systems do not 

support scrollable windows. 

For the AViz system, three features can be selected each time, two condition 

attributes and one decision attribute, and only the two condition attributes, which 

mus t be continuous at tributes, are visualized. No categorical condition attribut es 

are allowed. Because we address the discretization of continuous attributes, al1 

systems can handle continuous attributes. The number of tuples that AViz can 

properly visualize is affected by three factors: visualization window size, attribute 

value range, and attribute value distribution. In theory, the unlimited number 

of tuples c m  be visualized because the tuples are mapped onto the pixels in the 

display, and difTerent tuples may be projected to the same pixel. The problem is, 

if many distinct tuples are projected to the sarne pixel, the image obtained will be 
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Table 9.5: The Size of Data Sets That AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz Can Properly 

Process 

1 1 Number of Feature Types 1 Number of 

1 

AViz 

CViz 

CVizT 

DTViz 

Continuous 1 Categorical 1 Tuples* Features* 

213 

6 - 12 

6 - 12 

6 - 20 

- . . . . . - - 

Good 1 Good [ Medium (z 1,000 ) 
- -pp- 

Good r ~ o o d  1 Medium (= 500 ) 
- pp 

Good Bad 1 Large (> 15,000 ) 

* T h e  n u m b e r  of features and the number of tuples are with respect  to 

unscrollable urindows. 

hard to distinguish due to the density of pixels. This will occur if the visualization 

window is small, attribute ranges are large, and tuples distribute unevenly. Our 

experiments show that the AViz system can properly visualize over 1,000,000 tuples 

with the visualization window size of 600 x 500. In contrast, if the data set size is 

s m d ,  say less than 10,000, the AViz system can not generate good results, because 

the image is too sparse for the user to observe interesting areas and for the learning 

algorithm to find ample cells. 

The CViz and CVizT systems employ similm data visualization techniques, and 

both c m  properly process continuous attributes and categorical attributes in a uni- 

form way. In CViz, the attribute values are distributed on the parde l  coordinates, 

and categorical attribute values are mapped into integers and distributed evenly 

along the coordinates. Similarly, in CVizT, categorical attribute values are also 

mapped into integers which are processed as numerical attribute values which, in 

turn, are drawn as lines proportional to the colurnn width. The only difference of 
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processing continuous and categorical attributes is when the user draws an intenal 

by using "rubber band", the rubber band can cover any range in the coordinates (for 

CViz to remove tuples) or columns (for CVizT to select cut points) for continuous 

attributes, but can only cover one value for categorical attributes each time. 

The number of features that CViz and CVizt can handle depends on the vi- 

sualization window width. More features will lead to more narrow columns (for 

CVizT) and closer parallel coordinates (for CViz). The narrow columns will cause 

more distinct attribute values to be mapped to the lines with the same length, and 

thus the user finds it difficult to discretize attributes. The close parallel coordinates 

wi-il cause the parallel lines corresponding to tuples are messy and hard to distin- 

guish between tuples. Our experiments show that the number of features between 

6 and 12 results in good visualization effects. 

On the other hand, the number of tuples that CViz and CVizT cas properly 

process depends on the height of the display window. In CVizT, each tuple occupies 

a row, so the number of tuples is equal to the window height, usually about 500. 

For CViz, the different tuples may overlap, thus more tuples can be accommodated. 

But too many tuples will make the picture hard to understand. Our experiments 

illustrate that the appropriate number of tuples in CViz is about 1,000. 

For the same reason mentioned above, the DTViz system can properly process 

continuous attributes, but the categorical attribute values can not be processed 

well, because the attribute values are sorted and mapped to pixels in ascending 

order. In most real world applications, however, categorical attribute values do not 

have natural order. 

Because of the characteristics of pixel-oriented visualization techniques, in the 

DTViz system, the display window can accommodate about the same number of 
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data items as the number of available pixels. For the 600 x 500 display area, the 

number of available pixels is about 300,000. If we assume the data set contains N 

tuples with LM features, then M x N = 300,000. For example, if A4 = 20, then 

N = 15,000. 

9.4.2 Accuracy of Results 

Table 9.6: The Data Sets for Experiments with the CViz, CVizT, and DTViz 

S ystems 

1 breast-cancer 1 2 1 9 

Data sets 

austrdia 

iris 

tic-tac-toe 

1 wine 

Classes 

2 

Cond. Attrs. 

14 

623 1 Bdance scde classification 

No. of 

Examples 

690 

683 1 Medical diagnosis 

Domain 

Creclit card application 

a p p r o d  

345 1 Liver disorder database 

768 1 Medical diagnosis 

214 1 Glass identification for 

1 cirminological investigation 

270 1 Heart disease diagnosis 

150 1 Iris plant classification 
- - 

958 1 Tic-Tac-Toe Endgame 

1 database 

178 1 Wine recognition data 
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In our implementations, three of four systems focus on learning classifiers. One 

of the important evaluation measures of classifiers is the prediction accuracy [123]. 

F'rom the characteristics of the CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems, one c m  see that 

the prediction accuracy of the CViz system depends on the embedded learning 

algorithms, while the accuracy of the CVizT and DTViz systems are determined 

by the user and the user-machine interaction. In this subsection, we compare the 

prediction accuracy of these three systems. 

To compare our three systems, we have conducted experiments with them on 

10 data sets from the UCI repository [126]. The 10 data sets were selected with 

no particular agenda in mind other than convenience so that they cover different 

domains. Table 9.6 describes these data sets in terrns of their number of concepts, 

number of condition attributes, number of examples, and application domains. 

Table 9.7 illustrates the prediction accuracy of the CViz, CVizT, and DTViz 

systems on the data sets listed in Table 9.6. The accuracy evaluation of the CViz 

system is the same as that of the ELEM2 learning algorithm4. For the CVizT and 

DTViz systems, the predictive accuracy of the final classifiers is evaluated using 

resubst2tzltion evaluate method, where the same data set is used as both training 

set and testing set5, and estimated as follows: 

Five people including the author are trained to construct classifiers by using 

the CVizT and DTViz systems. Each of them is taught how to operate CVizT 

4The accuracy of ELEM2 is excerpted from [ll] which is calculated by the ten-fold evaluation 

on the 10 data sets. The accuracy mean is the average accuracy of the ten runs. 
5With resubstitution evaluatation, the selected data sets are used for users to construct decision 

trees and classification rules, which are in turn used to predict the class labels of tuples in the 

same data sets. Other evaluation methods can also be employed and will be explored in the future 

experiments. See Chapter 10. 
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and DTViz for about 10 to 30 minutes. 

O For each data set, each trainee operates the CVizT and DTViz systems to 

construct classifiers. Thus, we obtain five classifiers for each system. The 

predictive accuracy of each classifiers is recorded. Three of five classifiers for 

CVizT and DTViz are arbitrarily picked to avoid alias (These people have 

different backgrounds. Some of them are familiar with decision trees, some 

familiar with classification rules, and some familiar with both) . 

The average accuracy of the selected classifiers for each system is taken as 

the accuracy mean of that system. 

Table 9.8 shows the accuracy mean estimation of the CViz, CVizT, and DTViz 

systems. The Low, Medium and Hîgh columns represents the evaluation of the 

classifiers that the three people constructed, and the Mean column is the average 

evaluation of t hese classifiers. 

From Tables 9.7 and 9.8, one c m  conclude 

12 more 0 A good user can construct better classifiers using CVizT and DTV' 

so than the CViz system (the ELEM2 algorithm), while the bad user always 

obtain worse classifiers. The accuracy m e a .  of the CVizT and DTViz systems 

is dmost the same as that of the CViz system. Thus, the results discovered 

by using interactive construction methods depend largely on the user, while 

the results discovered by algorithmic approaches do not. 

O For the data sets with which CViz has low accuracy, CVizT and DTViz can 

achieve high accuracy, for example, the data sets bupa, dzabets, glass, and 

heart. However, for the data sets with which CViz has very high accuracy 

(approaximate 100%), CVizT and DTViz c m  only achieve low accuracy, for 
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Table 9.7: The Predictive Accuracy Comparisons among the CViz, CVizT, and 

DTViz Systems 

example, the data sets breast-cancer, iris, and tic-tac-toe. Therefore, the 

algorithmic approach is more sensitive to the data sets (application domains) 

than the interactive approaches. 

Generally, the DTViz system constructs better classifiers (represented as de- 

cision trees) compared with the CVizT system (represented as classification 

rules) for 8 out of 10 data sets except glass and heart for which the accuracy 

mean of both systems is very close. Hence, the interactive construction of de- 

cision trees is more effective than the interactive construction of classification 
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Table 9.8: The Accuracy Mean Estimation of the CViz, CVizT, and DTViz Systems 

CVizT (%) DTViz (%) 

d e s .  

Table 9.7 also shows the standard deviation6 of the three systems7 predictive 

Data sets 

australia 

balance-scale 

breast-cancer 

bupa 

diabet es 

glass 

heart 

iris 

tic-tac-toe 

wine 

average 

accuracy. Among the 10 data sets, CViz gives the best results in terms of predic- 

tive accuracy for 4 data sets, CVizT for 2, and DTViz for 4. In tenns of standard 

6 ~ h e  standard deviation is calculated using the following formula: 

Low 

78.00 

74.50 

88.30 

63.40 

69.00 

71.40 

76.60 

85.00 

88.40 

86.10 

where xi is the accuracy from the  i-th run ( i  = 1,2 , .  . ., 10 for CViz) or the i-th person (i = 1 , 2 , 3  

for CVizT and DTViz) on a data set. 

Low 

82.20 

77.50 

90.20 

65.60 

70.40 

68.50 

75.30 

88.60 

92.10 

92.00 

Medium 

85.50 

82.60 

94.20 

72.30 

74.90 

78.50 

82.70 

93.20 

96.20 

96.00 

Medium 

86.80 

81.70 

94.30 

71.50 

74.50 

76.40 

82.60 

94.00 

95.30 

95.80 

. . 

High 

92.10 

95.30 

98.50 

80.60 

84.60 

88.20 

88.80 

98.10 

98.00 

98.50 

High 

92.30 

87.30 

98.20 

81.10 

86.20 

86.40 

88.40 

96.30 

98.50 

98.50 

Mean 

85.20 

80.80 

93.67 

72.10 

76.17 

79.37 

82.70 

92.10 

94.20 

93.53 

84.08 

Mean 

87.10 

82.17 

94.23 

72.73 

77.13 

77.10 

82.10 

92.97 

95.30 

95.43 

85.62 



deviation, on 5 out of 10 data sets, CViz gives the smallest number, CVizT does it 

on 1 data set, and DTViz on 4. The average of the accuracy means and deviations 

of each system over the 10 data sets indicate that CViz is the most stable repre- 

sentations of the hidden patterns in the data sets, while DTViz is generally able to 

l e m  the most accurate results. 

9.4.3 Understandability of Systems 

Table 9.9: The Understandability Evaluation of the AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz 

S ystems 

1 II Evaluation Pec 

AViz 

CVizT 

DTViz 

We also asked five people to evaluate the understandabili t ies of the four systems. 

The evaluation results are classified into four levels corresponding to degrees of 4- 

Excellent, 3-Véry good, 2-Good, 1-Bad, and the process of the systems and their 

results were evaluated. In this evaluation, we just evaluate how the user is able to 

understand the leKning process and the output results, regardless of the correctness 

and accuracy of the results. The evaluation result is listed in Table 9.9. 

From Table 9.9, one can see that the DTViz system has the highest understand- 

ability (Excellent) , while the AViz system has the lowest understandability (Bad) ,  

Person 4 Person 3 

1 

Person 1 

3 

3 

4 

Person 2 

2 g 
Person 5 Average 

2 

4 

3 

4 
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and the CViz and CVizT systems have the intermediate understandability (Good 

and Veery Good respectively). This is because the decision trees constructed by the 

DTViz sys tem have intrinsic structure (tree structure) and they are underst andable 

for users. The classification rules and association d e s ,  however, have only logic 

structures which are not straightforward for the user to understand. Furthemiore, 

the CViz system embeds algorithrns which are not well known by the user, while the 

CVizT provides interaction met hods to help the user const ruct d e s .  Therefore, 

the CVizT system is more iuiderstandable than the CViz system. The AViz system 

has the lowest understandability because tuples are projected onto twedimensions 

and the output results are three-dimensional images. Complex data transforma- 

tion causes the user confûsed. Moreover, association rules are more difficult than 

classification d e s  for the user to understand without a data mining background. 

9.5 Cornparison of AViz with SONAR 

The AViz system is developed from the SONAR system [61] which only considers 

the leaming algorithm based on the image processing as well as ce12 confidence and 

support threshold adjustrnent by sliders. The AViz system, however, consists of al1 

knowledge discovery components, and explores new algorit hms for data reduction 

and continuous at tribute discretization. In addition, the AViz system extends the 

pattern to be discovered to three dimensions, while the SONAR system can only 

yield two dimensional patterns. Table 9.10 lists their components and methods 

ernployed in each component. From the table, one can see that both systems plot 

the data tuples on a two-dimensional display. The AViz system provides a "rubber 

band" to help the user select the interesting data areas such that the "outliers" can 

be cleaned; while the SONAR system does not clean the raw data, and simply uses 
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Table 9.10: Cornparison of AViz with SONAR 

Raw 

Data 

Visualization 

AViz 1 2D Plots 

Tuple 

Selection 

SONAR 

Interaction 

2D Plots 

Cont inuous 

At tribute 

Discretization 

Equi-depth 

Interaction 

Leaming 

Patterns 

Optimized 

Rectangles 

Optimized 

Rectangle/ 

Optimized 

Admissible 

Region 

Patterns 

3D 

Animation 

2D Image 

the entire data set. The SONAR system only employs the equi-length method to 

discretize continuous attributes, while the AViz system provides three approaches 

for at tribute discretkat ion, including equi-length, equi-d epth, and int eraction-based. 

However, the SONAR c m  be used to discover not only two-dimensional optimized 

rectangle but also two-dimensional optimized admissible regions [6O, 611 ; while the 

AViz system can h d  a set of optimized rectangles with respect to the values of the 

decision attribute, not admissible regiom. For pattern visualization, the SONAR 

sys tem statically displays the two-dimensional image containing the optimized area, 

while the AViz system displays the three-dimensional pictures in motion. The final 

results can be changed with the movement of threshold sliders in both systems. 
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9.6 Cornparisons with Classifier Learning Systems 

Table 9.11: Accuracy Cornparsiun of CViz, CVizS, and DTViz with the C4.5 and 

CN2 Systems 

Data sets 

aus t r dia 

iris 11 95.30 1 58.68 

balance-scale 

breas t-cancer 

bupa 

diabetes 

C4.5 

82.90 

C V ~ Z  CVizT DTViz 

86.52 85.20 87.10 

CN2 

84.92 

78.10 

95.60 

68.40 

70.80 

tic-tac-toe 

wine 

average 

To further compare CViz, CVizT, and DTViz with well-known systems, we 

chose C4.5 and CN2, and conducted experiments with these algorithms on the 

data sets listed in Table 9.6. The C4.5 system is used to construct decision trees7, 

while the CN2 system can build classification rules. When running C4.5, we use 

the option '-s' to d o w  grouping of attribute values. Other options in C4.5 are 

kept as default settings. For CN2, all runs use default panmeters so that the 

' ~ h e  C4.5 system d s o  has another version to build classification rules. The C5.0 system is 

also available so far. 

79.05 

95.17 

62.00 

71.21 

96.80 

92.80 

83.02 

98.44 

92.09 

80.46 
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Laplacian estimate con be employed as the search heuristic and unordered d e s  

are generated, which means that the improved version of CN2 is used. For each 

data set and algorithm, we report the average of accuracies from the ten runs. The 

accuracy mean estimation of CViz, CVizT, and DTViz are the same as those in 

Table 9.8. 

The best result for each data set is highlighted in boldface in the table. Among 

the 10 data sets, C4.5 gives the best results of predictive accuracy for only 1, CN2 

for none, CViz (ELEMP) for 3, CVizT for 2, and DTViz for 4. At the bottom of 

the table, the average of the accuracy means of each system over the 10 data sets 

indicate that the DTViz system can discover the most accurate classifier (repre 

sented as decision tree), the CViz and CVizT systems are next, and C4.5 and CN2 

learn the least accurate classifiers. 



Chapter 10 

Conclusion and Future Work 

10.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis we developed an interactive model for knowledge discovery in datasets 

which takes advantages of both the algorithm-based approach and the visualization- 

based approach. An interactive visualization model, RuleViz, was proposed, which 

specifies the architecture model to at tain this objective; RuleViz divides the knowl- 

edge discovery process into five components based on the common understanding 

of the KDD process: 

Data preparation and visualization: preparing the raw data and presenting 

the data in a visual form for the user to easily observe the data distribution; 

Data reduction: verticdy and/or horizontdy reducing the size of the data 

set (that is, feature selection and/or tuple selection) for knowledge discovery 

when the raw data set is too large for the user or algorithm to seuch efficiently 

for useful patterns; 
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Data preprocessing: transforming, analyzing, rnerging data tuples from the 

raw fonn to a new form such that the data can be easily and precisely pro- 

cessed. Most common data preprocesses include data transformation, missing 

values handling, continuous attributes discretization, etc. ; 

Pattern leaniing: discovering the useful patterns (associations, classifications, 

decision trees, etc.) from the data set; and 

Pat tem visualization: presenting the discovered patterns in visual forms. 

The RuleViz model attempts to combine data mining and machine learning 

approaches with visualization techniques to provide effective human-machine in- 

teractions by visualizing the entire KDD process so that the user's perception and 

domain knowledge can be integrated into the KDD process on-demand. By means of 

interaction, the KDD system can effectively navigate through the enormous search 

spaces and carry out the intentions of the user, while visualizing the KDD process 

helps users to gain better insight into multidimensional data, to understand the 

intermediate results, and to interpret the discovered patterns. 

There are many decisions that must be made when implementing an interac- 

tive KDD system based on the RdeViz model, such as choosing an appropriate 

visualization space (2D, 3D, or even more dimensions), data and knowledge visu- 

alization techniques (iconic, pixel-oriented, geometric projection, hierarchical, or 

graph-based) , interaction function dis tribution, implement ation paradigms, win- 

dowing strategies, etc. 

Three implementation paradigms of the RuleViz model were discussed in detail 

and are summarized as follows, and it was also pointed out that combinations of 

t hese paradigms are possible. 
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Image-based algorithmic approach addresses the use of image processing tech- 

niques. The raw data is visualized into an image, and each component of 

the system is performed by means of operations on the image. The data and 

pattern images are used in the place of the data and patterns that the KDD 

process must accommodate. 

0 Embedded-algorithm-based approach embeds state-of-the-art dgorithrns for 

each component into the system, and the components, however, are connected 

by interaction and visua,lization. The objectives of interaction and visualiza- 

tion in such a system depend on the user to interactively choose appropriate 

algorithms and provide parameters for the algorithms in each component and 

to conveniently observe the data distribution so as to make decisions for next 

step, respectively. 

User-supervised interactive upprooch implements a fully interactive KDD sys- 

tem, in which the user plays an active role. The KDD process is completely 

"supervised" by the user, which means the user not only selects the dataset 

acd sets parameter values like a typical interactive KDD system does, but 

also operates each component directly without the algorithm running. The 

actions that the machine perfonns are to visualize the current states (data 

and patterns) and store the results that the user directs. 

Four interactive knowledge discovery systems with visualization were imple- 

ment ed for experimenting and evaluating the RuleViz model, including 

AViz - an image-based system for discovering numerical association rules 

based on data plots and optimized rectangles; 
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CViz - an embedded-algorithm-based system for classification rule induction 

based on the parallel coordinates visualization technique; 

CVizT - a user-supervised interactive system for building classification d e s  

based on the Table Letas visualization technique; and 

DTViz - a user-supervised interactive system for constructing decision trees 

based on the paraltet segments pixel-orient ed visualization technique and the 

tree structure visualization algorithm. 

There are certainly many different functions that c m  be included in each com- 

ponent when an interactive KDD system is developed. In our implementation, 

however, the functions that were considered rnainly concentrated on the following 

aspects: 

raw data visualization techniques; 

* feature and tuple selection for data reduction; 

missing values handling and continuous at tribute discretization for data pre- 

processing; 

pattern discovery algorithms and interactive pattern construction; and 

pattern ( h a l  pattern and intermediate result) visualization techniques. 

Experiments were performed on these four systems using the artificial data set, 

census data, and several UCI repository data sets, including IRIS, Monk, Glass, 

hcome, etc. Our experimental results demonstrate that the RuleViz model c m  

provide a methodology for developing interactive KDD systems and the systems 

developed according to the RuleViz model take advantage of both algorithm-based 

and visuôlization-based approaches. They provide the following functionalities: 
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provide the user with straightforward observation and control of the KDD 

process; 

0 integrate the user's perception and domain knowledge into the KDD process 

easily ; 

make it convenient for the user to understand and interpret the discovered 

knowledge; and 

remain flexible for distributing the KDD functions between the user and ma- 

chine. 

These merits are what we have been pursuing in designing the RuleViz model and 

represent accomplishments of this thesis. 

10.2 Future Work 

The RuleViz model proposes a framework for developing interactive KDD systems, 

and the four implemented systems, AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz, explore specific 

visualization techniques and learning strategies for specific learning tasks. Consid- 

erabie research remains to be done in application of the RuleViz model. We would 

like to persue the following venues in our future work: 

More experiments with the implemented systems will be completed. We re-' 

alized that our experiments presented in this thesis are not sdiicient to make 

the persuasive conclusion. We intend to train more people with different back- 

grounds to operate the systems and construct the classifiers, and compare the 

results to achieve the improvement of the results. We only used resubstitution 
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eualuatation method to evduate the predictive accuracy of the classifiers in 

our experiments. O ther existing evaluation methods such as resample evalua- 

t ion and multi-fold evaluation will be used to evaluate the experiment results. 

In addition, more exact evaluation methods should be de~eloped. Our ex- 

periments are cmently focus on the data sets from the UCI repository [126]. 

The systems implemented should be applied to practical data sets. 

More effective visualizat ion techniques will be developed. Most existing data 

and knowledge visualization techniques, including those that are used in the 

AViz, CViz, CVizT, and DTViz systems, focus on the visual representation 

of data and knowledge, but lack the flexible and friendly interface for the 

user to operate the visualization so as to integrate the domain knowledge and 

user's perception into the system [XI]. The visual discretization of continuous 

attributes developed in the CVizT and DTViz systems is our first attempt 

for developing an interactive data operation in the KDD process by means 

of effective visualization techniques. The other possibilities include effective 

interactive data reduction (tuple selection and feature selection) , data cluster- 

ing or pre-classification (usually requiring appropriate measure of distances 

between data points), missing value estimation (for example, the user can 

replace the missing values with the potential values by viewing the data or 

feature histograms), etc. 

More effective interaction interfaces for the user to manipulate the data will 

be researched. In the RdeViz model, the interaction between the user and 

machine is most important. By means of visualization, the user c m  gain 

insight into the data (feature) distribution. However, observing the data 

distribution is not our end. What is pursued is to operate the data according 
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to the observations. For example, through data visualization, one may find 

an interesting data area in the visuoliaed graphies. S/he wants to use the 

subset of data that fall in this area and clean aU data points outside the area. 

In such a case, the effective interactive tools for picking the interesting area 

is desired. In the AViz system, we implemented a "rubber band" to pick the 

interesting data rectangle on the two dimensional space. This "rubber bandn 

has an inconvenient limitation that constrains the interesting data area to be 

rect angular. For most realistic applications this limitation is not the case. 

The "rubber band" can be expanded in two directions: from data rectangles 

in 2D spaces to a data cube in 3D spaces; fiom data rectangles with only four 

vertical and horizontal lines to data polygons with any number of straight 

lines or arcs or a mixture of both. 

Human perceptions and perceptud inferences will be explored for design- 

ing visualization techniques. Usually, visual representations of data create 

problems obvious for humans to solve by means of perceptions. How a user 

perceives the data (e.g., data distribution, feature association, or other data 

characteristics) through the data visualization and visualized images domi- 

nates the visualization techniques. Moreover, human perception research also 

helps to design the interaction tools for the user to operate the data and 

intermediate results. Human perception is a vast and frequently studied sub- 

ject. The connection between perception and cognitive activities, however, 

has been tenuous, making external cognition difficult to study with any pre- 

cision [32]. Perception research can be based on either the logical map of the 

eye or the logical threelevel hierarchical organization of the visual perception 

system [140]. 
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More types of patterns will be considered to be the tôrget patterns of new 

interactive KDD systems. The RuleViz mode1 is not limited to discovery of 

(2D and 3D) associations (AViz), classification d e  induction and construc- 

tion (CViz, CVizT), and construction of decision trees (DTViz). New inter- 

active KDD systems will be developed for discovering other types of patterns # 

such as  neural networks, data/docurnent clusters, sequential patterns, and so 

forth. The AViz systems can be extended to visualize multidimensional tuples 

and discover multidimensional numerical association rules. An interactive vi- 

sual mining system from transaction databases is being considered, where a 

visual representation of the layer structure of frequent itemsets can be char- 

acterized by the "lattice" structure of itemsets that u e  visu&zed by use of 

iconic and graph-based visualization techniques, and the "lattice" structure 

can be built in either bottom-up or top-dom fashion. The neural network 

has its own intrinsic structure which can be used as the basis of visualizing 

data and patterns. Web and text rnining systems with visualization are also 

under consideration. Each type of pattern usually requires distinct data and 

knowledge visualization techniques, interaction means, discovery algorithms, 

and implementation strategies. 

Separate KDD systems will be integrated together to form an interactive 

KDD environment. Some approaches for tuple selection, feature selection, 

discretization of continuous attribut es, missing values handling, etc. can be 

developed for general purpose, not limited to specific learning patterns, and 

can be shared by many KDD systems. For example, both the AViz and 

CViz systems provide the bin-packing-based equi-depth discretization method 

of continuous attributes. In our future integrated system, they can share a 

common routine for this discretization method. 
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The effective cooperation [14] of the user and the machine in the KDD system 

will be investigated and developed. Embedded-dgorithm-based approaches 

for implementing the KDD system includes learning algorithms and data pro- 

cessing algori t hms in the s ystem as relatively independent component s. What 

the user needs to do is to provide parameters and input data for the embedded 

algorithms. In the systems implemented in this paradigm, the user is passive 

while the machine is active. The embedded algorithms are not easily changed 

so that the generated systems are not flexible and have more limitations to 

include the user's perception and domain howledge. User-supervised inter- 

active approaches, in contrast , only provide visual data and/or intermediate 

results to the user and the user must make decisions in each step of the KDD 

process. IR the systems implemented in such a paradigm, the user is active 

while the machine is passive, and the user's perception and domain knowl- 

edge can be flexibly integrated into the KDD process. The flexibility of the 

systems built in this way, however, may lead to a situation in which the user 

does not know how to perform the next step or has no idea how to make a 

decision. For example, during the construction of a decision tree using the 

DTViz system, after the user chooses a node to split, s/he must first choose 

the split attribute and then choose the split points for the attribute. Al- 

though strategies for selecting split attributes and split points were discussed 

in Chapter 8, the user rnay still find it difficult to make a decision to select 

the split attribute andfor the split points for the selected attribute, if the 

data and class labels distribute evenly or uniformly and no clear clusters ex- 

ist in aU attribute columns. To overcome this problem, user-supervised and 

embedded-algorithrn-based approaches can be integrated. A possible combi- 

nation of these two paradigms is to build an effective cooperation between 
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the user and the machine. In most cases, the user supervises the KDD pro- 

cess. In the cases in which the user does not know how to perform a specific 

task, embedded algorithms are c d e d  upon to compute the task and rank the 

possible solutions in terms of some criteria, and then the user makes the final 

decision to choose one solution from the many possible solutions. 
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